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The thesis is based on using mathematical approaches to gain insights into the transmis-

sion dynamics of mala¡ia, a disease of major public health significance. Since mosquito

vector is critically important to mala¡ia dynamics, a model for the population dynam-

ics of the malaria vector is considered first of all. The model takes the form of a.system

of delay differential equations. The asymptotic stability of the associated equilibria

as well as the existence of Hopf bifurcation are established using various mathemati.

cal techniques and theories (such as the fluctuation method, Fatou's lemma and Hopf

bifurcation theory).

Abstract

A model assessing the impact of immune response and a potential anti-malaria

vaccine on controlling malaria dynamics in an infected host is developed and rigorously

analysed. The model, which is derived based on progressive refinements of some existing

models, has a globally-asymptotically stable disease-free equilibrium (for a special case)

when the associated reproduction threshold is less than unity. The model allows for

the assessment of various assumed vaccine characteristics.

Finally, the thesis addresses the problem of the role of repeated malaria exposure

on the transmission d¡.namics of the disease in a population. It is shown that such

repeated exposure induces the phenomenon of backward bifurcation, the epidemiolog-

ical consequence of which is that the classical requirement of having the associated

reproduction number less than unity becomes only necessary, but not sufficient, for

the effective control of mala.ria in a population. Numerical simulations of the model
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show that the size of the backwa¡d bifurcation region increases with

re-infection of first-time infected individuals.

increasing rate of
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Chapter 1

fntroduction

1.1 Public Health and Socio-economic Impact

Malaria is a parasitic vector-borne disease that is endemic in many parts of the world.

Currently, up to 300 million people are affected worldwide (with about 2 million

malaria-related deaths recorded annually) [139]. Although malaria has been success-

fully controlled in most developed areas of the world, it remains a major public health

burden in many of the developing parts of the globe, particularly in some regions within

Africa, Asia and South America. For instance, malaria represents 70% of Africa's over-

all disease burden [139]. In malaria endemic areas, the heaviest toll of morbidity and

mortality falls on young children (in the year 2000, mala¡ia was the principal cause of

around 18% of deaths of children under 5 years of age in sub-Saharan Africa [121]).

Unfortunately, however, in the past three decades, there has been a resurgence of

malaria in areas where it had been eradicated or had been successfully controlled [12].



This is largely attributed to global warming, resistance to anti-malarial drugs (such as

Chloroquine), inadequate vector control programmes, migration etc. 112].

L.2 Transmission of Malaria

The malaria parasite is primarily transmitted from person-to-person by an infected

female Anopheles mosquito when it takes a blood meal from the host. It can also be

transmitted through blood transfusion from donors with parasitaemia [a8]. Ttanspla-

cental malaria (i.e., congenital malaria) occurs in malaria-endemic areas in population

with partial immunity to malaria [48]. The symptoms of malaria in an infected human

include fever and anaemia. On average, the incubation period is about 12 days in

humans and about 10 days in mosquitoes. The period can be longer depending on the

strain of the parasite. In this thesis, malaria transmission through mosquito bites (by

female Anopheles mosquitoes) is considered,

The Anoplteles mosquito goes through several distinct stages of development. The

eggs are laid on water. After about 2-3 days, they hatch into larvae. This process

is temperature-dependent, and can take up to 2-3 weeks in cold weather. In about

4-10 days, the larvae mature into pupae. The pupae then metamorphose into adult

mosquitoes in about 2-4 days. The duration of the whole cycle varies betweeiì 7 and

20 days, depending on the ambient temperature and the mosquito species [47].

The four species that cause malaria in humans are the protozoan parasites of the

genus Plasmodi.um (Plasmodi.urn u'iuar, Plasmodi,um malariae, Plasmodzum ouale and

Plasmodium falci,param). These protozoan parasites are transmitted by the bite of a

2



female Anopheles mosquito. The species P. falci,paran¿ accounts for the most severe

and often potentially lethal forms of mala.ria. This thesis will focus on transmission by

the P. falci,parum species.

Once inside a human host, the parasite develops and multiplies, causing flu-like

symptoms such as fever, headache and chills. The developing parasites destroy red

blood cells (RBCs), which may cause death by severe anemia as well as by the clogging

of capillaries that supply the brain, or other vital organs, with blood [g2].

Plasrnodi'um has a complex life style, alternating between human and mosquito

hosts. The infected female Anopheles mosquito injects the parasite, in the form of

sporozo'ite, into the host's bloodstream when taking a blood meal. Then , the sporozo,ite

enters a liver cell and produce thousands of merozoi,tes (another form of the parasite)

and releases them into the bloodstream. In the bloodstream, merozo,ites infect red

blood cells, reproduce there and burst out of the infected cells (following the rupture

of the host cells). The resultingmerozoi,tes can infect other red blood cells, yielding a

cycle of infection and eruption. This cycle, known as the erytltrocyti,c stage, causes the

pathological hallmarks of a malaria infection [51]. Some of the merozo,ites deveiop into

sexual forms, called gametocytes, which are either male or female [30]. The ingestion

of these gametocgtes (following a blood meal) by a mosquito initiates the nex-t stage

of the Plasmodium life cycle. In the mosquito's glt, gametocytes produce gametes.

Zygotes, produced from gametes, develop into ooki,nete and then oocyst The oocyst

rupture and release sporozo'ites, which migrate to the salivary gland of mosquito, infect

humans and repeat the Plasmodi,um lile cycle [92].

.)
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1.3 Control Strategies Against Malaria

The World Health Organization (WHO), in conjunction with the United Nations Chil-

dren's F\rnd (UNICEF), the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), and

the World Bank launched the Roll Back Malaria Global Partnership (RBM) in 1998,

with the goal of halving the worldwide burden of malaria by 2010 [139]. In line with

this laudable initiative, numerous control and therapeutic strategies have been set up

including larval control, indoor residual spraying, insecticide-treated bed nets (ITNs),

prompt and effective case management, personal protection against mosquito bile (ai,a

the use of insect repellents), using DNA technology to modify the vector's ability to

transmit infection, the use of antibiotics, etc. [120]. Furthermore, although concerted

efforts are embarked upon to design a suitable mala.ria vaccine, no such vaccine is cur-

rently available for use in humans. Consequently, anti-malaria strategies are focussed

on vector-reduction and personal protection strategies. However, in order to choose

the most effective vector control strategy (or combination of strategies), it is neces-

sary to understand the population dynamics of the mosquito vector. A sizable part of

this thesis is devoted to the mathematical analysis of the population dynamics of the

malaria vector.

L.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, some basic mathematical preliminar-

ies, relevant to the thesis, are described. In Chapter 3, a population model,for the



dynamics of the malaria vector is formulated. The model, which takes the form of

a deterministic system of non-linear delay differential equations, is qualitatively and

numerically analysed subject to two types of birth rate functions, in the absence of

delay. The vector population model with time delay is studied in Chapter 4. Chapter

5 addresses some in-host models for malaria, with the aim of gaining insight into the

effect of immune response and potential vaccination on malaria transmission dynamics

i,n ui,uo. In Chapter 6, the role of infection-acquired immunity due to repeated exposure

to malaria is investigated using a deterministic model. The main mathematical and

epidemiological contributions of the thesis are summarized in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Mathematical Preliminaries

This chapter introduces some of the key mathematical theories and methodologies

relevant to the thesis.

2.! Equilibria of Linear and Non-linear Autonomous

Systems

Consider the equation below

where, U and V are open sets in lR" and IRp, respectively, and ¡; is a parameter. The

overdot in (2.1) represents differentiation with respect to time ($). fhe equation (2.1)

is an ord,,inary d¡,fferentinl equati,on (ODE) and the right-hand side function, f (r,t; ¡-t'),is

called a uector fi,eld. ODEs which explicitly depend on time a¡e called non-autonornoLLs)

C)

ù:f(r,t;¡-), r€U CR', ¿€1R1, and p'€VCR.e, (2.1)



while those that are independent of time are called

on autonomous systems of differential equations.

Consider the following general autonomous system

Definition 2.L. An equi,Iibrium soluti,on of (2.2) i,s gi,uenby r: t € IR.?r where f (f) :

0. The number Í i,s called an equi,li,bri,urn poi,nt.

Theorem 2.1-. (Fundamental Existence-Uniqueness Theorem [113]). Let E be an open

subset of Rn contai,ni,ng rs and assume that f € Ct(E). Then there erists an ø > 0

such tltat the i,nitial ualue problem (IVP)

autonomous. This thesis focusses

r:l@), Í€lRr¿.

has a uni,que soluti,on r(t) on the i,nterual l-o,o).

Lemma 2.1-. [1i3]. Let E be an open subset of R and let f : E --+ lR.n. Then i,f

f e CL(E), f i,s loca,lly Li,pschi.tz on E.

Proof. The proof is given in [113], and is reproduced below for completeness. Since

.E is an open subset of JR', given r¡ € E, there is an e > 0 such that /V.(zo) C E. Let

t: f @), r(0) : ro

(2.2)

the maximum of the continuous function DÍ(r) on the compact set lrl 1ef2, where

7
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D f @) represents the derivative (or Jacobian) of f (r). Let No denote the e f 2-neighbourhood

of ns, Nu¡2(26). Then for r,y € 
^¡0, 

set u: A-r. It followsthat z *sue ÄI¡ for

0 < ô < 1 since .AIo is a convex set. Define the function F : [0, 1] -+ IR.' by

Then, by the chain rule,

and therefore

F(s) : f(r+su).

F'(s): Df(r+su)u,

It follows that

f (a) - f (r): F(1) - F(0),

f' o, ¡t: 
Jo 

O'(t)Ot: 
Jo 

Df (r + su)uds.

¡l
lf@ - f @l < J, lD f(, i su)ulds,

¡Lt J, llnf @ + sz)lllzlds'

A Kl"l: Kla - rl.

This proves the Lemma. n



2.2 Hartman-Grobman Theorem

Definition 2.2. The Jacobianmatrir of f atthe equi,Ii,briLtn'rr, denotedby Df(r), i,s

th,e matrir

of parti,al deri,u ati,ues ea aluated,

Definition 2.3. Let r : r be an equi,li,brium solut'ion of (2.2). Then r i.s called

hgperboli,c i,f none of the ei.genualues of Df(n) haue zero real parf.. An equi,li.bri,urn

poi,nt that i,s not hyperboli,c i,s called non-hyperboli,c.

Consider the systems

0h,_,
;-tzlofrt

::
ôfn , -,^ (:r)
drt'

at r.

ôÍt,-,

-lIl
drn"

I

ôf, , _,
^ \r)oîtn'

r:f@), z€JR',

it:g(a), u€R",

where / and g are two C' (r > 1) ODEs defined on lR'.

Definition 2.4. [138]. The dynam'ics generated by the aector fi,elds f and g of (2.3)

are sai,d, to be locally Ck conjugate (k < r) i,f there erist a Ck d,i,ffeornorph.i.sm h whi,clt,

takes the orbi.ts of the fl,ow generated ba f , ó(t,r), to the orbits of tlte fl,ow generated

bA g, tþ(t,y), preseruing orzentati,on and parametrization by ti.me.

Theorem 2.2. (Hartman and Grobman [138]). Consider a C'(r 27) uector fi,eld f

(2.3)



and the sAsten'L

with domain oÍ f an open subset o/ R".

ti,ons whi,ch are hyperboli,c. Consi,der the

r:Í(r), z€lRn,

Then the fl,ow generated by (2.4) is C0 conjugate to the fl,ow generated by the li,nearized

system (2.5) i,n a nei,ghbourhood of the equi,libriurn poi'nt.

A direct application of the Ha¡tman-Grobman Theorem is that an orbit structure near

a hyperbolic equilibrium solution is qualitatively the same as the orbit structure given

by the associated linearized (around the equilibrium) dynamical system.

Suppose also that (2.4) has equi,li,brium solu-

associ,ated li,near ODE system

¿(, : Df (r)t, € e IR"

2.3 Stability of Solutions

(2.4)

The following are standard definitions and theorems required to analyze ihe stability

of an equilibrium of an autonomous system. Let f(t) be any solution of (2.2). Then,

z(ú) is stabte if. solutions starting "close" fo -r(t) at a given time remain close to r(ú)

for all later times. It is asymptoti,caUg stable Lf. nearby solutions converge to u (ú) as

ú --+ oo. These concepts are formally defined below:

(2.5)

10



Definition 2.5. [138]. The equili,bri,urn -r(t) i,s sai,d to be stable i,f gi,uen e > 0, there

eri,sts aô: ô(e) > 0 suchthat, for any solutionaþ) of (2.2) sati,sfyinglz(ts)-g(¿o)l <

6, lt(t) - A@l < e for t ) to, úo € R.

Definition 2.6. [138]. The equi,ti,brium r(t) i,s sai,d to be asymptoti'cally stable i'f (i') i't

,is stable and (ü,) there eri,sts a constant c > 0 such tltat, for any soluti'on y(t) of (2.2)

satisfyi,ns lz(¿o) - s(¿o)l < c, ttten I* lt(ú) - a?)l:0.

Definition 2.7. A solutzon whi'ch i's not stable i's said' to be unstabl,e.

..

Theorem 2.3. [138]. Suppose att the ezgenualues of Df (n) haue negati'ue real parts.

Then tlte equili,bri,um soluti,on r: t of the system (2.2) is locally asymptoti'cally stable,

and unstable if at least one of the ei'genualues has positi'ue real part.

2.4 Bifurcation Theory

In general, systems of physical interest typically have parameters which appear in the

defining (governing) systems of equations. As these parameters are varied, changes

may occur in the qualitative structures of the solutions for certain parameter values.

These changes are called bi,furcati,ons. The parameter values where bifurcation occlus

are called bi,furcation ualues. A standa¡d definition of bifurcation at a point is given

below.

Definition 2.8. Let

b:f(r,tt), ø€lR, É¿€R,

11
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be a one-parameter fami,ly of one-dimensional ODE* An equi,librium soluti.on of (2.6)

gi,uen by (r,t") : (0,0) zs sai,d to undergo bi,furcati,on at ¡.t :0 i.f the fl,ow for p near

zero and r neor zero 'is not quali,tatiuely the sarne as the fl,ow near r:0 at þ:0.

There are various types of bifurcations, including saddle-node, transcritical, pitchfork,

backward, Bogdanov-Takens and Hopf bifurcations [138]. Three of these, fòrward,

backward and Hopf bifurcations, are relevant to this thesis.

2.4.1. Hopf bifurcation

This entails the bifurcation of an equilibrium solution into a periodic solution. A formal

definition, for planar systems, is given below.

Theorem 2.4. (Andronov-Hopf bifurcation [118]). Let ic: Fr(x) be a system of

di,fferenti,al equati,ons i,n the plane, depending on a parz,n"Leter p,. Assume that there is

a fired poi,nt x, for the parameter aalue ¡,t, with ei,genualues À, : e, I i,Br. Assume

th,at B, # 0, d,o:0, and

dI. (a")l > o.dlt' *'lp=po

(a) (Supercriti.cal bi,furcati,on). If xro i,s weakly attracti,ng for p, : ¡-ts, then th.ere is

an attracti,ng perzodi,c orbitforlp- ttol small and þ) tto. Theperiod of the orbi,t

i,s equal to 2rf þro plus terrns whi,ch, go to zero as ¡.t goes to ¡,t6.

(b) (Subcnti,cal bi,furcati,on). If xpo i,s wealcly repeLli,ng for p,: ¡.ts, then there i,s a

repelli,ng periodi.c orbi,t for lp - ttol small and þ 1 tto. The peri.od of the orbi,t i,s

equal to 2rlþro plus terrns whi,ch go to zero as ¡r goes to ¡-ts.
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Remark: If the rest of the assumptions of the theorem are true, but

d, .l
du@ù1,:,0 'o'

then the periodic orbit appears for the parameter values on the opposite side of the

bifurcation value (see [68, 94] for generalized version of Hopf bifurcation theorem).

2.5 Non-existence of Periodic Solutions

Generally, models of disease transmission may have solutions that differ from the asso-

ciated equilibrium solutions. Such solutions a.ffect the stability of the equilibria. These

kinds of solutions are generally referred to as closed orbits. In order to establish global

properties of equilibria, it is sometimes necessary to show the non-existence oi closed

orbits in the feasible region of the model. One method for ruling out closed orbits is

described below.

Definition 2.9. (Periodic solution). A soluti,on r(t) i,s sai.d to be peri,odr,c i,f r(t+T) :

r(t) for allt, for someT > 0.

2.5.L Lyapunov functions and LaSalle's Invariance Principle

Lyapunov F\rnctions

A powerful method for analyzing the stability of an equilibrium point is based on the

use of Lyapunov functions. Lyapunov functions are energy-like functions that decrease

.'

along trajectories [130].

13



Definition 2.LO. A functi,on I/ : R." ---+ IR zs sai'd to be

o V(r) > 0 for all r 10,

o V(r) :0 i,f and only if r:0,

ø V(r) -> oo ¿s r -+ Ø.

The general Lyapunov Function Theorem is given below.

Theorem 2.5. [138]. Consi,der th.e followi'ng system

a posi,ti,ue definite functi,on i'f

Let r be an equ'il'ibri,um soluti,on of (2.7) and let V : U -+ IR. be a Cr functi,on defi,ned

on sonte ne'ighbourhood U of r such that

i) V i,s posi.ti,ue defini,te

ii) V(r) < 0 i.n ¿¡\{¿}.

x:f(r), r€lR'.

Then r i,s stable. Moreouer, i,f

iii) iz(z) <0 i,n U\{u}

then r i,s asyrnptoti,cally-stable.

Any function V that satisfies the above is called a Lyapunou functi'on [68, 138]' If

U : IR', then r is globally-asymptotically stable (GAS) whenever (i) and (iii) hold.

(2.7)
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Example 1:

Consider the following system,

4., _ _r_aJ.g - -r,-g

The system has a non-hyperbolic equilibrium solution at (r,y): (0,0). Let V(r,g) :

12 +A2.Clearly y(0,0) :0 and. V(*,ù > 0 in any deleted neighbourhood of (0,0).

Further,

ù : U-r3,

Hence, v < 0 if (r,y) I (0,0). Thus, by the Lyapunov F\rnction Theorem 2.5 above,

the equilibrium (0, 0) is asymptotically-stable.

Limit Sets and Invariance Principle

V(r,ù : 2g-l2yy

2*(a - x3) +zy(-r - y3)

-2(rn+94) <0.

Since general population biology models (e.g., those arising in epidemiology, immunol-

ogy, vector dynamics etc.) monitor human, cell or vector populations, it is necessa.ry

to consider that associated population sizes can never be negative. Thus, popula-

tion dynamics models should be considered in (feasible) regions where such property

(non-negativity) is preserved.
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Definition z.LL. A poi,nt rs € lR.n is called an a-li,mi,t point of u € IRn, denoted by

a(r),ifthereeri,stsasequence{tn},tn...+æsuchthat

Definition 2.L2. A point rs € R" zs called an a-Iimi,t poi,nt of r € IR', denoted by

a(r), lf there eri,sts a sequence {tn}, to ---+ -oo such th'at

ó(t¿,r) > rs.

Definition 2.1-3. [138]. The set of all a-li,mi,t potnts of a fl,ow i,s called the u-li'mi't

set. Si,milarly, the set of all a-li,mit poi,nts of a fi,ow i's called the a-l'imit set.

Definition 2.L4. [138]. Let S c['' be a set. Then, S is sai,d, to be i,nuarior'l und,",

the fl,ou generated by ù : f(r) i,f for an! :Ls € S we h,aae r(t,0,r6) e S for allú € R..

If we restrict the region to positive times (i.e., ¿ > 0), then,5 is said to be a positi,uely-

i,nuari,ant set. In other words, solutions in a positively-invariant set remain there for

all time. The set is negatively-invariant if we go backward in time.

Theorem 2.6. (LaSalle's Invariance Principle [56, 86]). Suppose th,ere i,s a conti,nu-

ously di,fferent'iable, posi,ti,ue def,ni,te, and radi,ally unbounded functi,on V : lR" ' IR,

such that

þ(t¿,r) > rs.

ffø - ¡)f@) sw(r)< o, vz € IRn.
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Then, E is a globally-stable equi,li,brium. The soluti,on r(t) conuerges to the largest

i.nuari,ant set S contai,ned i,n E : {r € lR.n : W(r) : 0}.

2.6 Methods for Local Asymptotic Stability of Equi-

Here, two standa¡d methods for analyzing the local stability of the equilibria of disease

transmission models are briefly described.

libria

2.6.L Linearization

Determining the stability of an equilibrium e(ú) generally requires an understanding of

the nature of solutions near z(ú). Let

and suppose that equation (2.8) is substituted into the general autonomous system

ù : f (r), r e lR." and / is twice differentiable. The Taylor series expansion about

r(t] grves

r: n(t) I e,

r: n(t) + è: f (r(tD + nf @(t))e + o(le 12),

(2.8)
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where, | . l denotes norm on ìR'. Hence,

Equation (2.9) above describes the evolution of orbits near z(ú). The behavior of

solutions arbitrarily close to t(ú) is obtained by studying the associated linear system

è: Df (n(t))e + o(le l'z).

However, ff r(t) is an equilibrium solution, i.e., r(t): f, then Df (r@): Df @) is a

matrix with constant entries, and the solution of (2.10) through the point eo € IR¿ at

ú : 0 is given by

è: Df(r(t))e.

Theorem 2.7. Suppose all of the ei,genualues of D f (r) haue negati,ue real parts. Then,

theequi,ti,briurnsoluti,ont:t of thenon-li,nearODEr: f (r), r € lR?? i,s asymþtoti,calty-

stable.

Example 2

Consider the ODE system

(2.e)

e (r) : exp(Df (n)t)es.

(2.10)

T:

lt :

(2.11)

ft(r,y):a3-r,

fr@,u):12-2u.
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The system has an equilibrium point f : (0,0). The Jacobian -I of the system is given

by

J(r,a) : Df (r) :

EvaluatingJatrgives

ôf, ôf,
ôø ôg

so that the eigenvalues of J(0,0), Àr : -1, Àz-- -2, have negative real parts. Hence,

the equilibrium r : (0,0) is asymptotically stable.

2.6.2 Next generation method

Iôfc ô f"
ôx ôa

J(0,0) :

-1 3a"

-1 0

Whilst the standard linearization method described above applies to analyzing the local

stability of equilibria in general, the nert generation method,, which is also a linearization

method, is used to establish the local asymptotic stability of the DFE (or a boundary

equilibrium). The method was first introduced by Diekmann and Hesterbeek [31] and

refined for epidemiological models by van den Driessche and watmough 1136].

Epidemiological models, of Kermack and Mckendrick type 174], typically sub-divide

the total population (l/) into a number of mutually exclusive compartments, depending

on their disease status. The formulation in [136] is now described.

Suppose the given disease transmission model, with non-negative initial conditions,

.)- ô

0-2
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can be \Mritten in terms of the following system:

where Y¿:Y¿ - Vo+ and the function satisfy the following axioms below. First of all,

Xr: {r > \l"n:0, 'i - 1,.'. ,nz} is defined as the disease-free states (non-infected

state variables) of the model, where r: (rt,"' ,rn)t,r¿>. 0 represents the number of

individuals in each compa,rtment of the model.

r¿: f(r¿): F¿(z) -Y¿(r),'í : L,"',n,

(Al-) if r ) 0, then F¿, Vf ,Vn ) 0 for 'í: !,... ,ffi.

(,{2) if ri:0, then Vo : 0. In particular, If. r e X, then Vn- : 0 for i: I,"' )n'1.

(A.3) Fi:0if i>m.

(44) if r €. X,, then F¿(r) : 0 and Vn*(") : 0 fo1i:7,'" ,ffi.

(45) If F(r) is set to zero, then all eigenvalues of Df @o) have negative real part.

Here, F¿(r) represents the rate of appearance of new infections in compartment i;

VI @) represents the rate of transfer of individuals into compartment z by all other

means) and V, (z) represents the rate of transfer of individuals out of compartment ti.

It is assumed that these functions are at least twice continuously differentiable in each

variable [136].

(2.12)

Definition 2.L5. (M-Matrix) An n x n matrir A i,s an M-matrit if and only i,f

euery off-di,agonal entry of A i,s non-posi,ti.ue and the di,agonal entries are all posi'ti'ae.

20



Lemma 2.2. (van den Driessche and Watmough [136]). If t is a DFE of (2.12) and,

fr@) satisfy (AI) - (A5), then the deriuati.aes DF(r) and DY(r) are parttti,oned, as

(r o\
DF(') : 

[, o)' "{') 
:

where F and V are the m x m matrices defi,ned by,

Further, F is non-negat'iue, V 'is a non-si.ngular M-matnr and Js,Ja a,re matrices

assoctated wi,th the transi,ti,on terms of the model, and, all ei.genualues of Ja haue posi,-

ti,ue real parts.

Theorem 2.8. (van den Driessche and Watmough [136]). Consi,der tlte di,sease trans-

miss'ion model gi,uen by (2.I2) wi,th. f (r) sati,sfyi.ng ari,oms (,4i) - (A5). If Í i,s a DFE

of the model, then r i,s LAS if R0: p(FV-r) < 7 (where p,is spectral radi,us), but

unstable if Ro > I.

F: [#,',]

(:

andV:

;)

l#,ol wi,th 11i, j 1m.

2.7 Delay Differential Equations

Time delays are used to model several different mechanisms in the dynamics of epi-

demics. These include incubation periods, latent periods, age structure and seasonal

variations. A brief introduction and basic properties of delay differential equations are

given below.
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2.7.1, Existence and uniqueness of solutions of delay differen-

Suppose r ) 0 is a given real number, IR' is an n-dimensional linear vector space

over the real numbers with norm l.l, C : C(l-r,0],R") is the Banach space of con-

tinuous functions mapping the interval [-r,0] into IR." with the topology of uniform

convergence.If $ e C, then the norm lldll : supee¡-",01 ló@)|If

tial equations

then for any t € lo,o 1,4], Iet z¿ be defined by

a € IR., A> 0 and r e C(lo - r,o+,4],1R"),

If D is a subset of lR. x C, f , D ---+ lR" then the delay differential equation on D is

given by

r¿(0):r(t+0), -r10<0.

The existence and uniqueness of solutions of the delay differential equation (2.13)

are stated below.

Theorem 2.9. 157). Suppose{l i,s an open subset o/lR. x C and /0 e C(Q,R."). ff

(o,ô) e Q, then there i,s a soluti,on of tlte delay differenti,al equati,on (2.73) passi'ng

through (o,ô).

More generatty, i,f W ç O i,s compact and f0 € C(CI,lR") zs g'iuen, th'en there is a

22
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neighbourhoodV Ç Q of W suclt that f0 e CjçV,R), there i,s a nei,ghbourh.ood U Ç

Cj(V,R") o/ f0 andand>0 andr>0 suchtÍr,a't, for any(o,ó) e W,f eU, thereis

a soluti,on r(o, ó, f) of the equati,on (2.I3) through (o, þ) whi,ch etists on lo - ,, o * a).

Theorem 2.10. [57]. SupposeQ is an open set zn R. x C, f t Q ---+ IR" 'is cont'inuous,

and f (t,þ) i,s Li,pschi,tzi,an i,n þ on each compact set i,nQ. If (o,ó) €O, then there is

a un'ique soluti,on of equation (2.1.3) through (o,ó),

The delay differential equation (2.13) can contain distributed delay or discrete delay.

A distributed delay differential equation has the form

where / depends on , computed on a continuum, possibly unbounded set of past values,

whereas, discrete delay differential equation has the form

r : Í (r, r1r7, I_*.n + r)d,pQ)),

where only a finite number of past values of state variables r are involved. In this

thesis, only the discrete delay will be considered.

r: f (t,r(t),r(t - rt),... ,r(t - r")) for 1,... ,rn20,

2.7.2 Linearization of delay differential equation

Consider a discrete delay differential equation (DDE) in the form

¡ : /(x(ú), x(t - r),x(t - r2),' . ., x(ú - r")),

23
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where the quantities r¿ a,re positive constants.

An equilibrium point is a point in the state space for which x(t) : x* is a solution

for all ú. Thus, for a DDE of the form (2.14), equilibrium points satisfy

For the stability of the equilibrium points of ODEs, we assume that the system has

been displaced by a small distance in phase space from the equilibrium. With ODEs,

the phase space is a finite-dimensional coordinate space, whereas with DDEs, the phase

space is an infinite-dimensional function space. In other wolds, displacements are time-

dependent functions ôx(ú) persisting over an interval of at least r^o,, thelongest delay.

Before proceeding further, it is convenient to introduce some new notation. It is a

common convention for DDEs that variables without subscripts are instantaneous (i.e',

x : x(t) ) while delayed variables are indicated by the subscripted value of the delay

x" : x(ú - r). Henceforth, this convention will be used.

Let x* be an equilibrium of equation (2.I4), and let the system be perturbed from

equilibrium by a small perturbation which lasts from t : to - rmaæ to ú6. Let ôx(Ú)

be the displacement from equilibrium, assumed small, at any time in the open interval

Ito - r*or,oo). Accordingly,

x:x**ôx

and

x: ôx:,f(*- * ôx,x* * ôxr'x* * ð'xrr,... ,X* + ôx",).
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Since each of the quantities ôx, ðxr, , õxor, ' ' ' ,6x'n is small, linearizing the differential

equationabouttheequilibriumpointusingTaylorseriesgives:

To obtain equation (2.15), the following fact is used.

ôx æ J¡ôx * Jn6xr,I Jnõxo" + "'+ J'*64..

The quantity Js is the usual Jacobian with respect to x evaluated at the equilibrium

point, while the matrices J,n are the Jacobians with respect to the corresponding x",

evaluated at x: x", : xrz: "' - X¡n: xx. Inlinear ODEs, the sOlutiOns are

exponential functions of time, with exponents given by the eigenvalues of the Jacobian

matrix.

Suppose that the linear DDE (2.15) also has exponential solutions. That is,

ôx(t) :l.rt. Q.16)

.f(x*,x*,"',x*) :0'

(2.15)

Substituting (2.16) into equation (2.15), and rearranging gives

ÀA : (Js + e-^T Jr, + e-À" Jrr+ ..' + e-^'" J,,\A"

25
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This equation can only be satisfied with non-zero displacement amplitude A if

where / is the identity matrix of order rz. Equation (2.18) is called the characteristic

equation of the equilibrium point of the DDE system (2.14).

Definition 2.1.. 182]. An equilibrium of a systern of delay di,fferenti,al equati,ons 'is

absolutely-stable i,f it i,s asgmptoti,cally-stable for aII delays 7 > 0 and i.s condi,ti,onally-

stable if it i,s asymptoti,cally-stable for T i,n sorne fi,ni,te i,nteraal. :'

lr, 
* 

"-^n 
r,, + e_^" J,r+ ' " + 

"-À'n 
J,n- ,lrl : o,

2.8 Global Asymptotic Stability of Equilibria

An equilibrium x* is locally-asymptotically stable if it attracts solutions within a

neighbourhood (in a feasible region) containing x* (Figure 2.1(a)). It is globally-

asymptotically stable if it attracts all solutions in the feasible region (Figure 2.i(b)).

(2.18)
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Figure 2.1: Diagram illustratine (a) local-asymptotic stability, (b) global-asymptotic
stability of an equilibrium point.

There are numerous methods for establishing GAS of an equilibrium point. One of

these methods (relevant to the thesis) is described below (another method, based on

the use of Lyapunov function and LaSalle's Invariance Principle, is briefly described in

Section 2.5.1).

(u)

2.8.L Fluctuation method

Properties of lim sup

(b)

The operations lim sup and lim inf on sequences {a,} and {b,} in IR.* : R U{-*} U{*}

have the following properties.

(a) if. a" 1 bn for all n, then lim sup ø,,, ( lim sup ô,, and lim inf ø,, ( Iim inf. bn.

(b) liminf ø,, ( limsupo,".

(c) lim s''tp anbn ( Iim sup ø?¿ lim sup b,r.

(d) lim inf. an: - limsup(-g,).
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(e) the sequence {ø"} in IR* converges in IR* if and only if lim inf øn : lím sup a??.

Lemma 2.3. (Thieme [f33]). Let f :(úo,oo) -* lR åe a d,i'fferenti,able functi,on ino, no,

no li.mi,t as t ---+ æ. TÌr,en there are sequences sn,tn + æ wi,th the followi,ng properties:

f þò ' f *, f'(t,) :0,

Í(t^) * f*, f'(tn) :0,

for n--- æ, u)here, /* : liffJp f (t) and /* : l\TSf f (t).

If / has no limit f.or t --- oo, it has to oscillate between /- and "f-. So appropriate

sequences of local minima /(sr) and local maxima f Qr) can be chosen that have the

desired properties.

Proposition 2.L. (Thieme 1133]). Let f : (ú0, -) -* IR. be bounded and conti'nuously

di,fferenti,able. Then tltere are sequences sn,tn + æ wi,th th,e followi,ng properti,es:

Í(tn) ---- f*, f'(tn) -- 0,

f (t,) - f*, f'(tn) --.0,

for n -- æ, u)here,,f- : limsup f (t) and /- : llq*f f @.

The global stability of equilibria can be established using the fluctuation method

[66, 133]. The method is based on using the following Theorem and Corollary'

Theorem 2.11. (Thieme [133]). Let D be a bounded i,nterual inR and g : (ts,ø)

D ---+ lR be bounded and uni,formly conti,nuous. Further, let r : (ú0, *) -- D be

''
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soluti,on of ù: g(t,r), wlti,ch i,s def,ned on the whole i,nterual (ts,æ). Then, there eri,st

sequences sn,tn + æ such th'at

where, r-: Iimsupr(t) andr*: Iiminf z(ú).
ú+oo

Corollary 2.1-. (Thieme [i33]). Let the assumpti,ons of Theorem 2.11 be sati'sfi'ed.

Then,

j$c(',, r-) : o : jggø(tn, r*),

(a) limnf g(t, t *) < 0 < lim zup g (ú, r-) ,

(b, Iiminf s(t,r*) < 0 < liLSJe s(t,r*).

2.9 Epidemiological Preliminaries

2.9.L Incidence functions

Disease incidence in a community is defined in terms of the number of new infections

generated per unit time in that community. Incidence, in disease models, is generally

characterized by an incidence function (a function that describes the mixing pattern

within the community). Various types of incidence functions have been used in.disease

modelling (see, for example, [63] for general discussion), and the choice of such function

can play an important role in the dynamics of the disease. Here, a general construction

of incidence function required for modelling is given.
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Let S(¿), 1(ú) and l[(ú) denote the number of susceptible individuals, infected in-

dividuals and the total population size at time ú, respectively. Suppose B(1/) is the

effective contact rate (i.e., the average number of contacts sufficient to transmit infec-

tion)per person pertnibtime. Then,P(N)IlN istheaveragenumberof contactswith

infectious individuals a susceptible individual makes per unit time. Thus, the number

of new cases coming from all susceptible individuals (S) is À,S, where 
^: 

P(N)I/N

is the force of infection. If B(¡/) :13, à constant, then À,5 is referred to as a standard

i.nci,dence functi,on. When P(N) : B,n/ (that is, the contact rate depends on the total

population), then À,S is called mass act'ion i.nci.dence [60, 62, 63]. It is worth stating

that standard incidence models with constant total population (N(ú)), such as the

model in [81], are essentially mass action models.

The aforementioned two incidence formulations (standard and mass action inci-

dence) appear to be the most widely used in the mathematical biology literature.

Although some studies have suggested that the standard incidence formulation is more

realistic for human diseases [2, 4], the choice of one over the other really depends on

the disease being modeled and, in some cases, the need for analytical tractability.

2.9.2 Reproduction numbers

Compartmental mathematical models have been widely used to gain insight into the

spread and control of emerging and re-emerging human diseases, dating back to the

pioneering work of Bernoulli (on modelling the transmission dynamics of smallpox) in

1760 and the likes of Ross, Kermack and McKendrick and others (see [2, 4, 63] and
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the references therein). The dynamics of these models tend generally io be completely

determined by a threshold quantity, known as the basi,c reproduction number (denoted

by 7lo), which measures the average number of new cases an index case can generate

in a completely susceptible population [4, 33, 63]. Typically, when 7?¡ is less than

unity, a small influx of infected individuals will not generate large outbreaks, and the

disease dies out in time (in this case, the corresponding disease-free equilibrium (DFE)

is LAS). On the other hand, the disease will persist if ß.s exceeds unity, where a stable

endemic equilibrium point (EEP) exists. This phenomenon, where the DFE and an

EEP exchange their stability at?2'6 : L, is known as forward bi,furcati,on (or transcritical

bifurcation). A schematic description is given in Figure 2.2.

ê

.g 0 0'1

e

ã o.oz

The forward bifurcation phenomenon was flrst noted by Kermack and McKendrick

[74], and has been observed in many disease transmission models ever since (see [19,

20,2I,61, 63] and the references therein). In general, for models that exhibit forward
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bifurcation, the requirement Ro < l is necessary and sufficient for disease elimination

(i.e., the number of infectives at steady state depends continuously on R6). In the

presence of a control measure, such as the use of a vaccine in the community, the

dynamics of the model is governed by another threshold quantity, known as the effecti'ue

reproducti,on nun'Lber, denoted by R"¡¡. The threshold, R"¡¡, represents the average

number of secondary cases a typical infected individual will generate in a population

where a fraction of the susceptible individuals are vaccinated'

A number of studies have shown that whilst Ro < ! is necessary for disease elim-

ination, this requirement may not be sufficient. This is owing to the phenomenon of

backward b,ifurcati,on, where a stable endemic equilibrium co-exists with a stable disease-

free equilibrium for Ro < 7. This phenomenon has been observed in numerous disease

transmission models such as those for behavioural responses to perceived risks [55],

multiple grollps [19,20, T2Tl,vaccination [37,81], vector-borne diseases [43, 105] and

transmission of mycobacteriurn tuberculosi,s with exogenous re-infection l2\, 40, 7261.

The phenomenon of backward bifurcation has important public health implication,

since it renders the classical requirement of reproduction number being less than unity

to be insufficient (in general) for disease elimination. A schematic description of the

backward bifurcation phenomenon is given in Figure 2.3 (in a backward bifurcation

situation, global asymptotic stability of the DFE is only feasible outside the region

of the co-existence of the two stable attractors, such as the region 0 < Ro <t0.82 i.,

Figure 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Backward bifurcation diagram showing the co-existence of a stable DFE
and two branches of endemic equilibria (a stable and an unstable branch).

Numerical simulations in this thesis are carried out using two Matlab routines,

namely oDE45 (for the non-delayed systems in Chapters 3, 5 and 6) and DDE23 (for

the delayed model in Chapter 4).
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Chapter 3

Analysis of Vector Dynamics Model

3.1 Introduction

Malaria is one of the oldest and deadliest infectious diseases in humans. The malaria

parasite is transmitted between people by female Anopheles mosquitoes. More than

60 species are known to transmit the infection. Some species are more signifrcant

than others as vectors because of variations in susceptibility to the parasite or the

propensity of mosquito to bite humans and to enter houses when looking for a blood

meal [92]. Both the male and female mosquitoes feed on nectar. However, only the

female mosquitoes feed on animal blood to provide proteins for their eggs. Thus, the

transmission of malaria is essentially driven by the human biting habit of the mosquito.

Tlansmission of most indirectly transmitted diseases of humans follow the same pattern:

the vector, in most cases an insect, interacts with a human and, depending on the

disease status of the mosquito and the human, will either infect or be infected. In the

'.
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process of this interaction, the vector may lose its life. For a disease vector to feed on

a human, it must actively seek the human host. Thus, mosquito can systematically

target and identify human beings 147, 951. Once a blood meal is taken, the vector

moves to a convenient breeding site, usually a swamp or humid area.

The Anopheles mosquito has several stages of development (metamorphosis). Fe-

male mosquitoes lay their eggs in batches of 70-100 on the surface of water and in

tropical temperatures the eggs hatch into la¡vae after 2-3 days. After 7-14 days, the

larvae turn into pupae. The pupa is comma-shaped and is the least active stage of the

Anopheles life cycle. After 2-4 days, the pupa metamorphoses into an adult mosquito.

The adult mosquitoes emerge during late evening, and are able to fly within minutes.

The duration of the whole cycle, from egg laying to an adult mosquito eclosion, varies

between 7 and 20 days, depending on the ambient temperature of the swamp and the

mosquito species involved [47].

A basic ecological requirement for all organisms is to maintain an appropriate sea-

sonality to optimize the chance of survival of the species. In warmer regions, seasonal

rainfall can increase the abundance of mosquitoes and other vectors with aquatic larval

stages, where reproduction depends on the availability of breeding sites [88, 104]. Fur-

thermore, mosquitoes reach sexual maturity earlier and feed more frequently at \Marmer

temperatures, potentially increasing the rate of parasite transmission. Powell and Lo-

gan [116] reviewed the mathematical relationship between environmental temperatures

and development timing. Raffy and Tlan [119] modelled vector dynamics using a dif-

fusion equation. Porphyre et al. [115] developed and studied a model that assesses
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and characterizes the abundance of vectors that can be produced in one breeding site

as a function of the variation of the environmental conditions of the breeding site.

Takahashi et aL 1732) presented models for the vital and dispersal dynamics of Aedes

aegypti,, a dengue vector. Some other vector population models have been presented in

[18,26,29, 103, 140], but with emphasis in different directions.

The knowledge of the population structure of the major vector species is fundamen-

tal to the sound understanding of malaria epidemiology and assessment of the effects of

many vector control strategies. The distribution of disease vectors in different regions

of the world depends on the prevailing local climatic and environmental conditions.

Due to global warming, there is a risk of the emergence of malaria in new regions

(where malaria has not been endemic). Thus, the complete understanding of the vec-

tor population dynamics is necessary for gaining insight into the disease spread and

the design of effective vector control strategies.

In this chapter, the model presented in [109] will be considered. The model is a

demographic model for vector population assuming the mass action contact. Due to

human biiing habit of mosquitoes, a restricted form of homogeneous mixing is assumed.

This model captures the biology of the Anopheles mosquito from the behavioural ecol-

ogy perspective. The model parameters a.re based on simplified assumptions that can

apply to most insect vectors with a similar life style.

The objective of this chapter is to rigorously analyse the model given in [109], aimed

at extending some of the theoretical results given in 1109], using two different forms of

the vector birth rate function.
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3.2 Model Formulation

The vector dynamics model presented by Ngwa [109] is considered. Although àetailed

formulation of the model is given in [109], the same is repeated here for completeness.

The total female mosquito population is sub-divided into three compa¡tments based on

the physiological status of the mosquito. At any time ú1, the density of the total adult

mosquito population, denoted by N,(¿r), is sub-divided into three sub-populations,

namely

(i) U(ú1): population of fertilized, well-nourished (with blood) and reproducing female

vectors;

(ii) I/(i1): population of all previously-fertilized female vectors at the breeding site

that have just laid their eggs but are still resting at the breeding site together with

all unfertilized female vectors that are not fed with blood and are not questing

for blood but are swarming at the breeding site;

(iii) W(¿1): population of fertilized but non-reproducing vectors that have left the

breeding site and are questing for a blood meal.

Thus, 
^6(¿r) 

:V(tt) +U(tr) +W(t1).

3.2.1 Birth rate function

The per capita birth rate per reproducing vector in class [/ is denoted by B(U),

where B is assumed to be a non-negative strictly monotone decreasing, continuously-
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differentiable function. We assume the following conditions on the function B : 10, oo) -

10, -) (see also [25]).

Definition 3.L. A function B : [0, oo) - R ¿s ¿ sui,table birth rate functi,on for th.e

uector i,f i,t sati,sfi,es the followi,ng th,ree condi,ti,ons (where a prirne represents a deri,uati,ue

wi,th respect to U ):

A1: B(U)> 0, VU>0;

A2: B(U) is continuouslg-di,fferenti,able wi,th B'(U) ( 0, V U ì_0;

A3: There eri,sts a posi,ti,ae number, called the uectorial basi,c reproduction,number

(d,enoted, bA Ro), such thatB(-) . # < a(0+) - Bo.

Assumptions A1 and A2 ensure that B-1(r) exists for r > 0 with B(-) < r <

B¡, while condition A3 ensures the existence of a threshold parameter, Re, with the

property that, when R6 ) 7, a positive non-trivial equilibrium, given by [J"* : B-1(r),

with ø e (B(oo), B¡), exists. This equilibrium does not exist iL?.o < 7.

The functional form of B(U) is chosen based on the fact that, in ecology, non-

linearity in the dynamics of the population of a single species arises due to the compe-

tition (for resources) between members of the population. Generally, when members

of the same species compete for a common resource, two types of competition can be

identified, namely contest competition and scramble competi,tion 173). In a scramble

competition, members of the species compete for a resource that is inadequate for the

needs of all, but is partitioned equally among contestants. Thus, in such a case, no

competitor obtains the amount it needs and, in extreme cases, all the members of the
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species may die. In a contest competition scenario, competition is for a resource that

is partitioned unequally, so that some competitors obtain all they need and others less

than they need (i.e., there are "winners" and "losers"). In the case of the mosquito, it

is logical to assume that there is an abundance of humans from which to draw much

needed blood meals, and that some of the mosquitoes succeed in the quest for blood

( "winners" ) and some die in the process ("losers" ). Hence, it seems plausible to.assume

a contest type competition for modelling the population dynamics of mosquitoes.

In this chapter, the following forms of birth functions, which satisfy Assumptions

A1 - 43, will be used.

81: B(u):r, (t -i), rr €[o,r);

B2: B(U): " i9|.,.", n)0.
r -1- \ti

The functional form BL was used in [109], and is commonly known in the literature

as the Verhulst-Pearl logistic growih model. It should be mentioned that for this type

of birth function, condition A1- will hold only when U < .L, Hence, .L is assumed to

be large and can be considered as the environmental carrying capacity. Since there

is a possibility for U > L, because of the possibility that fluctuations (oscillations)

in vector population can induce some numerical instabilities (e.g. causing negative

solutions in the simulations of the malaria vector population dynamics). However, we

continue to use it for comparison purpose, since it is linear and is, in fact, a general

form, for a first linear approximation near U : 0, to any form of birth rate function
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satisfying Assumptions A1- - 43. In each form of the birth rate function, 86 may be

identified as the limiting birth rate when the population numbers become very small.

The birth rate form 82, known as the Beverton-Holt function, is an example of a birth

rate function for a contest competition [16]. This is, perhaps, the first time the form

B2 is used to model the population dynamics of the mosquito vector. A plot of the

birth rate functions 81 and 82 is depicted in Figure 3.2, from which it is evident that

while BL is a linear decreasing function of U , B2 is a non-linear and concave upward

decreasing function of [/.

3.2.2 Model equations

Before deriving the equations of the model, it is worth stating that the breeding ground

for the vector is assumed to be distinct from the resting place of the humans (i.e.,.human

habitat site). In a general setting, it is natural to consider several such breeding sites

and human habitats. In this study, only one breeding site and human habitat is

considered.

The population of fertilized, well-nourished and reproducing female vectors (U)

is generated when vectors of class I/ successfully take a blood meal from humans

(where the density of human population is ,Ff) at a rate r and with probability p. This

population is decreased by the return of these vectors to the breeding site (at a rate o)

and natural death (at a rate p). Thus,

dU
dtt

: ptrHW - (a + p,)U.
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The population of all previously-fertilized female vectors at the breeding site that

have just laid their eggs (y) is generated by the birth of new vectors (with density

X(U)) and by the return of vectors of type U to the breeding site. The functional form

of y(U) is derived as follows (as given in [25, 109])

At the breeding site, fed and reproducing vectors lay eggs that hatch into larvae.

The larvae then mature into pupae which, in turn, produce adult vectors. Thus, there

is a time delay from oviposition to adult mosquito eclosion. Suppose the fertilized and

fed vectors lay eggs at a rate B(U) per fed vector. Then, the density of eggs laid per

unit time at the breeding site is given by aB(U(tù)U(ú1). Further,let En(t1) be the

density of eggs initially present at the breeding site at time n; and assume that these

eggs are still present at the breeding site at time úr ) n. In the absence of any new

eggs laid by fed vectors, and in the absence of any other sources of loss of eggs, the

density of eggs present at time h 2 n is given by

where, ¡.1. is the constant natural death rate in the embryo stage at the breeding

site. The time 7. spent by eggs at the breeding site is an exponentially distributed

random variable. Survival to time ú1, for a cohort born at time zr is then defined as

S(¿t) : 1 - F'(¿r), where F is the cumulative distribution function and ír : tt - T

[7, 8], so that

E,(tt) : En(n)e- P'(h-n),

S(ú') : Pr(T"21ù: 7-Pr(r"<ir) : r- 
lo"

4T
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Therefore, ¿-ue(tt-r) is the proportion of eggs initially present at the breeding site

at time n that are still present at time fu ) r; and úr - zr is the time duration the eggs

have survived for until the present time ú1. Let q(t1) be the probability that eggs will

remain unhatched ú1 time units afier they were laid. Then, the density of eggs at the

breeding site initially present at time r, lhat remain unhatched at time ú1 ).¡, now

becomes

Thus, the term q(h-r)e-uu(rr-n) represents the survival probability of eggs in the time

interval þr,t1l l6a].

Suppose that a fed and fertilized vector arriving at the breeding site laid its eggs

at time u € ltr,ú1]. Then, the density of eggs at the breeding site (i.e., eggs initially

present and new eggs laid by vectors returning to breeding site), at time ú1, is

E^ (t ù : E,(tr) q(tr - n) ¿- un(lr-n)

where the integral is taken over all eggs laid at time u € ltr,¿1] that have survived and

are present at time ú1. For simplicity, set î : 0 and assume that the maturation period

of eggs is constant, denoted by 7". It follows that, for t ) 7",

E(tr) : E^(t) * l^" aB(U(u))U(r)q(t, - u)s-u'þr-')¿u,

Îtt-Tu
E(tù : Eo(t) + | aB(u(u))u(r)q(tt - u)e-u'(tr')du

Jo

ftt
+ | aB(U (u))U(r)q(t, - u)e-u'(t'-") d,u.

Jh-Tn

Since,Ð6(ú1) :0 (because it is assumed that no eggs rvere present at time úr:0), for
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fi ) 7", and

then,

It tl€ltL-T",ttJ,
q(h-ò:1

l.' Ú1 € [o' tt-7")'

IJsing (3.4) in (3.3) for ú1 € [0,h-7"), and noting that Ee(ú1) :0, gives

It t1e lo,T"l
q(úr): {

[t ú1 € (?"'oo)'

Differentiating (3.5) with respect to ú1 (noting (3.4)) gives

lttE(tr): I aB(U(u))U(u)q(tr-u)e-u"(t'-')du. (3.5)
Jh-Tn

''

+ : aB(U(t1))U(t1) - aB(U(tt - T"))U(t1 - T")e-u"'" - t""E(tr). (3.6)
dtt

It follows then that the density of larvae that would have hatched at time ú1, from eggs

laid 4 units of time earlier, is given by

where, ?} is the maturation period of eggs.

Considering all the developmental stages of the vector (egg, Iarva, pupa), the density

(3.4)

aB(U(fi - T"))U(h -T")e-t""r',
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of new vectors emerging at time h, X(U), is then given by equation (3.7). That is'

where, T : T" + Tt +?o, with T¿,'i : e,l,p beingthe respective maturation time of

egg, larva and pupa and p. is the constant natural death rate of vectors in earlier life

stages. Thus, at the breeding site, new vectors emerge at the rate

x(U) : aB(U(t1 - n)U(h - T)e-u"r .

x(U) : aB(tJ(fi - T)U(h - T)e-u"r ,

The population of all previously-fertilized vectors that have just laid their eggs (l/)

is decreased by natural death (at the rate ¡;) and by questing for human blood meal

(at a rate b, which is scaled AV # to account for the preference of these vectors to

human blood rather the blood of other animals). Note that K is a positive constant

representing a constant alternative food source for the mosquitoes. Thus, the rate of

change of the population of vectors of type I/ is given by

(3.8 )

The population of fertilized but non-reproducing vectors questing for blood meal

(W) is increased at the rate ffi and is diminished by natural death (at the nte ¡-t)

and by taking blood successfully (at a rate r,FI). Thus, the rate of change of vectors

dV
dh

: xQ)-tau - (r.;#),
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in the class W is

In summary, the vector population dynamics in a single human habitat site and

breeding site can be represented by the following non-linear system of delay differential

equations [109]

x:G#)v-o'+r')w

dU
dh

dV
dh

dW
dh

: prHW - (a + p,)U,

:aB(u(tt-r))u(tt-r)e-u'r *au - (r.ffi)", (3.e)

: ( :! -l u - (u-t rl)w,\n+x)' \¡"

with initial data,

where, uy(tr), u6(ú1) and uy(t) are continuously differentiable functions on the interval

[-7,0]. A flow diagram of the model (3.9) is given in Figure 3.1. The model variables

and parameters are described in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

The model (3.9) will be analysed for its dynamical features subject to the two birth

functions 81 and 82. In 1109], the mathematical analysis of (3.9) was carried out

subject to the birth function 81, establishing the local asymptotic stability of the

associated trivial and non-trivial equilibria as well as the presence of Hopf bifurcation

under certain conditions. The aim of this chapter is to, first of all, extend the analysis

(U(tt),V(tr),W(tt)): (ro(¿r), uo(tt),wo(tr)), h e l-7,01, (3.10)
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in [109] for the case when no time delay (7 : 0) is present for the birth function

B2 (the analysis for the case with f + 0 is ca¡ried out in Chapter 4 subject to the

birth functions 81 and 82. It should be noted that the birth function 82 was not

considered in [109]). The second objective is to investigate the effect of the functional

form of B(U) on the vector dynamics. In other words, the effect of using the forms 81

and B2 on the dynamics of the mosquito vecto¡ will be compared.

3.2.3 Basic properties of the model without delay (7: 0)

Lemma 3.L. Consi,der the model (3.9) i,n the absence of delay (T : 0) Th.e regi,on

Rf Zs po si,ti,u elg-i,nu ariant.

Proof. Consider the initial conditions U(0) > 0, y(0) ) 0 and W(0) > 0' Suppose

there exists a ú2 such that U(t2): 0. Thus,

It follows that a tz ) tt can be chosen such that W (tr) ) 0, so thàr #(t2) > 0. But this

contradicts the fact thaï U(t2): 0. Thus, no such ú2 exists. IJsing similar argument

for I/(ú1) andW(t), it can be shown that the solutions with positive initial conditions

remain positive (in R|) for all úr > 0. That is, the region ìR.| is positively-invariant. n

fuftrl: prTW(t2) > o.

Lemma 3.2. The soluti,ons of th,e system (3.9) zn th,e absence of delay øre bounded

proui,ded p, - aBs > 0.

..
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Proof. In the absence of delay (7: 0), it can be shown from (3.9) that the rate of

change of the total vector population, Àä(¿r), is given by

d'N'(tt) : aì(u(tt))u(tr)- (1 - p)rHW(t1) - ttN,(tt),dtt

< aB(U(t))U(tr) - pNu(tt),

Thus,

< aB(U(t1))¡ä(¿r) - pNu(tt),

1 aBsN,(t1) - pN,(tr).

Hence, the total vector population is bounded ff p - aB6 ) 0. Since the total vector

populationisbounded (for p,-aBo >0),itfollowsthatallthesub-populationsof the

model, namely U(t),I/(ú1) and W(tt), are also bounded. n

^6(¿i) 
S 

^ä(o)r-t'-aBs)h.

From now on, it is assumed that ¡1,-aBo > 0, so that the system (3.9) is bounded.
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3.2.4 Change of variables and parameters

Before proceeding with the mathematical analysis of the model (3.9), it is convenient

to carry out the following change of parameters:

T*:TH, b*: bH a-(n+- H + K, v - \ø - tt)(b" i p,)(r. + ¡-t'), M : ab*pr*,
(3.11)

N: l-r3 + (b. + a+r*)¡1,2 *(ab* +ar* +b*r\¡"+ (1 - p)b*ar*, 1'

and change of variables:

where,

,n-@+t")u^ ,,, -(a-lp)(r.*p)ro, (Jo:L, andrs: --1- (g.18)" u pr* Jo, 'o - erHik " a,+ p

It follows that, using (3.11), (3.12) and (3.13), the model (3.9) reduces to

u v -w t:L. (3.12)u:A, ,: 
W, 

,:^, L:4,

#:'Q) - u(t)'

ff : aaØuQ - T))u(t - T)e-u"r + au(t) - pu(t), (3'14)

dw

¿¿ 
: tl'(t) -'(¿)l'

with initial data,

(u(t),u(t),u(¿)) : (ro(¿),u6(t),t s(t)), t €l-7,01, (3.15)
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where, us(t), us(t) and T.u¡(ú) are continuously differentiable functions on the interval

[-7,0] and,

For mathematical tractabiliiy, the analysis will be done for the scaled model (4.1a). In

bhe absence of delay (7:0), the scaled system (8.14) reduces to,

aUsT6o: -T-, p: i#+p
a+p ' I_

It is easy to see that, using the above scaling, the birth rate functions B1 and B2 now

r*lþ
a+ p'

du

dt 
: u(t) - u(t),

dn

¿ : aB(Lu(t))u(t) + au(t) - pu(t),

dw

dt 
:'ylu(t) - w(t)1.

take the forms:

þe

a+ LL

B(u): B(Lu)- U,r, : 

{

For notational convenience, we shall simply write B(z) in place of A@) for each of the

birth functions (81 and B2) given in (9.18).

Using the above definitions, it is easy to show that

":(#) (*l @) (å) ,-(W):,,(3 1e)
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(3.17)

Tlpe Iì2.
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from which it follows that,

o(r-) - ffi, (3.20)

whete,

",:(#) (*l (ffi),
Further, it can be noted that

n* Ltt

7(t*) : ffi , Ot since 0 1r* :rH < æ'

It is convenient to define

e?\:1-¡t(t.)+ p, R(r.):7(r*) +p+pl(r.). (3'21)

Henceforth, we ignore referring to the explicit dependence of the parameters on r* and

simply write Q, 1, R, etc'

3.3 Existence and Stability of Equilibria

The existence and asymptotic stability of the equilibria of the scaled system (3.17), for

any arbitrary birth rate function B(u), are explored as follows. '.
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3.3.1 Local asymptotic stability of the trivial equilibrium

The system (3.17) has a trivial equilibrium, denoted by Eo: (1Ì,u*,u*): (0,0,0),

which exists for all parameter regimes. The local asymptotic stability of E6 is deter-

mined by linearizing the system (3.12) around Es. This entails computing the Jacobian

of the system (3.17) at .Ðs, given by

The eigenvalues of J(Eo) satisfy the characteristic equation:

J(Eo) :
-i01

a(t + 86) -p 0

o1-'y

where, I > 0, A > 0 and 86 ) 0 as defined in Section 8.2.4.

negative real parts if and only if

c(À) : À3+QÀ2 +ÃÀ-t[aBo-(p-a)] :0,

so that,

(3.22)

tlaBo-(p-a)l <0,

The roots of G(À) have

1'o: 39!- 
< r.p-a
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It should be noted thaf p - a > 0 from (3.19), so that Ro > 0. Thus,

result is established.

Lemma 3.3. Consid,er the model (3.I7) with B : [0,oo) * R satisfyi.ng Assumpti,ons

A1 - A3. The triui,at equili,brium of tlte systern (3.17), Es, i,s locally-asymptoti'cally

stable (LAS) if Ro < I, and unstable if R0 > t.

The tlrreshold quantity, Ro, is the uectorial reproductzon number associated with

the model (3.17). It measures the average number of new adult mosquitoes (offspring)

produced by one reproductive mosquito during its entire reproductive period. The con-

cept of the existence of a vectorial reproduction number in the study of the population

dy,namics of mosquito vectors has also been addressed by Porphyre et al. l1ß|

The ecological implication of the above local stability result of the trivial equilibrium

(80) is that if the initial vector population is in the basin of attraction of the trivial

equilibrium, then the vector population can be eradicated provided Ro 1I. To ensure

that such eradication is independent of the initial population of the vector, a global

asymptotic stability result must be established for the trivial equilibrium. This is

considered below for a general birth function satisfying A1--43 (using the fluctuation

method 166, 133]). It should be mentioned that although the above local stability result

was also established in [109], no global asymptotic stability (GAS) result for the trivial

equilibrium (Eo) *as provided in that study.

the following

3.3.2 Global asymptotic stability of the trivial equilibrium

We claim the following:
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Theorem 3.I. Consi,der the model (3.17) wi,th B : [0, oo) t R sati,sfying Assumpti'ons

A1 - A3. The triui.al equi,li,brium, Eo, of the model (3.17) zs GAS i'nRil wheneuer

Ro 17.

Proof. The proof is based on using the fluctuation method (see Section 2.8.1). First

of all, a sequence ú¿ is chosen such that .Ig r(¿*) : uæ and du(t¡) ldt - 0 (Proposition

2.7). It follows then that, by Theorem 2.11 and Corollary 2.1,

so that,

0 : hm [aB (u(t¡,))u(t¡,) + au(t¡,)] - pu- ,

pl)* : }g ["r ("( t ¡,))u(t ¡) + au(t ¡,)],

1 aB6uæ * e'u*, by Assumption A.3,

: au-(Bo * 1).

Thus,

Simitarly, a sequence s¡ câIì be chosen such that ,lim zu(s¡) : '¡1¡æ and dw(s¡) f dt ---

0. Hence,

tl0:7l,lim u(s¡) -r*1,
L¡c-æ I
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so that,

It follows from (3.26) and (3.27) that

Furthermore, choosing a sequence r¡ such that lim z(rr): z- and du(r¡)ldt -. 0

leads to

0 : lim w(r¡,) - u*,É-æ (8.28)

0(t¿--u*,

0<?(u--u*).

rr- ( ,* aau*(Bo]-l).
p

so that,

Thus,

(3.27)

,u,* 1,u)* ( uæ ( au*(Bo * 1).
p

which can be re-written as

o<9_!(no_1)r-.
p

This impiies that z- ( 0 whenever Ro < 7. Since z- > 0, it follows that u- : 0.
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Using this fact in (3,26) and (3.27), also leads to the conclusion that u- : 0 and

'u* :0 whenever Ro < \. Hence, Eo is GAS in Rf whenever Ro < I. D

The result of Theorem 3.1 is illustrated. numerically, by simulating the modeä (3.12)

with appropriate parameter values (so that Ro <t), using the Verhulst-Pearl logistic

grou,th function (Figure 3.3) and the Beverton-Holt function (Figure 3.4) as birth

functions. It is evident from the numerical simulations that for both birth functions,

all the solution profiles of the model (3.17) converge to the trivial equilibrium whenever

Rs 1 7, (i.e., the model has the same qualitative dynamics, using any of the two birth

functions, if R0 < 1). Thus, the result of local asymptotic stability of the trivial

equilibrium Eo for the birth function B1- obtained in [109] is exiended in this thesis

to that of global asymptotic stability of Ee for any arbitrary birth function satisfying

A1 - A3.

Ì
3.3.3 Existence and local stability of non-trivial equilibrium

Existence

The system (3.17) has a unique non-trivial equilibrium given by (see also [10g])

E1 : (u** ,1)** ,u**) : (1, 1, 1)z**,
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where, z** > 0 is obtained as follows. It can be shown, by setting the right-hand sides

of the equations in (3.17) to zero, that (at the non-triviai steady state)

au**[7 *B(2..)] : p'u**: pu**,

so that,

Hence,

where B(u) is any arbitrary birth function satisfying Assumptions AL - 43. It should

be recalled that Assumptions A1 and A2 guarantee that the function B-r exists.

Fbrther, Assumption 43, with B(0+) : Bo, assures the existence of z** whenever

Ro > L Thus, the following result holds.

B(u**) : P-a Bs

oRo

'u,** : B-t (*) t ,,

Lemma 3.4. Consi,der the model (3.77) ui,th B : [0, oo) - R sati,sfyi,ng Assumpti,ons

A1- A3. The uni,que non-triuzal equi.Ii,brium of (3.77), gi,uen by 81, erists wheneuer

?-o>I-

(3.30)
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Local stability

The Jacobian of the system (3.77), evaluated aL 81, is given by

with the following characteristic equation

J(Er):
-1

o[1+ ü(2..)]

0

where Q and.R are as defined in Section 3.2.4, and

01

-p 0

"y -'v

P : lØ - a), A : a1, ü(r*.) : B(u**) * B'(u**)u**

The following result can be established (see also [109]).

\3 + QÀ2 +.RÀ + P : V(u**)A,

Theorem 3.2. Consider the model (3.17) wi,th B : [0, oo) - R sati,sfying Assumptions

A1 - A3. The non-triui,al equi,Ii,brium, 81, of the system (3.17) i,s LAS wheneuer

- -AB'(u**\u""'|do > I and, ---fi¡-t- < I.

Proof. Let Rs > L, so that the non-trivial equilibrium -81 exists (Lemma 3.4).

IJsing (3.33) and (3.30) in (3.32) gives

(3.31)

(3.32)

À3 + eÀ2 + AÀ + P : Alf,* u'rr..),r..],

(3.33)
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so that

The coefficients of the cubic (3.34) are non-negative, since Q :7 -f I * p > 0, R:

'y + p+ p"l > 0 and -AB'(u**)u** > 0 (noting that B is monotone decreasing). It

follows, by the Routh-Hurwitz criterion ISS], that the roots of the polynomial (3.34)

have negative real parts if and only if

À3 + Q\2 + rqÀ - AB' (u**)u** : o.

The inequality (3.35) implies that

QR+ AB'(u**)u** > 0.

Thus, E1 is LAS if

(3.34)

This result (Theorem 3.2) holds for any birth function B(u) satisfying AL - 43. It

is illustrated numerically, by simulating the model (3.17) with appropriate parameter

values, using the Verhulst-Pearl logistic growbh function (Figures 3.5 and 3.6) and the

Beverton-Holt birth function (Figures 3.7 and 3.8). Simulation results show that for

both birth functions (81 and B2), the non-trivial equilibrium becomes a stable spiral

if Ro > 1 and the inequality (3.36) holds. The results in Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.2

-AB'(u**)u**

-AB'(u*")u**

QR

QR

<land?.o>I.

<1.

(3.35)

(3.36)

n
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âre âlso shown in [109].

In summary, these analyses reveal that the model (3.17) exhibits the same equilib-

rium dynamics (convergence to Eo for Ro < 7 and to Ei for Rs ) 7, 
^nd 

-JZ#Ë a

1) regardless of which of the two birth functions is used.

3.4 Hopf Bifurcation

In this section, the existence of Hopf bifurcation (i.e., bifurcation of the non-trivial

equilibrium into a limit cycle [58, 68, 9 ]) will be explored for each of the two birth

functions.

It is worth stating that Ngwa [109] also showed the presence of Hopf bifurcation

in (3.9), subject to general birth function satisfying A1 - 43, using a perturbation

argument. In this thesis, the phenomenon of Hopf bifurcation will be shown using a

different (but standard) method, 
.based 

on the direct application of Hopf bifurcation

theory 158, 68, 94], for the two birth functions (81 and B2). It follows from Theorem

3.2 that the roots of the characteristic polynomial have negative real parts whenever

the inequality (3.36) holds. Consider the case when the inequality (3.36) becomes

equalitv. That is, let

Then,

-AB'(u**)u**
QR

-AB'(u**)u** : QR.

-1.
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Thus, equation (3.34) becomes

so that

...

It follows that the characteristic equation (3.37) has a pair of purely imaginary eigen-

values, given by À: Jci,t/E, and a negative real eigenvalue À : -Q, suggesting that

system (3.17) may undergo a Hopf bifurcation at the point in parameter space where

-AB'(u**)u** : QR.We claim the following

\3+QÀ2+RÀ+QR:0,

(À2+A)(À+Q) :0.

Lemma 3.5. For the two bilth rate functi,ons 81 and 82, and for eaery gi,uen param-

eter groupi,ng, there eri,sts a posi,ti,ue number f such that

Q0.)R(t.)

Proof. Consider the bifurcation condition -
mined by finding the fixed-point of the map

(3.37)

a1*u** B'(u**)

such that u € (0,co). In other words, the required value of f at the bifurcation point

:1.

f:r,---

a1*u** B'(u**)

(r+p+r)lp+(1+p)rl

QØ.)R(t.)

au** Bt(u**)

: 1. Thus, ?* is deter-
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is given by a positive real solution, (z), of the non-linea¡ equation

Simplif ing (3.38) gives

where,

T+
(7+p+n)lp+(1+n)rl

au** Bt(u**)

a1r2*bpic1:0,

Clearly, the constants a1 and c1 âr€ positive. Thus, the quadratic (3.39) will have two

positive roots if

br < 0 and bl - 4a1c1) 0.

-0.

at: (! -f p),

h : [(1 + p)' + p + au** B'(u**)),

c1: pQ + fi-

The positive solutions of the quadratic (3.39) are then given by

(3.38)

(3.3e)

In particular, 7f takes the following forms for the birth functions 81 and B2'

1I : rt: -br - Jq -6q

- 

2o, -'

-h* Jq-ã'c'
^/ö : rz:

2at
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(3.41)

ö1 : (1 + p)2 + p - aBo(t - +t)

(3.42)

e)b, : (1 + p)' + p - anBs("at -

(i) For B1:

tr

17-

Thus,

(ii) For 82:

Hence,
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3.4.L Hopf bifurcation: Verhulst-Pearl logistic growth func-

tion

To establish the presence of Hopf bifurcation using the Verhulst-Pearl logistic growth

function, we consider the birth function 81 (deflned in (3.18))

where, Bo > 0 is a constant. With the given B(u), it is easy to show (using (3.29) and

(3.43)) that the non-trivial equilibrium of the system (3.17) takes the form

(u**, ,t)**, ,)**) : 
[{t, 

t, t) (t - 
"-,r)] 

,

B(u):Bs(7-u),

where, B(u) satisfies Assumptions A1 - ,A.3.

Using (3.a3) in the associated local stability condition (3.36), for the non-trivial

equilibrium (81), gives

which implies that

(3.43)

oøo(t- å) -,----@- - ''

Thus,

*(+) ('-+)"'
QR

'yØ-a)(Z-o-I)

<1.

QR
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so that

or, equivalently,

We claim the following result.

Theorem 3.3. consid,er 1i as defined i,n Q.a7). The systern (3.I7) wi,th B(u) :

Bo(1 - u) undergoes a Hopf bi'furcati'on at1i.

ARP'o<7*-,: .,
'Ylp - a)

Proof. consider 7 as the bifurcation parameter and 7f as given in (3.41).

characteristic equation (3.32) now becomes (since QR: alBs(7 - ø)l

À3 + QÀ2 + ÃÀ + "tao(t- å) 
: o

Bsag-3 +QRa. a.'Y

At 7 : 7f , the cubic (3.45) has a pair of purely imaginary roots, given by 
^ 

:';+i\/8.

Substituting À : *zø (withr', > 0) in (3'45) gives

-i,u3 - Qr' + iRa i oøo(t- å) 
: o

Separating the real and imagina.ry parts of (3.46) gives

/ 1\
Qr'- arBo(t - ù) 

:r,

a(R - r') :0.

The

(3.45)
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Hence,

ryl":.,, : a2 - aBs(t - *t)'
-R-"t (t-å), since R:r')2,

: p-rryi(r + p) - a+o(t - å) 1

: P * 1t * øffi{- 
[,t 

+ p)' * p - aBo(t - *a)]

\-*u,('-;,),

:å{-t' +P+")-

-a'o('-å))'

< 0 (since bl - 4a1cr) 0,a ) 0,Bo > 0 and Ro > 1).

Thus, a Hopf bifurcation occurs at 1 :7f defined in (3.41).

The result in Theorem 3.3 is illustrated numerically, by simulating the model (3.17)

with 81, as depicted in Figures 3.9 and 3.10.

In summary, we have established the following results for the system (3.17) subject

to the Verhulst-Pearl logistic grou.bh function B1:

(i) the model has atrivial equilibrium solution ðo: (0,0,0), which is GAS in Rf

if R0 < 1 (or, Bs < T) This result holds for any arbitrary birth function
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satisfying A1- - A3;

(ii) if 7?0 > 1 (or, Bo > T), then the model has a non-trivial equilibrium solution

given by E1 : (u**,1)**,ù**): (1,1,t,(t - +t) This equilibrium is locally-

asl,rnptotically stable (stable spiral) if 1 < Ro 1 1+ #% (ot, T ( Bo (

p-a , 8Rr.-ã- -r 6 ),

(iii) a Hopf bifurcation occurs at 7 : 7f given by (3.a1) (or, B¡ : ry + ff)' tn

other words, if Rs > 1 + #õ (or, Bs , ry + #), the stable spiral Iòses its

stability and a limit cycle emerges aia aHopf bifurcation'

It should be noted that when bl - 4a1c1: 0, then h: -2t/atct (as Ö1 < 0)' Thus' it

foliows from (3.40), that 7f :.yî: # ("t which the Hopf bifurcation is possible).

3.4.2 Hopf bifurcation: Beverton-Holt function

Here, we consider the Beverton-Holt function (given in (3.18))

1)

B(u): #*,

where, Bo > 0 is a constant and B(z) satisfies Assumptions A1 - 43. Using (3'29)

and (8.48), it can be shown that the non-trivial equilibrium of the system (3.17) is

given by

(u** , 'Ì)** , LD"*) :
[{r, 

r, r){oo - t)'^]

(3 48)
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Using (3.48) in the local stability condition (3.36), for the non-trivial equilibrium, gives

which implies that

-yn(p-ù,(-.-å)

so that

QR

which can be re-written as

, P-a , QR
'- ah < 

,nç - *¡'

(1,

Hence,

or, equivalently,

(3.4e)

We claim the following.

Theorem 3.4. Consi,der th,e system (3.77) wi,th B(u) : ,+= and, g as defined, i,n/ \' Tlun '¡

(3.42). Tlte system undergoes a Hopf bi,furcati,on at 1i.

Rs< TØ-a)
'yl'L(e - aY QR'

Bo1 a\n(p-cr)-QRl
ln(p - a)2
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Proof. Consider 7 as the bifurcation parameter and 7f as in equation (3.42). The

characteristic equation (3.32) becomes (since QR: ryþ-ül?o-r))

At I : 1f given in (3.42), the cubic (3.50) has a pair of purely imaginary roots given

by À : +i\Æ. Substituting À : *:i,u in (3.50) gives

À3+8À2+ÃÀ+

Separating the real and imaginary pa,rts of (3.51) gives

err-rþ.#Ð:0,
a(R-"'2):0,

n"tØ-a)2(2's-1)

-,ias - Qr' + iRtu) +

aBo -0.

n'yØ-a)z(?.s-I)
aBo

(3.50)

-0. (3.51)
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so that

ôÃe(À)l
ôi l^-^.' , I_ IT

_ .2 n(p - a)2(ns - Ð
aBo )

D n(p - a)z(Ro - tt-R-affi, since.,.2:R,

: p +7i(1 + ,, -n(P - 
a)\Ro - 1) 

.aBo I

: å{-,' * pi o') -

- 
n(p - a)21R0 - t) ) . o, since rhe discriminant bl - 4a1c1> 0.aBo ) --'

Tlrus, a Hopf bifurcation occurs at 1 :7i, given by Q.a\.

The result in Theorem 3.4 is illustrated numerically, by simulating the model (3.17)

subject toF2, as depicted in Figures 3.11 and 3.12.

In summary, we have established the following results for the system (3.17).subject

to the Beverton-Holt function:

(i) the model has a trivial equilibrium solution Eo : (0,0,0) which is GAS in R|

if Rs < 1 (or, 86 < Tl This result holds for any arbitrary birth function

satisfying A1 - A3;
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(ii) if Rs ) L, (or, Bs > ry), then the model has a non-trivial equilibrium solution

r .'1
given by E1 : (n**, u**, u**) : 

L(t,1,1)(ß6 
- 1)t/"1. This equilibrium is

Iocally-asymptotically stable (stable spiral) if 1 < Ro < ffi¡ (ot, # <

Bo < úftYõ=dÃ wnere n > lã)' 
,.

(iii) a Hopf bifïrcation occurs at 7 : fi given by (3'42) (or, B¡ : #dÃ)'
Thatis,1f.Ro>ffi(or,B6>#aø),thestabiespirallosesits

stability and a limit cycle appears ui'a aHopf bifurcation'

The stability regions of the va¡ious solutions are

in Tables 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.

3.4.3 Summary of stability regions

For the system (3.17), with B(z) satisfying Assumptions A1 - 43, the boundary curve

in parameter space that separates the associated periodic solution from the stable spiral

is given by the equation

tabulated in terms of ßo and Bo

On this culve) the linearized system would have a pair of pureiy imaginary eigenvalues,

and on either side of it, the system exhibits qualitatively different dynamic behaviours'

The regions labeled i, II and III in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 represent areas in parameter

space where the model exhibits different qualitative dynamics. Since the bifurcation

parameter 7 is a function of 7*, it changes as r* changes. These regions are best
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observed by plotting the boundary curves defining Bo as a function of r* at the limits

shown in column two of Tabte 3.4 (see Figure 3.13). The model dynamics at the various

regions is summarized below.

Region I. In this region, the system has only the trivial equilibrium (86), which is

globally asymptotically stable for R6 < 1 (Theorem 3.1).

Region II. As r* increases from zero, the system eventually enters Region II, wherein

Bo(r.) , W but bounded as shown in Table 3.4. Here, an additional steady

state, the non-trivial equilibrium (.Ð1), emerges. The non-trivial equilibrium is

locally-asymptotically stable for each of the birth functions (8L and B2) under

certain conditions (Theorem 3.2).

Region III. As r-* increases further, the stable non-trivial equilibrium can bJ driven

into instability ui,a a Hopf bifurcation (Theorems 3.3 and 3.4), for the two birth

rate functions B1 and 82, respectively.

Extensive numerical simulations suggest that the size of the instability window (of

E1) can be different for the different forms of the birth rate functions. This observation

is explored rigorously below.

3.4.4 Birth functions and periodic solutions

To understand how the functional form of the birth rate function B(u) atrects the dy-

namics of the mosquito population, we examine either the threshold condition (Column

Two of Table 3.3) or the region of parameter space (Column Two of Table 3.4) in the
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(Bs, r*)-plane generated using the two birth functions B1- and 82. There are several

distinct possibilities to consider, as follows:

Suppose that n : o#% for some positive constant rc. Then, referring to Regions

II and IiI for birth function type 82, we have

so that if rc > 1 is fixed, the threshold condition for a stable spiral is then given by

Ì
1I<Ro<1+.- .r,

t(p - a)n

tØ-a)n-QR

or, equivalently,

R:-
n-I

For a sufficiently large, but fixed,86, as r* is increased from zero, the (B¡,r*)-plane

is traversed in the following order: Region I ---+ II ---+ III. For intermediate values of

Bs, the (Bs, r*)-plane is traversed in the order Region: I ---+ 11, while for low values of

B¡, where Rs 1|,the system stays in Region I.

For the birth rate function of type B1-, a somewhat different scenario arises. For

a sufficiently large, but fixed, Bo, as r* is increased from zero, the (B¡, r*)-plane is

traversed in the order: Region t -+ II -- III --- II. For intermediate values of 86,

the (B¡,r*)-plane is traversed in the order Region I'--+,1'.I, while for low values of 86,

where Rs 1 I, we stay in Region L The possibility of the system going from stable

11r .,K- L

p-a
a,

<Bo< T('+å)
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equilibrium solutions through limit cycles and then back to equilibrium solutions is

shown in Figure 3.14.

The size of the instability window

We can order the delimiters of the size of the stability window by observing that for

moderately large values of r* € (0, oo), and fixed rc,

If theinequality(3.53) isviewedasafunctionof r*, ash(r.)<g(r*),thenthedegree

of concavity of ñ, and g can be measured by computing the second derivatives of h and

g. That is,

p - a(r") K - p - a(r*), QQ.)R(r.)
ù(r) K - 1- "1t, 

-r 
a?")"y?\'

But,

h"(r*): -(

Hence, h" (r*) > 0. Thus, h. is a concave upward function of r*. F\rrthermore, g" (r*) >

h"(r*). It is then a simple matter to see, using the parameter groupings as shown in

equations (3.20) and (3.21) that the delimiting curves, as functions of r*, are parabolas

that are concave upwards with increasingly narro'lv arms as rve move from left to right

I'f

pa" (r*)a(r*) - 2a'(r*)2 p

(3.53)

a(r*)3 )



along the inequality (3.53). That is, the stability window of non-trivial equilibrium

of the system subject to B2 is smaller than that of the system subject to B1-. In

other words, the model with B2 has a higher probability of undergoing oscillations,

ui,a bifurcalion of the non-trivial equilibrium into a limit cycle (since it is easier for the

non-trivial equilibrium of the model with B2 to lose its stability than the case with

B1-), than the case when Bl- is used. Hence, the model with B2 can be expected to

induce more sustained oscillations than with B1-. Consequently, the birth rate form of

type 82 is a more suitable candidate for the birth rate function for mosquitoes as the

model solutions associated with it lead to more sustained oscillations (it is of ecological

interest to have the vector dynamics persist).

3.5 Summary

A deterministic model for the population dynamics of the malaria vector was described

in this chapter. The model in the absence of delay is rigorously analysed subject to

two different birth functions (81- and B2). The main results of this chapter, which

hold for each of the two birth rate functions, are as follows:

(i) the model, with any arbitrary birth function satisfying A1- 43, has a globally-

as5.rnptotically stable trivial equilibrium (.Ð6) whenever the vectorial reproduction

threshold (Rs) is less than unity;

(ii) for values of Rs ) 1, the model can have a stable non-trivial equilibrium or a

Iimit cycle (arising ui,a a{opf. bifurcation)' '
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(iii) it is shown that the Beverton-Holt birth function is a more suitable birth function

for modelling vector dynamics than the Verhulst-Pearl logistic growth function,

since the former generates more sustained oscillations (known to be a desirable

ecological process) than the latter.

The main mathematical novelties presented in this chapter are:

(u) establishing the global asymptotic stability of the trivial equilibrium (Es) subject

to any birth rate function satisfying A1-AB; 
...

using a standard (and, arguably, simpler) method (direct application of the Hopf

bifurcation theorem) to prove the presence of Hopf bifurcation in the model (3.12)

subject to the birth rate functions B1 and 82. Perturbation arguments were used

to show these results in [109];

(b)

(c) expressing the associated bifurcation thresholds in terms of both the vectorial

reproduction number (æs) and the birth constant (86);

(d) determining which of the two birth rate functions is more suitable for modelling

vector dynamics, by way of providing an analysis of the size of the associated

instability window.
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U(t')

v(t')

W(tr)

Population of fertilized, well-nourished with blood

and reproducing female vectors

p

T

Population of fertilized female vectors

that have laid eggs

Population of fertilized but non-reproducing
female vectors questing for blood

p

þe

H

o,

b

K

B

Probability of successfully taking a blood meal

Contact rate between vectors of type W and humans

Natural death rate of adult vectors

Natural death rate of vectors in earlier developmental stages

Population density of humans at human habitat sites

Rate of return of vectors to the vector breeding site

Rate at which vectors of tlpe V visit human habitat sites

Constant alternative food source for vectors

Rate at which fertilized and fed vectors lay eggs

Table 3.1: Description of variables and parameters of the model (3.9).
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ffi

u(t) :

u(t) :

w(t):

L1

'- Tn

U
U,

V
V,

W
W,

Scaled Parameters

* : ouoTo

Vo

##+p, a+ p

rH*p,
I- a+ p

þe
lJs:

Ro:

a+p

oBo
p-a

Tabie 3.2: Description of variables and parameters of the scaled model (3.17).
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Birth
Rate
Function
Type

Threshold
Condition

B1

B2

Ro 1!
r<?a,o<1+#Ã
?"o>I+n(,-s!Ã

Region I:
Tlivial
Equilibrium

Ro 1I
I løo < ffiftn,

QR
lL2-

1l o-al

+DNE: does not exist.

(0, 0,0)

Table 3.3: The stability properties of the model (3.17) in terms of ft.e for the birth rate
functions Bl- and 82.

, 'f \p-a)ntv6 -' 4¡;-gf,_Qflt
n) ,QR.1t o-dl

Region II:
Non-trivial
Equilibrium

GAS
Unstable

Unstable

(0, o, o)

(1,1,1)(1 -

GAS

Birth
Rate
F\rnction
Tlpe

DNE

Unstable

LAS

Region III:
Limit
Cycle

Unstable

Unstable

(1,1,1)(7?o - 1);

Threshold Region
in terms of Bs

BL

DNE
LAS

DNE

B2

Unstable

DNE

Bol#

Stable

ry<Bo<#+Y
D<P-atVnDO .t --:- -f -:=
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Table 3.4: The stability properties of the model (3.17) in terms of B¡ for the birth rate
functions B1 and 82.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of the model (3.9).
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Figure 3.2: Graph of birth rate functions B1- and 82. Parameter values used are:
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tion 81, showing the time series of the state variables for Ç ( 86 ( Ç + #. pu-
rameter values used are 0, : I, l-t :0.042, Bo : 18, a : 0.2618, .y : 0.2822, aid p :
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Figure 3.7: Simulations of the model (3.17), using Beverton-Holt function 82, showing

the time series of the state variables for Ç ( Bo ( ffihÐ. Parameter values

used are a:I, tt':0.042, Bo:7, a:0.3928, nl :0.2322, andp:0'6161 (so

that, 1 <.ñ',o: ffi:7.7584. #ffi: 2.0189).
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tion B1-, showing the time series of the state variables for Bs , + + #. Parameter
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Figure 3.11: Simulations of the model (3,i7), using Beverton-Holt function 82, showing

the time series of the state variables for .86 , T + #. Parameter values used are
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Figure 3.13: Diagram showing the different stability regions in parameter space of

thã model (3.17). Parameter values used a.re: o' : \, b* : 0'06, P' : 0'042' p :
0.86, and L :20.
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Figure 3.14: Simulations of the model (3.i7). The bundleof long-term solutions for a

fixãd value of 86 as a function of r*. Pa¡ameter values used are: a : 1, b* : 0-06, þ :
0.042, P : 0.86, L :20, and Bo : 13'
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Chapter 4

Analysis of Vector Dynamics Model

with Time Delay

4.L Introduction

In this chapter, the vector population model (3.9) with discrete time delay (7 > 0)'

given below,

dU

d: PrHW - (a + ¡-t')u'

+:aB(u(t1-T)u(tt-T)e-u"r *au - (r*-!4 -\v, (4.1)
dh \-\¡ // \¡ / \' H+K/
dw -(:#)v-o'irH)w'dh\17..

wilt be rigorously analysed subject to the associated initial data,

(U(tt),V(tt),W(tt)): (ro(út), uo(tr),u0(ú1)), ú1 € [-?,0], (4.2)
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where, u0(úi), us(ú1) and woftù are continuously-differentiable functions on the interval

[-", 0]. The system above will be considered subject to birth functions satisfying

A1 - A3 (given in chapter 3). The basic features of the model (4'1), subject to (4'2),

will now be discussed.

4.2 Basic Properties

4.2.t Existence and uniqueness of solutions

Let,

c : {þ,1-T,ol -- RI}

be the Banach space of continuous functions mapping the interval [-7,0] into Rf with

the topology of uniform convergence. That is, for Ó e c,the norm of @ is defined as

lldll : supoe[-r,o] ló@)l,where l.l is the norm in R.3. The system (4'1) can be written

AS

*çtt1 : f (tt,xr,).

since / is continuously difierentiable, it is Lipschitzian (Lemma 2.1). An alternative

proof of the Lipschitzian property of / is given in Appendix A'

As / is continuous and Lipschltzian, it follows from Theorem 2'l-0 that the delay

differential equation system (a.1) has a unique solution through the given initial data

(4.2).
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4.2.2 Positivity of solutions

Suppose there exists a t2 ) 0 such that U(t2) : 0, U'(tz) ( 0 and

Then,

du.
fittrl 

: prHW (tr) - (o + tùu (tz) : prHW (t') t 0'

which contradicts the assumption that U'(tz) ( 0. Hence, no such ú2 exists' Further-

more, suppose there exists afu) 0 such that V(ú3) :0,V'(tz) ( 0 and

U(t)>0, y(¿1) >0, W(tr) >0 for 0(úr(Ús'

U(ú1) > 0, y(ú1) > 0, W(tt) ) 0 for 01tt 1tz'

It foliows that

#,n, 
: aB(u (ts - r))u (ts - r)e-u'r + au (ts)- (, * ;".)r/(úB) > 0,

contradicting the fact that v'(ú3) < 0. A similar argument can be made for w(tr)'

Hence, it can be concluded that starting the system (a.1) with non-negative initial data

in R.| will generate non-negative solutions for all Úr ) 0'
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4.2.3 Uniform boundedness of solutions

To show the uniform boundedness of the solutions of the system (4'1), consider the

equation for the rate of change of the total vector population, given by

dN',(tt) : a1(ry(tt-D)u(tr-T)e-u"r - (1- p)rHW(t1) - pN,(tù, ú1 > 0, (4.3)
dh

with initial data,

^ä(¿i) 
: uo(t) r u¡(tt) + ?,0(Ú1), ¿1 € [-?,0]'

It follows from (4.3) that

# t aB¡N,(t1 - T)e-u"r - pN,(tt); by Assumption A3'

Consider, now, the delay difierential equation (obtained by using equality in ( 'a))

# 
: aBsNu(t1 - T)e-u'r - LtN,(tt),

óoQù: N,(út) : uo(tù + u6(t1) + tr.'e(t1), ¿i € [-7,0],

where the initial data /s(ú1) is assumed to be positive, continuous and bounded on

[-7,0]. The solution will be constructed using lhe method of steps [56]. The delay

differential equation (4.5) can be considered as a non-delayed IVP on the interväl [0, ?]

(4.4)

(4.5)
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given by (note that óo(h - 7) is known from (4.5))

dN" ^ , ,.
f 

: aBsþ6(h -T)e-u"r - prN,(tù,

ÀL(0) : do, ú1 € [0,7].

The solution to the IVP (4.6) is

ór(tr): þs(0)e-Ptr ¡ "-utt fot' ",'o}oó6(s -T)e-p"rd,s, ¿i e [0,?].

It follows from (a.7) that the solution ót(tt) is bounded, since @¡(ú1) is bounded. Using

ihe principle of mathematical induction, the boundedness of solutions of (4.1) will be

proved for all ú1 ) 0. To do so, let (the induction step)

þn(tt) : ón-t((k-7)T)e-utt¡"-," Ijr'_u,ee'aBsþ¡-1(s-T)s-u"rd,s, 
t1€ l&-r)7,krl

(4.8)

be bounded for some k e Z*. The goal is to show that, $¡,a(t1) is also bounded.

The solution dr+r(úr) is given by

.:

ó*+t(tt): q*(kT)e-utt¡"-utt [t' "r'oBo6x(s-T)e-u"rd,s, 
t1€.[kT,(k+1)"]. (4.9)

JkT

Since @¿(ú1) is bounded, it follows from (4.9) that Ón+t(tr) is also bounded. Thus, by

mathematical induction, the total vector population 
^ä(¿r) 

is bounded for all úr 2 0.

(4.6)

(4.7)
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Let /¡(0) < 
^L, 

for some ¡ä > O. Then it follows from (4.7) that

rtt
öt(tù SÑoe-ut'' ¡s-utt I ep'aBsÑue-þurd,s, he l0,Tl,

Jo

- t¡us-uh I aB6ñ,e-tttte-pur (T) ,

S ñ,s-ur t aloñue--¡tr"-uur (+), for t1€ [0,?],

: l"-r' + u-r.,(r - u*¡o?l]n,L p'l

Further, it is easy to see that

Proceeding in time steps of length 7, it can be shown that ÄIr(úi) is uniformly-bounded

bV Ñ, for all úr ) 0 if p- aBs) 0. Thus, the components U(ú1), V(t) areW(t) are

uniformly-bounded for all úr ) 0 if tt - aBs ) 0. This result is summarized below:

Theorem 4.1,. The soluti,ons of the system (4.I) are uni,formty-bounded i,f ¡.t-aBs > 0.

It is worth recalling that the condition [t-aBo > 0 was also needed for the boundedness

of the solutions of the non-delayed system (Lemma 3.2).

As in [109], the scaled system of delay differential equations will be used for math-

ematical convenience (where all the pa.rameters are as defined in Section 3.2.4). It is
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given below.

du

m 
:'(t) - u(t)'

du

¿: aB(Lu(t -T))u(t -T)e-u"r + ou(t) - pu(t), (4'10)

dw

*:tlu(t)-r(t)1,

with initial data,

where, us(t), us(t) and tue(ú) are continuously-differentiable functions on the interval

[-7,0], and the function B(z) is given by

(u(t), u (t),?r(ú)) : (zo (¿), ue (t), tus (t)), t e l-7, 01,

Furthermore, the scaled parameters d, p,'y and p" are, respectively, given by:

(
I Bo(1 - z); 0 1u 1I;

B(u) : 1 
",¡ _'( 1+u"'

It should be recalled that the birth rate function B(z) is defined as follows:

aU6T6
u - 

----l-l-¡
Vs

Definition 4.L. A functi,on B : [0, oo) r R is ø sui,table birth. rate functi,on,.for the

uector i.f i,t sati,sfi,es th,e followi,ng three condi,ti,ons (where pri,me represents a deriuati,ue

wi,th respect to u):
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A1: B(")> 0, Vz)0;

A2: B(u) i,s continuously-di,fferentiabte with B,(u) < 0, V z ) 0;

A3: There eri'sts a posi,ti,ue number, called the uectori,al basi,c reprod,uction nurnber

(denoted bA Ro¿), such that B(-) . #P < B(0+) - Bs.

4.3 Existence and Stability of Equilibria

The system (4.10) has a trivial equilibrium, denoted by Eo: (lf ,u*,u*): (0,0,0),

which exists for all parameter regimes. Let E1 : (1f*,u**,u**) be any non-trivial

equilibrium of the system (4.10). Setting the right-hand sides of the equations in the

system (4.10) to zero, and solving the resulting system at the non-trivial equilibrium

.Ð1, gives

au"* IB (u**)e-ttsT * 7] : pu*"

It follows from the second equation of (4.14) that

'¿** : ,¡1** : 11,++ ,

so that

B(f*\¿-u"Trr:L
0.

B(u**\- P-o=.
(Ìe- lt" l
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Using the expression

Hence,

for the birth rate function B1- given

Bo(1 -'tt**): O-=L-.
' o"-'"t

It follows from (4.16) that u.)

Section 3.2.4)

-** . P-a
1l-l

ABge-F"T'

> 0 if and only if (note

in @.12) into (4.15) gives

In other words, the uectorial reproducti.on number for the vector population model

(4.10) with time delay is given by ft.6¿ (note that?,s¿ reduces to1-s, given in Section

3.3.1, if ?:0). The term €.-t)sT 'nR6¿ âccounts for the survival to death for the T

time units that the cohort is supposed to spend before eclosi,on. It can be shown, in

a similar manner, that the Rs¿ expression remains the same if the birth rate function

82 is used in (a.15).

QBg¿-lt"T
iwod: 

- 

) l.p-a

that p - a > 0

4.3.L Local asymptotic stability of the trivial equilibrium

The local asymptotic stability property of the equilibrium -Es is determined by lineariz-

ing the system (4.10) around 80. It is convenient to write the following perturbation

(4.16)

as shown in

(4.17)
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equations,

where, ù(t), û(t), and ?n(ú) are small positive pefturbations fïom u*, u* and ?r* respec-

tively.

Substituting (a.18) into the right-hand sides of the equations in (4.10) and expand-

ing in a Taylor series aboul (u*,u*,u*) (and retaining only the first-order terms in

u(t), û(t) and tn(t)) gives the following linear approximation (where the symbol prime

denotes differentiation with respect to ú).

u(t):u.+û(t),

u(t):u.+û(t),

w(t):w.+û(t),

tt'(t)

û'(t)

u \t)

Next, we seek solutions for the perturbed system (a.1g) of the form

: ú(t) - u(t),

(4.18)

aú (u*)e-u", t"(t - T) + aû,(t) - pû(t),

.ylt,(t) - 't(¿)1.

where, cu, Q,t, cu àreconstants which determine the eigenvectors that span the ,ruil ,pu..

of the linearized system, and À is the eigenvalue that measures the time evolutionary

grouth of a linear solution of the form (4.20).

r02

û(t) : c,e^t, tîs(t) : c-e^t, û"(t) : cue^t,

(4.1e)

(4.20)



Substituting (a.20) into (4.19), and simplifying, shows that, for trivial solutions, we

must have

where, ./¡ is the Jacobian with respect to u(ú) : (u(t),u(t),w(t)) evaluated at the

trivial equilibrium Eo, Jr is the Jacobian with respect io U(ú - T) : (u(t - T) , u(t -
T),w(t - ?)) evaluated at Es and 1 is the identity matrix of order B. :'

Thus, equation (4.21) can be expressed as

lJo+ e-^r Jr - À/l : g,

where, v(r.) : B(u.)l B'(u*)u*. The associated characteristic equation of @.22) is

-(À+r) 0 1

aú(u*)e-tue+À)"+a -(À+p) 0

0 1 -(À+r)

with, Ç:1*'y I p, R:1+ p+ p'y, P:^/(p -o) and A: a.y.

Using Ü(,r.) : 86 (since LL* :0 at Es) in (4.23), and simplifying, gives

(4.21)

G(À) :: À3+QÀ2 +ËÀ+ P:Aú(u*)e-tu"+Ðr,

:0,

from which it follows that all the roots of G(À), with 7 : 0, have negative real parts

G(À) : À3+QÀ2 +ÃÀ+P(1 -Rs¿e-^r):9,

(4.22)

(4.23)
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whenever Roa 1 r. Hence, by Rouché's Theorem [34] and the continuity in T, rhe

transcendental equation (4.24) has roots with positive real parts if and only if it has

purely imaginary roots.

AssumethatthereexistT" > 0 and a")0 suchthat À:'iu, whereø ) 0is aroot

of (a.2a). Thus, substituting À:'iu in (4.24) gives

Separating the real and imaginary parts of (4.25) gives

-Qr'+ P : P&s¿cosaT,
(4.26)

,,3 t o,,_-w -r n)]): -PRo¿sinøT.

Squaring and adding the two equations in (4.26) gives Ì

-,ia3 - Qr' + iaR * P : PRo¿e-ì'T.

,u + (Q' - 2a)ua + (R' - 2pe)u2 + p211. - (Ro¿)'l:0. (4.27)

Let z: ø2. Hence, equation (4.27) becomes

,t + (Q'-2R)22 + (R'-2PQ)z+ Pz[t - (Roo)'):0. (4.28)

(4.25)
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The coefficients of the cubic (4.28) arc all positive (f.or Rs¿ < 1), since

e, - zn: (1 + t + ò2 -2(t + p + p.ù > o,

R2 -2PQ: (l + p + n)2 - 2tþ- û)(1 f I * p) > 0,

and,

Thus, the cubic (4.28) has no positive real root. That is, the characteristic equation

(4.24) has no purely imaginary roots. Therefore, the real parts of all the eigenvalues

of (A.2Q are negative for all T > 0. Hence, the following result is established. :'

Lemma 4.L. Th,e tri,ui,al equi,Ii,brium of the systern (4.10), denoted ba Eo, i,s LAS for

allT)0wheneuerRs¿1I.

The above local stability result of the trivial equilibrium (Es) means that if the

initial vector population is in the basin of attraction of the trivial equilibrium, then the

vector population can be eradicated provided Ro¿ 11. To ensure that such eradication

is independent of the initial population of the vector, a global asymptotic stability result

must be established for the trivial equilibrium.

P'Í - (Roo)'l> o for Ro¿ < r.

(4.2e)

4.3.2 Global stability of the trivial equilibrium

As the solutions of the non-scaled model (4.1) are uniformly bounded, the soluiions of

scaled model (4.10) are also uniformly bounded. We claim the following.
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Theorem 4.2. The tri,aial equi.Iibrium, Eo, of the model (4.10) is GAS i,nFis* wheneuer

Rs¿ 1I.

Proof. To prove the global asymptotic stability of the trivial equilibrium of the

delayed system (4.10), the system is expressed in terms of integral equations as follows:

u(t) : 
l_*rrr"-þ-qd,0,

u(t) : f' *Þu{u{e - \)u(0 - T)e-u"r + au(0)le-p(t--0) d,0,

w(t) : f' *tr(Ð"-'tft-o) 
d,o.

llsing the substitution z :t-0, taking the limsup of the first equation of (4.30) and

applying the fact that lim sup ,[ / < / lim sup / [80] (and noting that the solutions to

(4.30) are uniformly-bounded as shown in Theorem 4.1), gives

tt1lo u(t):limzun 
Io* 

,U - r)e-'d,r,

(4.30)

= l,* limsup u(t - r)e-'dr,
t+oo

( limsuptr.r (t) [- e-'d,t,
ü-oo J O

< limsuptu(ú).
t+æ
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Similarly, for the third equation of the system (4.30), we have

/co
limsup w(t): limsup I ry(t - r)e-lrd'r,

t*æ ú+co J O

fæ< I lim sup .yu(t - r)e-1'd,r,
J o t--co

ræ (4'32)

I limsup "yu(t) I e-l"dr,
t+æ JO

: limsupu(ú).
ú+oo

The last equality holds becau.. ff 1e-'Yrd,r : 1, since the latter is the integral of

the probability distribution function of â,n exponentially-distributed random variable.

Taking the limsup of the second equation of (4.30) gives

fæ
limsup u(t): limsup I laB(u(t- r-T))u(t-r-T)e-u"r iau(t- r)le-erd,n,

t-æ t-co J O

fæ

= J, Iimsup laB(u(t - r -T))u(t - r -T)e-u"r -t au(t - r)le-p'd,r,

fæ

= J, limsup faB(u(t - r))u(t - r)e-tt"r -f au(t - r)le-p'dr, (4.33)

( limsup aB(u(t))u(t)e-u"r [* "-o'dr*limsup 
ou(t) [* e-P'd,r,

ú+oo JO t+æ JO

< 
o"-:"' 

lim sup n@Q)) lim sup u(t) +9 um sup.r(¿).
P t*æ l*æ P L+æ
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It follows from (4.31), (4.32) and (4.33) that

. a.e-þ"7
lim sup u(t) < 

- 
hm sup B(u(t)) lim sup u(t) + I [m sup u(r),

t-æ p t+æ f+oo p ú+co

Ae-ttsT

= T4 hm sup u(t) + 9 H- *p u(t), by Assumption As,

= l'"-!"' 
po+ !l u-r,, pu(t),

L p pl r+æ

This implies that limsup u(t) < 0 whenever Ro¿ 11. Since limsup u(t) > 0, it follows

o < \fRo¿ - 1) lim sup z(ú).
P ú+oo

that limsupu(ú) :0. Using this fact in (4.31) and (4.32) also leads to the conclusion
f+æ

that limsupu(t) : 0 and limsupw(t) :0 whenever Rs¿ 17. Hence, Es is GAS
t+æ t+æ

whenever Ro¿ 1L

The result of Theorem 4.2 is illustrated numericatly, by simulating the model (4.10)

with appropriate parameter values so that Roa 11, using the Verhulst-Pearl logistic

growth function (Figure 4.1) and the Beverton-Holt function (Figure 4.2). It is evident

from the numerical simulations that for both birth functions, all the solution profiles of

the model (4.10) converge to the trivial equilibrium whenever Ro¿ 11, (i.e., the model

has the same qualitative dynamics, using any of the two birth functions, for the case

when ß6¿ < 1). It is worth stating that such (global stability) result was not pïoven

in [10e].
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4.3.3 Existence and local stability of a non-trivial equilibrium

Existence

The system (4.10) has a unique non-trivial equilibrium given by

where,

It should be recalled that Assumptions 41"-,4'3 (on the birth functi on B(u)) assure the

existence of u*. (T) whenever Roa > 7.

Local stability

E1 : (1t"*,u**,u**): (1, 1, 1)z**,

To prove the stability of the non-trivial equilibrium (81) of the system (4.10), the

following results by Song et aI. ll2g] will be used.

Lemma 4.2. (Song et aI. [729]). Consi,der the transcendental equation

u.*(r): B-7(*)

2

where rrL¿,TL¿ € R (z : 0, 1, 2) and,Ð"? I 0. Further, cons,id,er the polynomi,al equation
;-n

À3 + mzÀz * mtÀ t rno + (n2À2 + n1À I ns)e-^, : 0,

z3+pz2-lqzir:0,
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where

p:rnT-2m1-n?2,

Q: T-rL? - 2msm2l2nsn2 - n?,

r:rn\-n3.

(i) If r < 0, then (4.36) has at least one pos,iti.ae root;

(i,i,) If r) 0 and A:p2 -3q < 0, then (4.86) has no posi,tiueroots;

(äi) ï r 2 0 and a: p2 -3q > 0, then (4.86) has posi,ti.ue roots if and, onty if

,î : a# and, h(z) 10, where h(z) : z3 + pz2 * qz t r.

Lemma 4.3. (Song et aL lI29]). For the transcendental equati,on (4.3b)

(1,) If r ) 0 and A: p2 -3q < 0, then all roots wi,th posi,ti,ue real par-ts of (4.85) has

the same surn as those of the polynomi,al equation (4.86) for attr; :'

(i,i.) 4 r < 0 orr ) 0 and A: p2 -3q > 0, zl: =# > 0 and,h(zi) !O
then all roots witlt posr,ti,ae real parts of (a35) has the sarne sun'L as tltose of the

polynorni,al equati,on (a36) for aIIr € [0,"0).

As in the case of the stabitity of the trivial equilibrium Es, characterizing the local

asymptotic stability of E1 entails solving the equation

where, now, J6 is the Jacobian with respect to U(t) : (u(t),u(t),w(t)) evaluated at

110
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the non-trivial equilibrium ,Ð1 and Jy is the Jacobian with respect to U(ú - T) :

("(t - T),u(t - T),w(t - 7)) evaluated at Er rt is easy to show that equation (4.37)

can be expressed as

-(À+1) 0 1

aú(u**)e-(p,+^)r +a -(À+p) 0

0 1 -()+r)

which has the following characteristic equation

Equation (4.39) may be written in expanded form as

(À + 1x^ + pxÀ + ?) - [iÍ(2..)¿-(øs+À)" + 1]a7 : g. ,' (a.39)

where

: 0, (4.38)

S(T): ü(2..(T)) : B(u..(T)) + B'(u*.(T))u..(T). Ø.4L)

It should be recalled that the non-trivial equilibrium (Er) takes the form (as shown in

:'

À3+QÀ2 +,8)+ P:AS(T)¿-(u"+\)r, Ø.40)
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Chapter 3)

For the two types of birth rate functions, the term A,S(?)e-p"r can be

u**(T) # 0, as follows.

Er: (r,r,rl(r - +),
E1: (7,7,7)(Rs¿ - 7)*,

(i) B1:

For B1-,

For 82.

AIB (u.. ) + B' (u**)u**fe- u"r

: AlBo(1- u**) - Bou*+le-tr"T,

written, for

: ABo(7 - 2u**)e-u"T ,

: ABo[' -,(' - #r)f"-,"',

- 
ABo,, 

-P^,\o-r"Tñ1llod

: P(2 -"-oò.

(4.42)
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(ii) B2:

AIB(u.-) I B'(u**)u"*le-u"r ..

- nl Bs Bsn(u**)(n-t\ '1:'lt*6* -ffiu**le-t""r'
_ 

^ 
I B¡ Bsn(Rs¿ - r)T ,- ì: o\r+6;- tYn - fïffi+(R* - t)L/" |e-u"r' .' (4.43)

: ABol 1 n(Ro¿ - 1)l -¡,"r
LR'd- --4-)" 1

_ ABol., n(Ro¿ - 1)l ^_,",: 
7?ûd, Lt 

- n* )u 
'" 

'

_ ,1., _ n(Rs¿ - I)l:tLt- I¿* )

Thus, it follows, using (4.41) , (4.42) and (4.43), that

or(r\o-r", -l "'- 
7-o¿Q)) for B1'

I . i' -nryffi,] ø, B2

On the other hand, for z**(7) : 0, it can be shown that, for each of the two birth

functions,

Equation (4.44) shows that, for each form of the birth rate function, as Rs¿(T)

increases from unity, AS(T)e-u"r decreases and can change sign from positive to neg-

ative. We claim the following result.

Theorem 4.3. The pos'iti.ae equi,li,bri,um, 81, of the system (a.10) zs condi,ti,onally-stable
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i,f and only i,f all the roots of the characteristi,c equati,on (4.40) haae negati,ue real par-ts

at T : 0 and there eri,sts sorne posi,ti,ue aalue T such that the characteristi,c equation

(4.40) has a pair of purely imagi,nary roots I'ia".

Proof. It should be recalled that all the roots of the characteristic equation (4.40)

have negative real parts when T : 0 (Theorem 3 of Section 3.3.3). The next task is

to show that the characteristic equation (4.40) has a unique pair of purely imaginary

roots tiø, with ø > 0. Assume that for some T > 0 and ø > 0, the quantity i,a is a

root of the characteristic equation (4.40). Then, substituting i.a into (4.40) gives

where, Q, R, P and A axe as deflned in Section 4.3.1. Equation (4.46) can be re-written

AS

(tu)3 + QQr)' + R(ia) + P : AS(T)e-tu"+t')r,

-i,u3 - Qr' + Ria * P : AS(T)"-u"r (cosaT - i. sinuT).

Separating the real and imaginary parts of (4.47) gives

-Qr'+ P: AS(T)e-u"r cosaT,

-a3 + Ru: -AS(T)e-t'"r sinaT.

(4.46)

(4.47)

7r4

(4.48)

,: (4.4e)



Squaring and adding the equations in (4.48) and (4.49) gives

which is equivalent to

?Qr' + P)' + (-r' + Rtu)' : A2S2(T)e-2¡""r, (4.50)

Setting a2 : z in (4.51) gives

where

a6+c1u4*c2u2*ca:6.

ct : e2 - 2R:(1 +r + ò2 -20 + p + p.t) > o,

cz : R2 -2PQ: (l+ p+ n)2 -21Ø-a)(1 -rt i p) > 0, (4.53)

cs: P2 - e2s21f¡e-2t""7.

Clearl¡ the coefficient ca is negative if

z3+c122 lczzlc3:0,

It then follows from Lemma 4.2 that there exists a unique positive root, Lù", satisfying

(4.52). That is, the characteristic equation (a.40) has a pair of purely imaginary roots

of the form t'ia", with c.,,. > 0.

(4.51)

(4.52)

P2 < A2S2(T)e-2u"r.
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Dividing equation @.a9) by equation (4.48) gives

tan(a"r"):ffi, a") o.

Then, the quantities o" and T" can be obtained by solving equations (4.52) and (4.55)

simultaneously. It follows from (4.55) ihat

r"::;*"-,(ffi#) ,,",0

Theorem 4.3 can be written in the following (simpler) form:

Theorem 4.4. If P2 < A2S2(T)e-zu"r,

sy stem (4. 10), i,s condi,ti,onally- stable.

Further, for the value of [, given in (4.56), equation (4.50) becomes

(4.55)

Note that the sign of the square root must be chosen such that a"has a positive value.

Observe that the lefi-hand side of (a.57) has been completely cha,racterized in terms

of Rs¿, for any of the two forms of the birth rate function, by equations (4'44) and

(4.45).

It is worth stating that, for the two birth rate functions 81 and 82, the condition
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tlten the non-triui,al equi,Ii,bri,um, 81, of the

(4.56)

(P - QrÐ' + (R u"

n

(4.57)



(4.54) takes the following forms:

(i) For B1:

Thus,

AS(T)e-u"r : Pl2 -Roa(T)].

so that

ca ( 0 + P2{7-12-Rod(T)12} <0,

(ii) For B2:

Hence,

AS (r)e- u"r : . 
[t - ""i#)€,rt]

Ro¿ ) 3.

so that

or, equivalently,

Lemma 4.4. A reali,sti,c ualue forT", as g'iuen by equati,on (4.56), eri,sts only for ualues
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of a" such tnat 1fr 1u" 1 t/8.

Proof. A value of ?" must be non-negative (to be ecologically-realistic). Observe

that

P tþ- a)

a:#pú<P-a<P*ltP1:R'

Therefore,

J_4q <,/8. ..

It is easv to see from (4.56) that

The threshold ?l, as a function of. u", is continuous at each a" € (0,oo) except at

a" : 1/ ffi, where it has a jump discontinuity of size

r"(\Fþ)\ - r"W-P I e)) : r J Q I F .

T"(a") ( 0 for 01u". ,/PlQ, ot ,"> t/8.

Hence, there exists a unique point ø" - aî: r/8, where T"(a[) : g.

Finally,

'19-r"('") 
:o-:o'

Therefore, the only ecologically-acceptable set of ø. values, where non-negative values

lor T" can exist, is given by

tFreSa"<t/8.
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We claim the following.

Lemma 4.5. The largest possi,ble aalue of T" for whi,ch periodi,c soluti,ons can be ob-

seraed, i,s in the set {7",¡,: \/QTP($ * kr),k:0,+7,+2,+3, . . .} wi,th correspondi'ng

waue number (t)": \FM Also, the smallest possible ualue of T" for whi,ch the peri,odic

soluti,ons can be obserued, is dn the set {7",¡: ktrlJE,k:0,+I,!2,"'}, correspond-

i,ng to the waue number u" : {8. In thi,s second case, u.then k : 0, T" : T",s : 0

and, a" : t/E coi,nci,d,i,ng wi,th the waue number from tÌte Hopf Bi,furcati,on deriaed in

wi,thout delay (T :0) case.

Proof . The threshold 7", as a function of ø. given by (4.56), is monotone decreasing

for ø € lt/4Q,rÆ] with ri^,.-1rp¡qr*7"(a"): TJQTP.

If. a": ,Frc, then from the equation (4.48), either cos(u"T"): 0 ot AS(T"Je-u"1:' :

0. But AS(T")e-u"r. #0, since if it is zero, the equation (4.49) is not satisfied for all

parameters. Thus,

n

from which a set of possible 7} values can be obtained.

we have, the relation

cos(a"T"):0 + a"T":

tfu þ - 
t): (-t¡r+i5 (r")A¿-u"r"

1T

,l kr, k:0, +7,+2,"' ,

Then sin(ø"7") : (-1)É and
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which now contains only the one unknown Bs to be determined.

Simila.rly, if u" : r/8, thett from the equation (4.49), either sin(ø"T") : 0 or

AS(T")e-u"4 : 0. But ,aS(?})s-Fsre f 0, since if it is zero, equation (4.48) will not

be satisfied for all parameters. Thus,

from which a set of possible Q values can be obtained as postulated. Then

sin(ø"?.) : 0 + ü)cTc : ktr, k: 0, *1, !2,' ' ' ,

and

cos(a"T"): (-1)*,

P - QR: (-1)*S("")Ae-u'r", k :0,+L,+2,. . .

4.3.4 Hopf bifurcation

The technique in [131] (see also 122,28, a1]) will be used in this section to establish the

presence of Hopf bifurcation in (a.10) subject to the two birth functions Bl- and 82.

(4.61)
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Verhulst-Pearl logistic growth function (81)

We claim the following:

Theorem 4.6. The non-triui,al equi,li,bri.um h ol the system (4.1,0) wi,th bi,rth functi.on

B 1 i,s condi,ti,onally-stable when T < 7", and unstable when T > 7", where

r.: L¡u.-' ('"('?: I)) . ,^ t o!c- uøLL 
\ f -Qr? )1wc'v'

WhenT:7", a Hopf bifurcat'ion occurs (i,.e., a familg of periodi,c soluti,ons bi'furcates

from E1 as T passes through the cri'ti'cal ualueT").

Proof. The non-trivial equilibrium, -E1, is conditionally-stable for 0 < T 1 T"

(Theorem 4.3). F\rrther, the characteristic equation (a.40) has a pair of purely imagi-

nary eigenvalues at T :7.. Now the transversality condition is shown by proving the

following Lemma:

Lemma 4.6. Consi,der the model (4.1.0) subject to tlte Verhulst-Pearl logi,sti,c growth

functi,on 81. The transuersal'ity cond,i.ti,on{#Ð}":* t 0 i,f the fottowi'ng i'nequal-

i.ties hold.

R - 3a! +7"(P - Qr?) > 0,

(4.62)

The proof of Lemma 4.6

,"(P-QrÐQ-Roa)
Rs¿p"u"(R - af,)

is given in Appendix B.
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Hence, by Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.6, a Hopf bifurcation occurs at T : Tc. n

The result of Theorem 4.5 is illustrated numerically by simulating the model (4.10)

subject to Bl- with appropriate parameter values as depicted in Figures 4.3 and 4.4

(it is worth stating that the corresponding values of ø" and T" are obtained by solving

equations (4.52) and (4.55) simultaneously using Newton's method for a system of

nonlinear equations).

Beverton-Holt function (82)

Consider the model (4.10) subject to the Beverton-Holt birth function 82. We claim

the foliowing.

Theorem 4.6. The non-triui.al equi,li,brium, E.1, of the system (a.rc) wi.th bi,rt'h functi'on

82, i,s condi,ti,onally-stable when T < 7", and unstable when T > 7", where

r-: Lrun-, ('"('? - 1)l . ,. > o. 
':

rc--vqtL 
\p-q4 )t*czv'

WhenT :7", a Hopf bi,furcation occurs (i,.e., a fami,ly of periodi,c soluti'on bifurcates

from E1 as T passes through the cri'ti'cal ualue T").

Proof. By Theorem 4.3, the non-trivial equilibrium, -81, is conditionally-stable for

0 < T < ?". Here, too, the characteristic equation (4.a0) has a pair of purely imaginary

eigenvalues atT: ?". The transversality condition is shown as follows:

Lemma 4.7. The transuersali,ty cond,i'ti,on 
{#l}r:r" 

t 0 for the bi'rtlt' functi,on

r22



B2 xf the followi,ng condition holds.

where

F1 : np,sT¿(P - QrÐ' + n¡-t"T"af;(R - rZ)' +2Qn¡1,"uf;@ - "?)

- 3a!{n¡.r"(P - 8u?) + u?(R - a!)lRs¿(r - n) + nl},

and

#",

Fz : a?lRo¿Q - n) + nll2Q@ - Q"Ð - R(R - "Ðl - n¡.t",R(P - QrÐ.

The proof of Lemma 4.7 is given in Appendix C.

Hence, it follows from Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 4.7 that a Hopf bifurcation occurs

at T :7".

The result of Theorem 4.6 is illustrated by simulating the model (4.10) with ap-

propriate parameter values as depicted in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. Further numerical

simulations were carried out for different values of. T > [ showing an increase in the

amplitude of the oscillation with the increasing values of 7 (Figures 4.7 and 4.8). Thus,

the larger the chosen ? value is from the critical value ?", the larger the resulting am-

plitude of oscillation. Hence, the use of time delay contributes in sustaining. vector

dynamics (by way of increasing sustained oscillation for values of T > T").
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4.4 Summary

A deterministic model, with discrete delay, for the vector population dynamics of

malaria is analysed. The following results, which hold for any of the two birth rate

functions, are shown.

(i) the system, with any arbitra,ry birth function satisfying A1 - 43, has a globally-

asymptotically stable trivial equilibrium (-Ð6) whenever the vectorial reproduction

number (7?¡¿) is less than unity;

(ii) for the case when the vectorial threshold (ß.e¿) exceeds unity, the system can

have a stable non-trivial equilibrium or a limit cycle (which arises ui,a a Hopf.

bifurcation);

(iii) the amplitude of oscillation increases with increasing values of. T > T";

(iv) the use of time delay in modelling vector population dynamics contributes in

sustaining vector dynamics.

Some of the main novel contributions of this chapter are as follows:

(a) establishing the well-posedness of the delayed system (4.i);

(b) establishing the global asymptotic stability of the trivial equilibrium (86) subject

to any birth rate function satisfying A1-43;

(c) proving the existence of Hopf bifurcation, for each of the two birth rate functions

(81 and 82), using Hopf bifurcation theorem.
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Figure 4.1: Simulations of the model (4.10), using the Verhulst-Pearl logistic growth
function 81, showing the state variables converging to the trivial equilibrium. Param-
eter values used are: a: 7, l.t : 0.042, Bo : I.07, a : 0.33, 7 : 3.88, p : 0.87, ¡t, :
0.07, and T : 7.3 (so that, Rod:0.6716 < 1).
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Figure 4.2: Simulations of the model (4.10), using the Beverton-Holt function 82,
showing the state variables converging to the trivial equilibrium. Parameter values
used are: a:7, p:0.042, Bo:7.07, a:0.33, 7:3.88, p:0.81, lJr:0.07, n:
30, and 7: 0.3 (so that, Ro¿:0.7203 < 1).
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Figure 4.3: Simulations of the model (4.i0), using the Verhulst-Pearl logistic growbh
function B1-, showing the time series of the state variables f.or T :1'84 < T":1.8502
converging to a stable spiral. Parameter values used are: 0, : 1, [¿ : 0.042, Bo :
3.07, a: 0.63, 7 : 3.88, p : 0.81, and ¡-1" : 0.07 (so that, L 1Ro¿: 9.4465).
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Figure 4.4: Simulations of the model (4.10), using the Verhulst-Pearl logistic growbh

function 81, showing the time series of the state variables f.or T : 1.86 > T": I.8502
converging to a stable limit cycle. Parameter values used are: a: 7, lt' : 0.042, Bo :
3.07, a:0.63, ?:3.88, p:0.81, and ¡r":0.07 (so that, 71Tilo¿:9.4332).
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Figure 4.5: Simulations of the model (4.10), using Beverton-Holt function 82, showing
the time series of the state variables for T : 0.25 < T" : 0.27628 converging to a

stable spiral. Parameter values used are: a:7, tt:0.042, Bo:3.07, a:0.63, ^l:
3.88, p" :0.07, p:0.81, andn:30 (so that, 1 1Ro¿ - 10.5586).
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Figure 4.6: Simulations of the modei (4.10), using the Beverton-Holt functi.on 82,
showing the time series of the state variables for T :0.30 > T" : 0.27628 converging
to a stable limit cycle. Parameter values used are: a : 1, l-t : 0.042, B6 : J.Qf , q :
0.63, 7 : 3.88, lr, : 0.07, p : 0.81, and n : 30 (so that, 1 lRoa: 70.5217).
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Figure 4.7: Simulations of the model (4.i0), using the Verhulst-Pearl logistic grou'bh

function 81, showing the time series of the state variable u for (a) T:7.9, (b)f :2
and (c) T :3. Parameter values used are: a:7, tt:0.042, Bs: $.Qf , s:
0.63, 7 : 3.88, þ":0.007, and P: 0.81.
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¿oB:

(a)t-uplanefor?:0.35
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time tl (days)
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\¿'¡;v','wit¡,,i',1'¡,,"','"1',,n,

f

fi

l\r\\¡¡,\lüV\t,r'i'ffi
I

/

Figure 4.8: Simulations of the model (4.10), using the Beverton-Holt function 82,
showing the time series of the state variable z for (a) 7 : 0.35, (b) 7 : 0.4 and (c)
T : I. Parameter values used are: a:7, l-t:0.042, Bo:3.07, a:0.63, ?:
3.88, ¡-r" : 0.007, P:0.8I, and n : 30.
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Chapter 5

trn-host Models for Malaria

5.1 'fntroduction

Malaria in humans develops ui,a two phases, namely eroerythrocytic (that is, mainly in

the liver) and eryth,rocyti,c phase. When an infected female Anopheles mosquito pierces

a person's skin to take a blood meaI, sporozoi,tes in the mosquito's saliva enter the

bloodstream and migrate to the liver. Within less than an hour of being introduced into

the human host, they infect hepatocytes, multiplying asexually and asymptomatically

for a period of 6-15 days 111, 97]. Once in the liver, these organisms differentiate to

yield thousands of merozo'ites which, following the rupture of their host cells,..escape

into the blood and infect red blood cells, thus beginning the erybhrocybic stage of the

life cycle.

Afber about 48 hours, for Plasmod,i,um falciparum, Lheinfected er1'throcyie ruptures

releasing 8-32 merozoites daughter parasites that quickly invade fresh erybhroc¡'tes
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to renew the cycle [30,69]. This eryihrocytic cycle maintains infection and directly

generates disease symptoms [51]. This blood cycle can be repeated many times and

some merozoites develop into the sexual form of the parasites called gametocy'les. If

a mosquito pierces the skin of an infected person, it potentially picks up gametoc;,'tes

within the blood [92]. Fertilizafion and sexual recombination of the parasite occurs in

the mosquito's gut. Successive erythrocytic cycles result in an increase in parasitaemia

until the immune response begins. Detailed reviews of host immune response to malaria

infection are available in [38,83, 114], and a general summary is provided in 191].

As noted by Engwerda and Good [38], "understanding host immune response to the

malaria parasite is crucial to the design and implementation of new vaccines and drugs".

This chapter considers the problem of modelling the in-host dynamics of malaria subject

to host immune response and a potential malaria vaccine.

A number of modelling studies have been conducted to gain insight into the intra-

host dynamics of the malaria parasite (see, for instance, the models given in 130, 51,

69, 101, 102]). These models typically describe the dynamics of the blood stäges of

the parasite (Plasmodi,um falci,pararn) and their interaction with host cells (RBCs)

and immune cells. Molineaux and Dietz [102] provided a review of some earlier in-

host models of malaria. Models for assessing the effect of host immune response to

malaria infection are presented in [24, 98]. Kwiatkowski and Nowak [84] presented

a discrete-time model for studying the periodic and chaotic host-parasite interactions

in human malaria. Most of the aforementioned models, with the exception of the

model in [98], considered a single stage for the infected red blood cells (IRBCs). The
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objective of this chapter is to carry out a detailed mathematical analysis of a new
...

in-host malaria model that takes into account multiple (n) stages for the IRBCs. The

model incorporates the effect of immune response on the parasite dynamics i,n ai,uo, by

adding two state variables for the associated immune cells and antibodies, as well as

a potential anti-malaria vaccine. Before formulating the model, some earlier in-host

models for malaria will be considered first of all.

6.2 Some Earlier Models

5.2.L Anderson et a,l. model

The first mathematical model of the erythrocyte cycle was proposed

al. l3], and is given by the following system of differential equations:

dX
-;: 

^x 
- pXM - pxX,

dt

+: pxM - ttvy,dt
dM
E:rþvY-þuM-pXM,

where X(ú) and Y(ú) are the concentrations of uninfected RBCs and IRBCs at time ú,

respectively. The variable M(t) represents the concentration of the free merozoites in

the blood at time ú. The parameters þx, þv and ¡1,¡a are the death rates of the RBCs,

IRBCs and free merozoites, respectively. Uninfected red blood cells are generated from

the bone marro'lv at a constant rate À¡ç, and become infected, by coming in contact

with free merozoites, at a rate B. The parameter r models the average nutnber of

135
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merozoites released per each bursting IRBC. Flee merozoites die (at a rate Ltm) or

successively invade RBCs, at the rate B.

The model (5.1) will now be qualitatively analysed to gain insight into its dynamical

features.

Stability of DFE

The DFE of the model (5.1) is given by

The local stability of Eoo will be explored using the nexb generation operator method

[31, 136]. Here, the non-negative matrix, .F'r, of the new infection terms, and the

M-matrix,V1, of the transition terms associated with the model (5.1), are given, re-

spectively, by

Eoo : (X*, Y*, M*) : (Àyl p,y, 0, 0).

and,

It follows that the basi,c reproduct'ion number, denoted by R¿: p(F{lr), is given

by

Ft: (, T)

(5.2)

ltvO\

-rl-tv ,r*ry )

RA:
llxtt¡ø -f þÀx

þÀxr
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Using Theorem 2 of [136], the following result is established.

Lemma 5.L. The DFE of the model (5.I), gi,uen by Eoo, i,s LAS if R¡ < I, and

unstable if RA > 1.

The threshold quantit y, Re,measuïes the number of secondary IRBCs produced

per primary IRBC in a host at the onset of infection [102].

The above local stability result of the DFE (-Ð00) shows that if the initial sub-

populations of the model are in the basin of attraction of the DFE, then the parasite

can be cleared from the bloodstream if R¡ < 7. To ensure that such clearance is

independent of the initial concentrations of RBCs, IRBCs and merozoites, a global

asymptotic stability result must be established for the DFE. This is explored below.

Global stability of DFE

Consider the region

where M : rþ,v\xlþult^¿nwith ¡-r,^¿r: min{p"y,p,y}. Before proving the global

stability of the DFE, the following results will first be established.

Lemma 5.2. The region Q gi,uen by þ.$ i,s posi,ti,uely-i,nuariant and attracti,ng for the

rnodel (5.7).

Proof. Let,

o-
{tr,n,M) 

e R}:x+Y=h ,* 
= 

o\,

(x(ú), Y(t), M(t)) € RI,
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be any solution of the system (5.1) v¡ith non-negative initial conditions. Adding the

first two equations of the model (5.1) gives

Thus,

ry;Ð- À¡ - 0,*x + pvy).

so that

Furthermore, it can be shown from the last equation of (5.1) that

limsup ¡4 a rþvÀx
t+æ IJM þm¿n

d(X +Y\
T 

( Àx - ¡.t^¿n(X +Y),

It fouows from (b.7) tn*MiÐ < 0 if (x +y), * Simitarty, ft follows

from the equation for ff in (5.1) that# < 0 whenever M > M. Thus, the vector

field of (5.1) points inward (into Cl). Thus, CI is positively-invariant and attracting for

the model (5.1). n

\
limsuolX +Y\ < nx

¿--' ' ' þrn¿n

(5.6)

Lemma 5.3. The reg'ion Q* :

attracti,ng for the model (5.7).

(5.7)

{t",", 
M)eo'x<x.}
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Proof. It follows from the first equation of (5.1) that

Hence, X < X* - [X. - X(0)]e-r'xú. Thus, either X(ú) approaches X* asymptotically,

or there is some finite time afber which X(t) < X* (see also [52]). Therefore, all feasible

solutions of the RBC and merozoite component of the system (5.1) enter the region

dX
dt - À¡ - pXM - ttxX ( Àx - þxX : px(X. - X).

f)*. Thus, the region 0. is positively-invariant and attracting.

We claim the following result.

Theorem 5.L. The DFE, Ess,

Ra<I.

Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function

of the model (5.I), gi,uen by (5.2), i,s GAS i,n Q. i.f

with Lyapunov derivative given by (where a dot represents differentiation with respect

Ft:rY * M,

tr
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to ú)

Ft: rY + M,

: r(pxM - t"vY) trpyY - ttuM - pXM,

: (rþX - px - pu)M,

< (rþX. - pX. - pm)M, since X ( X* in f)*,

_ (rþ^x _ 0Àx + ttxþm\tt,
\ /.¿x I'tx /

1: :(0Àx + ttxtt¡rr)(R¡ - 7)M.
ltx

Thus, h I 0 if.RA < 1 with F, : }if and only if M : 0. Further, the la,rgest compact

invariant set in {(X,y,M) eQ , Fr:0} is the singleton {øoo}. It follows from the

LaSalle's Invariance Principle [56, 86] that every solution to the system (5.1) with initial

conditions in f)* converge to the DFE Eoo as ú ---+ oo. That is, (Y(t),M(t)) -- (0,0)

as ú ---+ oo. Substituting y(¿) : M(t): 0 in the equationfor dXldú in (5.1) gives

X(t) --- X* as ú ---+ oo. Thus, the DFE, .Es¡, is GAS in 0. if R¡ 1I. '. n

This result shows that the pa,rasite can be cleared from the bloodstream, regardless

of the initial concentrations of RBCs, IRBCs and merozoites, whenever R¡ 1I.

Existence of endemic equilibria

To find conditions for the existence of an equilibrium of the form E"s : (X** ,Y** , M**),

of the model (5.1), for which the disease is endemic (i.e., at least one of.Y** and M** is

non-zero), the equations in (5.1) are solved at steady-state giving the unique endemic
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(positive) equilibrium point (E s), with components:

It is clear from (5.8) that this EEP (E o) exists if and only if Ra > 1 and r > 7. It

should be noted that if Rt ) 1, then þ\x(r- 1) > l.txl-tu > 0, which requires r > t.

Thus, from now on) we consider r > I. F\rrther, if. Re < 1, then the aforementioned

Y** and M** components of the EEP (8 6) are negative. Thus, the model (5.1) has

no positive endemic equilibrium whenever R¡ 1 1. When R¿. : 1, the EEP (8"0)

corresponds to the DFE (,E00). These results are summarized below.

Theorem 5.2. The model (5.I) has a unique positi,ue endemi,c equi,li,brium, giuen by

E"g,wheneuerR4>!,and,noposi'ti'ueend,emi'cequi,Ii'briumotheruli'se.

Local stability of EEP

The stability of the EEP (8"0) is explored evaluating the Jacobian of (5.1) at E"s,

giving

0"xp*+P^x)("-A-r)
þpv(, - 7) ) M** :

..

0"*p*+É^x)(17-;.-I)
13pu

(5.8)

J(E"o) :

-l-tx -
\xþr-Àxþ-pxptø

ltu

Àxþr-Àxþ-þxpu

\xþr-Àxþ-þxttu
ltu

ltu
-ltv .T_I

ltu
r-I

I4T

U¡¡rþv -I,t¡,r-'"';T_I



The eigenvalues of J(E*) are the roots of the polynomial

with,

øeÀ3 f a1À2 + a2À¡- as:0,

ao: I,

o-,.: r l^*p(r- 1) + r-ttvrr-rv * 'fu\l,ILM L r - Il

or: hl^.uO - r)(uv + ,t,t) * f+),

as: Lrv(Àxþ + t,,xttv)(R¡ - 1).

(5.e)
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Thus, the coefficients ai (\Ã/ith 'í : 0, .. . , 3) of the cubic (tr.9) are all positive if Re > 1

(note that r ) 7, as sho\Mn in Section 5.2.1). It follows that

ataz - asao : ñ6 -olf^îO'r* 
-l À'*þt t t)ra * (t"'ut 

"Àxþ - 4À'*þ'tr"

- 4À'*þ'tr* + psM^xþ + t"*pTÀ*P)rt + (-SttupT^xþ + Àxþltxlt'tr

- 2tt2¡tl.rvÀxþ - 2ttt*À*þ + ttsultv ttx t 6\2*82 ¡1y + 6À2*82 pv)r2

-t 0.P¡øpvÀxþ + ltL¡,ttL,x - 2Àxþpxtr', - 4\lþ'Ltv - ltstwpvltx

+ tt'u^xþ - 4À'*þ'p* *SttuptTÀxþ), + ÀIþ'p, + ÀTþ'p,

- uMpþ^xp + À*þtr*t""f ,
I

r l-^: 
ñe -tlu?*u"x*Þr(r - 

t)2 + uT*ÀvBr(r - r)2 i Àxþpxu'*(' - r)"

+ 
^Tþ'p"(r 

- 7)lr(r2 * r * 1) - 1 -t 2r - 4r2l + ÀTþ'pr(, - 7)lr(r2 * r + 1)

- 1- 2r -4121+ l.rtrt"TÀxþ? -l')(r2 +r -17 -Sr) + psMtlxtryr(r- 1) + t"nrtr*rl,
I

lf: 
uzM(r 

_ IylU'uUvÀx0r(r - 7)2 + ¡-r,3*ÀyBr(r - I)2 + Àxþttxtt2¡vr? - 7)'
,.-

-r \'xþ2 ttv(, - 7)n * À'*þ'ttu(, - 7)n + t"¡r p\Àx þ(, - l)t

I ttsultx¡tvr(r - i) + u^rU*rf.

Since r > 1, it follows that a1a2- asc;o > 0. Hence, by Routh-Hurwitz criterion [85],

all the eigenvalues of J(8"¡) have negative real parts whenever R¡ > 1. This result is

summarized below.

Theorem 5.3. The uni,que endemic equi,li,bri,um of the model (5.1), denoted by E"s, is

LAS xf R¿. > I.
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Global stability of EEP

Define the region (the stable manifold of the DFE, 800)

We claim the following.

Theorem 5.4. The unique endemic equi,li,brium of th.e model (5.I), gi.uen by E"s, is

GAS i,n Q- \ Qo i/

(i) RA > 7,

nr: 
{(x,Y,M) 

ee*:

(i,i.) sign(7 -,*) : sign(1 - ål 
r

Proof. LeL Rt > 1, so that the EEP, E"s, exists (by Theorem 5.2). I\rther, let

sign(1 - #): sign(1 - ål Consider the following non-linear Lyapunov function of

Volterra-type (functions of this type have been used in mathematical ecology 142,7171;

and more recently in mathematical epidemiology and immunology [39, 53, 54, 77, 77,

78,79,961):

Y:M:0).

Fz: X - X** - x** t (å) +y -y** -y** rn (ir) .il* - M**

144
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with Lyapunov derivative

Fr: \x - pxM - þxx- sr^" - pxM - pxx)+ pxM - þvy

+Çføxu - pvy) *!,lr', - ttuM - pxM - ff?rry - t"rM - pxØf,

- À¡ - ^.Ç 
t t"xx**(t - ç) + px**M - pxMï * pvy**

-lr** -lO** - uvvY +!p*M** *!Bxm*,

: (þx**M** + t"*x**) - (PX*M** + tr*X**ll * þxx**(t - i)
+ lix** M - px MÇ + px** M** * ! r* *** (t - #)
*!Bxm*('- #) - ,,r#,

: px**M**(r-.# - ír# - #";#_)
* pxx** (, - i- å) + px**M. i(r - #)
x (rpyY** - px**M** + pxM**),

: þx**

* pxx'

,* ('

..(r-

x**_X

x**
X_

Y*

å)

M** XY*- M\
; M - X* V nt*)

-l,,***..('-#) ('-#)
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Since the a¡ithmetic mean exceeds the geometric mean, then

.)-

Owing to the fact that all the model parameters are non-negative, it follows that F2 < 0

fot 7-¿> 1 and (1 - å) and (1 - #l have the same sign. Hence, Fz is alyapunov

function on f)*. Therefore, by the LaSalle's Invariance Principle [56,86], every solu-

tion to the equations of the model with initial condition in fl. \ f)6 , approaches .Ð.s as

x** Y M** X
T-v* tw

ú-+oofor?Z-t>7.

";#(o and ,-i--# <o

It should be stated that Chiyaka et al. l2al aho proved global asymptotic stability

of the EEP (.E"0) using the compound matrix technique of Li and Muldowney [87,

106], subject to R¡ > 1 and some conditions (which differ from ltem (ii) of Theorem

5.4). This result is proven here, using a non-linear Lyapunov function and LaSalle's

Invariance Principle, for the sake of completeness. In summaxy, the basic Anderson eú

ø1. model (5.1) has the following qualitative properties: j

(i) It has a globally-asymptotically stable DFE whenever the associated basic repro-

duction number, Ë¿, is less than unity;

(ii) It has a unique endemic equilibrium point, which is globally-asymptotically stable

when it exists and when another condition (given by Item (ii) of Theorem 5.4)

holds.

!
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5.2.2 Model with multiple parasític stages

Considerable modelling work has been done on exbending the basic model (5.1) in dif-

ferent directions (see, forinstance, 15,24,49,50,59,65,69,77,1221). Saul [122] showed

that the model (5.1) can exhibit unrealistically large growth rates, and suggested the

replacement of the merozoite release parameter, r, with a non-linear term In r f 1. This

reformulation ensures that if all merozoites re-invade, the parasite population increases

by a factor r over one generation. However, as noted by Gravenor and Lloyd [50], the

replacement of r by Inr * 1 will not remedy the problem of unrealistically large growih

rate. In [49], Gravenor et aI. considered the situation where a parasite can produce

the observed number of merozoites, r) many of which do not re-invade.

Further, as noted by Gravenor [50], in both the original model (5.1) and Saul's

suggested model [122], growth rate of the parasite is the same, and they both have the

same distributional assumptions concerning parasite life-span. Two solutions to the

Iarge growth rate problem v¡ere suggested by Gravenor and Lloyd [50], namely:

(i) to replace the term describing parasite life-span by a term that incorporates a

time delav;

(ii) to add more age compaxtments to the intracellula¡ parasite stage.

Option (ii) is the simpler alternative. Under this scenarioT as a parasite matures, it

passes through the aforementioned compartments in sequence (denoted by %; with z :

7,2,...,n), and constant rates govern the transition between these compartments.

Consequently, the overall parasite life-span is now described by a sum of several expo-

',
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nential distributions. If 71 :'f2:...-'ln:7 then it is a gamma distribution. It is

noteworthythat different numbers of stages, ranging from 5 to 48, are used in [49,51].

Taking the above assumptions into consideration, we consider the following model

for the intra-host dynamics of malaria:

#:^x-pxM-þxx,

#: pxM - LrtY--ytYt,

dYz

É:^ytYt-þzYz-lzYz,

dYs

E 
: ^yzYz - þsYs -.yzYz,

# :.ln-tyn-t - þnyn -.y,yn,

where, X,Y, and M are as defined as in Section5.2.7 and1¿ (with ¿ : l,)):.'. ,n)

represent the transmission rates from compartment ){ to the next compartment }!11.

The model (5.10) is a slight modification of the models in [50, 71], by

(i) using a constant growth rate for the uninfected RBCs (À¡); whereas density-

148

# : r|"n +.y^)Y^ - t-r¡,rM - uBXM,
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dependent growbh rate was used in [71];

(ii) modelling the grou'bh rate of merozoites by the term r(7," I l-tn), whereas the rate

ryn waß used in [50, 71].

It should be stated that a parameter z is used in the loss term, - þX M , in the equation

for the merozoites, where u:0 when the loss of the merozoites entering the RBCs is

ignored; and z : 1 when the loss is not ignored [71]. Further, it should be mentioned

that Iggidr et aI. llllprovided a complete analysis for the existence and global asymp-

totic stability of the equilibria of a variant of (5.10), with density-dependent growih

rate of RBCs (/(z) instead of the constant rate, À¡, in (5.10)) and growbh rate of

merozoites 7,r, instead of 7n* p" in (5.10).

The main objective of this chapter is to extend the model given in (5.10), by in-

cluding two new dynamic compartments for the concentration of immune cells and

antibodies, to incorporate the effect of the immune response on merozoite invasion of

eryihrocytes and suppression of parasite production by antibodies; and to also explore

the potential impact of an imperfect malaria vaccine. In both cases, the resulting

model will be rigorously analysed. Before making the aforementioned extensions, the

qualitative features of the model (5.i0) will be rigorously analysed. It should be stated

that although the method and results we will give for the analysis of the model (5.10)

closely follow the approach in Iggidr et al. l7L), the model (5.10) is analysed for the

sake of completeness since it contains some modifications (albeit minor) from the model

presented by Iggidr et aI. l7I) (as stated above). Further, some of the results obtained

would be used in the analysis in some of the subsequent sections.
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Local stability of DFE

Consider the region of the model (5.10)

Dt:
{t"rrl, 

Yr(t),Y2(t),

where, îow, M :

following

Lemma 6.4. The regi,onDl, g'iuen i,n (5.I7), i.s positi,uely-i,nuariant and attracti,ng for

tlte rnodel (5.10).

Proof. Let,

n
. ..,Y^(t), M(t)) € Rî*' : X +\Y

r(Lu + yòÀx

lJm¿nlf,M
and ¡t^¿n : min{p¡ç, lJt,"'

be any solution of the system (5.10) with non-negative initial conditions. It can be

shown, by adding the first zzf l equations of the model (5.10) (i,.e.,lhe equations for

dXldt and dY¿ldt f.or i,:1,... ,n), that

. Àx. M<rur\.
lJm¿n )'

(5.11)

,þnj. We claim the

(x (t),Y(t),. . .,Y*(t), M (t)) € RI+2,

Thus,

*('.Ð") 1\x - þm¿n

rimsup (* *Én) 
=¿+co \ ¿:f /

(".å")

,. (5.12)

Àx

þmin
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Further, it follows from the last equation of (5.10) that

limsuP ¡4 ar(þ"+1")^* .

t+æ þMþm¿n

'/ u \ n À,. d,M
since $ (* *ÐX ) . oir(x+If;)2::t-and l# < 0whenever M > M,the

d¿ \ ?^ / ¿:t þmin dt

vector field points inward (into D1) on the bounda,ry. Thus, D1 is positively-invariant

and attracting. ¡

The DFE of the system (5.10) is given by

The local stability of. E6 will be explored using the nexb generation operator method

[31, 136]. The associated nexb generation matrices, -Fz and V2, àrê given, respectively,

by

Eor: (X*,Yl,Y;,'..,Y;, M*): (Àrlpx, 0, 0,'..,0). (5.14)

Fz:
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and,

Vz:

where, Q¿: þ¿

the model (5.10

Using Theorem 2 of [136], the following result is established.

Lemma 1.6. The DFE of the multi,ple parasi,ti,c stage mode¿ (5.10), gi,uen by 8¡¡, is

LAS 2f Rs 1 7, and unstable i,f Rs > l.

RS:
0", + uþx")QtQz...Qn-t

þr"yt'yz' ' "Y,-tX*

number of

(5.15)
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Existence of endemic equilibrium

Consider the matrix

-Q,.000
"Yt -Qz 0 "' 0

o 'Y, -Qs o

0 "' 0 'Yn-t -Q"

Following iggidr et al. [71,], the system (5.10) can be re-written as:

A_

X : Àx - ttxX - pXM : ö(X) - þxX,

y:pXMe1 *Áy,

M : r(pn + y)e[Y - þuM - uBX M,

where er : (1,0,...,0)',.n.: (0,...,0,1)", 1': (Yi,Yz,'..,Yn)T and ó(X) :

^x 
- PXM. The following result can easily be shown (by solving the system (5.16) at

steady-state).

Lemma 5.6. The model (5.10) høs a uni,que EEP gi.uen by

Ee7 : (X** ,Yi* ,Y;" ,. . . ,Yï* , M*") : (X** ,Y** , M**),

(5.16)
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, Y** : ó(X..)(-A-').r, M** :

so tha,t

rrom (b.Ib) that

Rs <7+ px*(;:æ-u) . r*,

lttw

Hence, using the expression for X** from (5.17), it follows that X*f X** < L. In other

words,

p*. (

ó(x*)
pX*" ' (5.17)

r"Y(Yz' ' '"Yn-l

QtQz' ' 'Qn-t

The result in (5.18) will be used in the proof of Theorem 5.6.

Global stability of DFE

Define the region

-4

Rs 17 * {- . ,.- x**

<1.

Di:
{r"rrl, 

Yr(t),Y2(t), .- . ,Y,(t), M(t)) € D1 :X(¿) < X-).
)

754

(5.18)
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It is easy to show (using the approach in Section 5.2.1) that the region 2i is positively-

invariant. We claim the following result.

Theorem 5.5. Tlte DFE, Eú, of the mode¿ (5.10) i,s GAS i.n Di i,f Rs < 1.

The proof of Theorem 5.5 is given in Appendix D.

It should be stated that the Lyapunov function f3, used to prove Theorem 5.5 in

Appendix D, takes the same form as that used by Iggidr et aI. 177] to prove the global

asymptotic stability of the DFE of their model (the main difference is a few minor, but

necessary, modifications we made for some of the coefficients of the variables ln fs).

Global stability of EEP

Define the region (the stable manifold of the DFE, 801)

We claim the following.

Do:

..

Theorem 5.6. The EEP, 8"1, of the rnodel (5.10) i,s GAS i,nD1\D0 if Rs > 7

br>#.

{{*,n,
"',Yn,M) eDi : Y, :'.. :Yn :, : rj.

The proof of Theorem 5.6 is given in Appendix E.

It should also be mentioned that the Lyapunov function fa, used to prove Theo-

rem 5.6 in Appendix E, is similar to the one used in [71], except for a few necessary

modifications made to the coefficients of F+. Fbrthermore, the condition obtained here
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for global stability is in line with that in [71], although a constant rate is used for the

concentration of susceptible RBCs

In summary, the model (5.10) exhibits global asymptotic dynamics at Rs : !.

Thus, the slight change we made to the model in [71], to obtain the model (5.10), does

not alter the main qualitative (equilibrium) dynamics of the original model given in

[71].

5.3 Formulation of Extended Model with fmmune

Response

The multiple parasitic stage model (5.10) is now exbended to incorporate the role of

immune response as follows. In addition to the compartments for uninfected RBCs

(X(ú)), n compartments of IRBCs with n different stages of the pa,rasite evolution

(Y(t); i:7,...n), and the compartment for merozoites (M(t)), two new compart-

ments of immune cells (B(ú)) and antibodies (,a(ú)) are added.

The concentration of uninfected RBCs (X(¿)) is increased by the production of

RBCs from the bone marrow (at a rate À¡) and decreased by natural death (at a rate

¡-r¡¡) and infection of RBCs by merozoites (at a rate B). IRBCs with parasites in stage 1

(yt (ú)) are increased due to the infection of RBCs (at a rate B) and reduced by natural

death (at a rate pr), by progression to the compartment of IRBCs infected with the

second stage of parasites (at a rate 7i) and by killing by immune cells (at a ra|,e k1,

where k1 is the immunosensitivity of IRBCs infected with parasites in stage 1) [102].

r'
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IRBCs infected with parasites in stage i (V(t), ,i :2,. . .n) are increased (at a rate

1¿, 'i :7,...fl - 1) and diminished by natural death (at a rate þ¿, i:2,.'.n),by

moving to nexb stage (at a rate 1¿, 'i : 2,. . .n) and by destruction by immune cells (at

a rate k¿, 'i : 2, . . .fl where k¿ represents the immunosensitivity of IRBCs infected with

parasites in stage z). The rupture of IRBCs infected with parasites in stage n release

merozoites in the bloodstream and r is the average number of merozoites released per

each bursting IRBC. Merozoites (M(t)) are reduced by natural death (at arate ¡.tp1),

by the effect of immune cells (at a rate lc¡a) and by the process of invasion of RBCs by

merozoites (at a rate B). 
,;

Immune cells (B(ú)) a¡e recruited (at a rate À6) and the production of immune cells

is stimulated in the presence of IRBCs and merozoites. The parameter ø (i : I,. . 'n)

represent the immunogenicity of IRBCs infected with parasites in stage i, and pn¡1

models the immunogenicity of merozoites. Immune cells are diminished by natural

death (at a rate É¿¡). Immune cells secret antibodies in the presence of merozoites,

which inhibit the invasion of RBCs by merozoites. The parameter 4 represents the

maximum rate of increase of antibodies. It is assumed that antibodies decay at a rate

lte.

Thus, the extended intra-host model for malaria is given by the following system
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of non-linear differential equations.

#:^x-pxM-þxx,

# : pXM - ptYt -.ytY - lttBYt,

# :.ytYt - þzYz - jzYz - kzBYz,

dYs

; 
:.yzYz - psYs - lsYs - lqBYs,

dY"

" 

: "yn_th¿ - þnYn - "ynYn - knBh,

dM
Ë:r(tt"+"y")Y"- þ¡øM -kmBM -upXM,
dB
; : Àn -f B(ptYt * pzYz+ "' + pnY" i pn+tM) - þnB,

#:nBM - t-t¿A.

In summary, the model (5.20) is an extension of the model in [71] by

(a) incorporating two new compartments for the dynamics of immune cells (B(¿))

and antibodies (,4(¿));

(b) using a constant growth rate of uninfected RBCs (À¡); whereas density-dependent

growih rate was used in [71];

(c) using the growth rate of merozoites, given by r(1"+ þ,r); whereas the rate r1n

was used in [50, 71].

It should be stated that the exbended model (5.20) only offers a simple formulation of

the immune response to malaria infection i,n ui,uo. A more detailed formulation, taking
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into account a fast-activating but short-acting innate response and a slower-activating

but long-acting antibody-like response, is given in [98] (but no mathematical analysis

of the resulting model is provided therein).

5.3.1 Basic properties

For mathematical convenience, the system (5.20) is split into two parts, namely the

RBC and merozoite component (with a total population at time I denoted bV ¡ft(¿))

and the immune cells and antibodies component (with a total population at time ú

denoted by 
^fr(¿)), 

so that

and,

¡/r(ú) : x(t) + v1(ú) + Y2(t) +...+Y"(t) + M(t),

Define the following region

where, B: -)Ê-, with K: p*o,(¡X* M), n^",:max{p1,-.. ,pn+t}, pB> K' 
-tt-B - N

- nBM
and A

lt's

Theorem 5.7. The regi,onDE: D1UD2 C R?*'x Rf zs positi'uely-i,naari'ant and

attracti,ng for the model (5.20).
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N2(ú) : B(t)+A(t).

,,:{@(t),a(r)) e Rf :B <B,A

(5.21)

. u),
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Proof. Let,

be any solution of the RBC and merozoite component of the model (5.20) (i,.e., fhe

first n -l 1 equations of (5.20)) with non-negative initial conditions. By Lemma 5.4,

D1 is positively-invariant. A simila¡ reasoning, for the immune cells and antibodies for

any non-negative initial solution in IR|, yields

(x (t),y(t),y2(t),. . .,vn(t), M (t)) € R1n,,

and,

It follows from the equation for ff in (5.20) that, if B > B, then ff ( 0. tr\rr-

thermore, it follows from the equation for ff in (5.20) that ff < 0 if A > Ã,. Thus,

the vector field (corresponding to the last two equations in (5.20)) points inward (into

D2). Thus, all feasible solutions of the immune cells and antibodies component of the

system (5.20) enter the regionD2.

Combining the above results show that all possible solutions of the system (5.20)

will enter the region (as ú ---+ oo)

limsup B(t)SlP -:8,ú*oo þB - n

Iimsup Aft\ <nBM : Ã.
ú+æ l-l¿,

(5.23)

Hence, the region 2¡ is positively-invariant and attracting under the flow induced by
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Dc: D', UDc C RT+2 x R.? .T

(5.25)
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the system (5.20).

5.3.2 Stability of DFE

Local stability of DFE

The DFE of the exiended model (5.20) is given by

ì-

E6 : (X*, Yi, Y;, '.. , Y;, M*, B*, A*) : (Àxlpx, 0, 0, . . . ,0,0, ÀBltte, 0).

(5.27)

The associated non-negative matrix F3 (of new infection terms) and the M-matrix I/3

(of the transition terms) of the model (5.20) are given, respectively, by

n

000

000

000

000

000

F3:

oo þÀx
Px

00 0

00 0

00 0

00 0
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and,

PrO0

-'Yt Pz 0

o -"Y' P3

000

000

Vs:

00

00

00

-ÐIN_T T Ttr

o -r(p" -f l")

where, P¿ : Lt¿ *'y¿ + k¿B*; i, :7,. . . ,n.

It follows that Ro : p(FsVs 1), where

0

0

0

0

ltv*ktøB**uPX*

Using Theorem 2 of [136], the following result is established.

Lemma 5.7. The DFE of the ertended model (5.20), gi,uen by Es, '¿s LAS if Rs 11,

and unstable i,f Rs > 7.

Lemma 5.7 implies that the parasite can be cleared from the bloodstream (when

Ro 1 1) if the initial sizes of the sub-population of the model are in the basin of

attraction of Es. To ensure that clea¡ance of the parasite is independent of the initial

sizes of the sub-population, it is necessary to show that the DFE of the model (5.20)

given by Ee is GAS inDø.

Ro: þr'Yt'Yr' ' "Yn-t('Yn -f un)X*
0t* + k¡rrB* + uBX*)P1Pz " . P,

(5.28)
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Global stability of DFE for a special case (k¿:0 and ,k¡4 : 6¡

Here, a global asymptotic stability result will be given for the special case where

k¿( i, :1, "' ,n) : km: 0 (corresponding to the case where the immune response is

completely ineffective). It should be noted that the associated reproduction threshold

(7?¡),givenin(5.28),reducesto2-s,givenin(5.15),whenk¿ (i,:I,'..,n):ltM:0.

Theorem 5.8. The DFE, Es, of the ertended model (5.20) i.s GAS i.n DB i,f Rs < 1

and, k¿ (i, : 7,. . . ,n) : lç¡t : 0.

Proof. Using the same Lyapunov function Fs (f.ot the proof of Theorem 5.5 given

in Appendix D), it can be shown that (X, Yt,. . . ,h, M) converges to (X*, 0, . :' , 0, 0)

as ú ---+ oo whenever Rs 3 1. Using Yt : Yz: . . . : Yn : 0 in the equation for dB ldt

shows ihat B(ú) ---+ B* as ú ---+ oo. F\rrthermore, using M :0 in the equation for dAld,t

shows thaf AQ) ---+ 0 as ú ---+ oo. Thus, the DFE (80) of the extended model (5.20) is

GAS in D¿ whenever Rs ( 1 and k¿ ('i,:7,... ,n) : þ¡o : g. !

The above result shows that, for the extended model (5.20) with ki : 0 (i :

1,... ,n) and k¡r :0, the malaria parasite can be clea.red from the bloodstream if the

threshold quantity, Rs, can be brought to a value less than unity.

Numerical simulations of the extended model (5.20) (for the aforementioned special

case) show convergence to the DFE (Figure 5.2) when 7?5 < 1 (in line with Theorem

5.8) and to an endemic equilibrium (Figure 5.3; these simulations are for k¿ I 0 and

ky * 0) when 7?¡ > 1. Although not established rigorously, these simulation results

suggest that the exbended model (5.20) has a stable EEP whenever 7?6 ) 1.
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5.4 Extended Model with Vaccination

Although there is currently no effective anti-malaria vaccine for humans, a number of

candidate vaccines (of varying types and characteristics) are undergoing various stages

of clinical trials (see, for instance, [36, 45, 93, 99, 723, 725,135, 134). Owing to the

numerous failed attempts to design such a vaccine, a future malaria vaccine is expected

to be imperfect. However, as noted by [13, 128], even a partially-protective vaccine

may be a cost-effective and a critically important public health tool for combatting

malaria. As stated above, future malaria vaccines can be of various types with varying

characteristics. A few of such potential vaccines are itemized below.

o Pre-erythrocytic vaccines

These vaccines, designed to target sporozoites or sch'izont-infected liver cells,

prevent the release of primary merozoites from infected hepatocf ies. Preclinical

studies indicate that such a vaccine can be designed based on the secretion of

antibodies that target sporozoites and block their ability to infect liver cells or

by cell-mediated responses that kill parasite-infected hepatocyies before they can

release infectious merozoites [67, 111] (see also Sha"rma and Pathak [125] for a

review).

o Asexual stage vaccines

These vaccines target immune responses against the asexual stage (blood stage)

of the parasite [35]. The justification for this approach is based on the following

observations [i4]:
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(a) maternal antibodies passively transferred to the fetus may provide a window

of protection against clinical malaria;

(b) following repeated attacks of malaria, a majority of infected individuals

living in endemic a,reas acquire the ability to control parasite replication to

levels below those that result in clinical disease;

(c) hyper-immune globulin prepared from the sera of individuals chronically

infected with malaria can eliminate circulating parasites from P. falciparum-

infected individuals.

(These vaccines prima.rily ta.rget merozoites).

o tansmission blocking vaccines

Preclinical studies have shown that antibodies directed against several sexual

stage antigens can prevent the development of infectious sporozoites in the sali-

vary glands of. Anopheles mosquitoes [1a]. This suggests that such a vaccine may

offer an effective mechanism to combat malaria.

In this section, the model (5.20) is extended to include a potential imperfect mala¡ia

vaccine with the following assumed characteristics [13, 35, 67, 111]:

(i) blocks transmission of infection (with an efficacy 0 < r < 1);

(ii) enhances immune response (at a rate ?BK¿; with 0B > 7);

(iii) reduces the number of merozoites released per burst of an IRBC. The modification

parameter 0 < 1þ < 1 accounts for this reduction;
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(iv) enhances the production of antibodies (at a rate pÀp; with p > 1).

The effectiveness of these vaccine characteristics (in curtailing the parasite load i,n ui,uo)

will be assessed in Section 5.4.1. Using the above assumptions, the extended model

(5.20) can be re-written as

dX
E: Àx - (1 -r)BXM - pxX,

# : Q - r)BXM - ttty - -ytyt - \BktByt,

dYz

E :.ttY - þzYz -.yzYz - 0B42BY2,

dYt
Ë 

:.yzYz - pzYs -.ytYs - 0BksBY3,

dn
Ë 

: -yn_tht - þ"h - ^lnY, - îplcnBYn,

dM
i : r(r - tþ)(p" + lòY" - t-ruM - ?aleuBM - upxM,

# : pÀB i B(prY t tpzYz+ . . ' + p,Y, i pn+tM) - ILBB,

+:rlBM - ¡1.¡A,ãt

whete,0 < r ( l isthe efficacy of vaccine, 0B>7 accounts forthe assumedvaccine-

induced increase in immune response by antibodies. The modification parameter 0 <

1þ < 7 incorporates the reduction of the release of merozoites from hepatocybes due to

vaccine and p > 1 accounts for the vaccine-induced increase in the production rate of
i

antibodies (see Figure 5.1 for a flow diagram, and Table 5.1 for the description of the

variables and parameters of the vaccination model (5.29)).

(5.2e)
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5.4.L Stability of DFE

Local stability of DFE

The DFE of the exiended model with vaccination (5.29) is given by

Eou:(X*,Yi,Y;,... ,Yì., M*, B*, A*):(À*ltx,0, 0, ...,0,0, pÀBltL,B,0).

' 1r.ro;

The associated nexi generation matrices, Fa and Va, of. the model (5.29) are given,

respectively, by

000

000

000

000

000

and,

F+:

oo-#'
00 0

00 0

00 0

00 0

Lt

-^lt

0

:

0

0

V¿:

00
L20

-'Yz Lz

00

00

0

0

0

In-)

0

0

0

0

Ln

-r(I-rþ)}t"+1")

0

0

0

0

t67
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where, L¿ : Lt¿ I l¿ + ]Bk¿B* for i : 7,...,fl.

It follows that the a0,cc'inat'ion reproduction nurnber, denoted by Rou

is given by

Using Theorem 2 of [136], the following result is established.

Lemma 5.8. The DFE of the ertended model (5.29), gi,uen bg Es,, 'is LAS i,f Rs, < 7,

and unstable i,f Rs" > t.

Global stability of DFE for a special case (kn çl:1,... ,n):lcv:z:0)

The global asymptotic stability property of the DFE, .80r, will be explored for a special

case k¿ (i,:7,"' ,n) - ku : u:0. For this special case, the reproduction number

(7?6,) reduces to

Rou:
(1 - r)(1 - rþ)þrtrtr. . .'yn-t('yn t þn)X*

0t* + oBkuB* t- uBX*)L1Lz. . . Ln

: P(F+V¿ 
1),

where, Q¿: ^l¿+ p,i U,: \,... ,n).

Theorem 6.9. Consi,der the uacc'inat'ion model (5.29) wi,th kn (i : 7,. . . ,n) : k* :

u : 0. The DFE, 86,, 'is GAS i,n DB i,f î-ou S I.

Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function

ñou:

(5.31)

(1 - r)(t - rþ)þrtrtz' . .'yntX*

þ¡vtQt' ' 'Qn-t

We claim the following.

Fs : M+ r(1 -,1,)Y, +En]EÐn^,
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with Lyapunov derivative given by,

F5 : r(1 - ,þ)0t" +.y")Y" - pnrM + r(1 - ,þ)o"-tY"-, - Q"h)

Ir
(1

At
tþ)tt

Qr'

^lz' '

A"

+ ...+

''ln

-1

[,
(1

-1
]r,r- 

r)BXM-etYl+

.I_L

a
1þ I

I

(t - r)(l - rþ)þrtnz " .'tn-tX*

7n- tl
l

(1"-zY"-z - Qn-tYn-t),

s uu (no, -

QtQz' ' 'Qn-t

Thus, F, S 0 if ñ.0, <

7,... ,n) ---+ 0 as ú ---+ oo.

B(t\ --. B* - P\B as ú --+
TIB

that ,4(ú) ---+ 0 as ú ---' oo.

r(7 - tþ)lzls...'yn-t

t)*

QzQs' ' 'Qn-,

- u*fu,

]t',n

inDs whenever Rou 1I andk¿ (i,:1,... ,n) - km:0: u:0.

1 with Fs : 0 if and only if M : 0. Hence, \, (i :

Using this fact in the equation for ff in (5.29) shows that

oo. F\rrther, it follows from the equation for ff in (5.29)

Thus, the DFE (80,) of the exbended model (5.29) is GAS

- QzYz)
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Critical vaccine efficacy

Solving for r from the expression for Rou :1 gives

We have the following result.

Lemma 5.9. The reproducti,on thresltold Ro, 1 7 wheneuer r ) Tc.

The implication of this result is that if the efficacy of the vaccine is greater than

r", then the parasite can be clea.red from the blood stream (since ñou < 1 in this case,

and Theorem 5.9 guarantees the clearance of the parasite i.n ui,uo if. ñ,0, < 1). This

result (Lemma 5.9) is illustrated in Figure 5.4 using different r values. Based on the

parameter values used to generate Figure 5.4, a vaccine with a minimum efficacy of

87.85% is needed to effectively control the parasite load i,n ui,uo.

Assessment of vaccine impact

- -1_tc 
- 

L
(1 - rþ) þrlr'y2. . .'yn1x*

þ¡¡Qt' ''Qn-t

To see the effect of various vaccine parameters on the vaccinated reproduction number,

Rs,, associated with the vaccination model (5.29), an analysis on the associated re-

production threshold (7?¡r) is carried out as follows. Differentiating R6u partially with

respect to vaccine efficacy (r) gives (note that 0 < ú < 1)

ôRou

ôr
-'tt^tz''' t,-úr(r - rþ)0" * þn)x*
LtLz... L"(pu t 0pkuB* * uBX.)
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from which it follows that Rs, is a decreasing function of r (i.e., 7?s, decreases as the

vaccine efficacy, 0 < r < L, increases). Since a reduction in Rsu implies a reduction

in the concentration of IRBCs, it follows that a vaccine with high enough efficacy will

significantly reduce the concentration of IRBCs i,n ui,uo. Figure 5.5 shows the profiles

of the total concentration of infected RBCs as a function of r, from which it is evident

that the number of iRBCs decreases with increasing values of r.

F\rrthermore, the effect of vaccine-induced reduction of merozoite is monitored by

differentiating Rsu partially with respect to the associated parameter r/. This gives

(notethat0<r<1)

ôRoo

Thus, ßs, decreases with increasing ry'. That is, if the vaccine reduces the number

of merozoites released per burst of an IRBC, the reproduction number Ro, deçreases.

The effect of such a vaccine-induced reduction of merozoites released on the total

concentration of IRBCs is depicted in Figure 5.6. (showing a marked decrease in the

concentration of IRBCs with increasing ry').

Finally, the effect of vaccine-induced enhanced immune response is monitored by

differentiating R¡, partially with respect to 0B giving

ôRou -HrHs
utu 

: -É- <0,

a1þ

-yt'tz " . l"tþr(I - r)(1" * þn)X*
LtLz' ' ' L"(pu * oskxaB* -f uBX.)

<0.
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where,

Hr : (1- î)(1 - ,þ)þrl,.lr. . ..yn_t(.yn I p,n)X* > 0,

Hz: pu *9nkuB* tuBX* > 0,

Hz : k¡ø B* LtLz''' Ln * H2B* (kyL2. . . Ln I kzLtLs. . . Ln * .' . + knLt. . . Ln-t) t 0,

Hs:HzLtL2"'Ln)0.

Thus, Rsu decreases with increasing d6. Figure 5.7 shows a reduction of the total

concentration of IRBCs with increasing ds.

:'

5.5 Summary

The chapter considers the problem of the modelling and analysis of the in-host dynamics

of mala¡ia. The basic model of Anderson eú ¿1. [3] was considered first of all, where

a complete rigorous analysis of its associated equilibria was provided. The model was

then extended along the lines of the Iggidr et al. l7I] formulation, which incorporates

multiple parasitic stages. Here, too, detailed analyses are given. Finally, the exiended

model was further extended to incorporate the roles of immune response and a potential

(imperfect) vaccine on mala¡ia dynamics i,n ui,uo. The main theoretical and numerical

results obtained are itemized below.

(i) the Anderson et al. model (5.1) has a globally-asymptotically stable disease-free

equilibrium whenever the associated reproduction threshold (7?¿) is less than

unity; and it has a unique and globally-asymptotically stable endemic equilibrium
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rvhenever ß.¿ exceeds unity;

(ii) the model with multiple parasitic stages, but without immune and antibody

responses, given by (5.10), exhibits global dynamics at Rs: 1 (i.e., the model

without antibodies and immune cells has a globally-asymptotically stable disease-

free equilibrium whenever Rs < 1; and a globally-asymptotically stable endemic

equilibrium whenever Rs > I); =

(iii) the extended model with immune response, given by (5.20), has a globally-

asl.rnptotically stable disease-free equilibrium whenever the associated reproduc-

tion number (ßs) is less than unity and k¿ (i, : 1,... ,n) - k¡t :0. Further,

numerical simulations suggest that this model with immune response (5.20) has

a stable endemic equilibrium whenever Ro > 7;

(iv) the exiended model with immune response and vaccination, given by (5.29), has

a globally-asymptotically stable disease-free equilibrium whenever the associated

reproduction number (ßor) is less than unity and k¿ (i, : 1,. . ., n) : kv : rL : 0;

(v) an analysis of the threshold (7?6,) of the extended vaccination model with immune

response (5.29) shows the following.

(a) a future malaria vaccine with efficacy 0 < r < 7 will reduce IRBC con-

centration; and such reduction increases with increasing values of vaccine

efficacy (r). Numerical simulations show that a vaccine efficacy of at least

87.85% is needed to effectively control the malaria parasite Ioad in ui,ao;
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(b) a malaria vaccine that decreases the number of merozoites released per burst-

ing iRBC will reduce IRBC concentration i,n ui,uo; 
,.

a malaria vaccine that increases immune response will decrease IRBC con-

centration i,n ai,uo.

(.)
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Variables and Parameters

x(t)
Y(t)
M(t)
B(t)
A(t)

Àx
Às

ltx
þYo

l-tt't

ltn
lt¡
p
"l¿

ki
t^tuM

o;

n
r

Description

Concentration of uninfected red blood cells
Concentration of infected red blood cells with parasite in stage z

Concentration of merozoites
Concentration of immune cells

Concentration of antibodies

Production rate of RBCs from the bone marrow
Production rate of immune cells
Natural death rate of uninfected RBCs
Natural death rate of infected RBCs
Natural death rate of merozoites
Death rate of immune cells
Deterioration rate of antibodies
Rate of infection
Progression rate of IRBCs from Stage (z) to Stage (? + 1)

Immunosensitivity of IRBCs
Immunosensitivity of merozoites
immunogenicity of IRBCs and merozoites
Maximum rate of increase of antibodies
Number of merozoites released per bursting iRBC

Vaccine-related Parameters

T

7þ

0B

Table 5.1: Description of variables and parameters of the model (5.29).

Efficacy of vaccine
Modification parameter accounting for vaccine-induced reduction
merozoites released per bursting IRBC
Modification parameter accounting for vaccine-induced
enhanced immune response
Modification parameter accounting for vaccine-induced
enhanced production of antibodies
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of the extended vaccination model (5.29).
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Figure 5.2: Simulations of the model (5.20) (with k¿ : 0, 'i : L,. . . ,5 and It;¡4 : g7

showing the concentrations of (a) IRBCs (b) merozoites and (c) antibodies as a func-
tion of time for Rs < 1. Pa.rameter values used a.re: \x : 41664, ,6 : 0.0008, lf,x :
0.8, þr : 0.5, l-tz : 0.5, lJz : 0.5, þa: 0.5, l.ts :7.0, þM :3.0, þB : 7.53, l-t.q:
0.4, 'yt: 0.3, 'yz : 0.3, ?e : 0.3, 7¿ : 0.3, 7s : 0.3, pr : 0.001, pz : 0.0000I, ps :
0.00001, p¿:0.00001, Ps:0.00001, Po:0.00001, il:0.6, À.8:30, r:
16 and z : 1 (so that, Rs : 0.2952).

(b)
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Figure 5.3: Simulations of the model (5.20) showing the concentrations of (a) IRBCs
(b) merozoites and (c) antibodies as afunction of time f.or?.s ) 1. Parameter values
used are: Àx : 41664, þ :0.0008, þx : 0.8, Pr : 0.5, l-tz : 0.5, þs : 0.5, þ+:
0.5, l-rs - 1.0, l.LM:3.0, ttn:1.53, þ.q:0.4, kr:0.01, kz:0.0I, ks:Q.Qt, þa:
0.01, ,k5 : 0.01, k¡t :0.3, 7r - 1.5, ^Yz: I.5, 1s:1.5, 1t:1.5, 'r.s -- 7.5, p1 :
0.001, Pz : 0.00007, PB : 0.00001, P¿ : 0.0000I, Ps :0.00001, Pa : 0.0000I, rl :
0.6, À¡ : 30, r : 16 and u: 1 (so that, R6 : 2.6618). :'
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Figure 5.4: Simulations of the model (5.29) showing the concentrations of IRBCs for
(a) r:0.8 <r":0.8785and (b) r:0.95 )r":0.8785using: Àx:41664, þ:
0.0005, l-tx :0.8, þt:0.5, l.tz:0.5, l-ts:0.5, þa:0.5, þs : 1_0, þM : 5.0, pe :
I.53, ¡-t¿:0.4, k¿:0, l/t:7r'fz:7,'ys:!, 1+:7, 15:I, h:0.00I, pz:
0.00001, pe : 0.00007, p+: 0.00001, pr : 0.0000I, p6 : 0.00001, n : 0.6, Àn :
30, r : 16 0n: 1.5, p :7.2, tþ :0.5and u: 0.
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Figure 5.5: Simulations of the model (5.29) showing the total concentration of IRBCs
as a function of vaccine efficacy (0 < r < 1). Parameter values used are: Àx :
47664, B:0.0008, þx:0.8, Fr -0.5, þz:0.5, Fs:0.5, p+:0.5, l.ts:
I.0, þu:3.0, p'B:L53, þ,q:0.4, kr:0.01, ltz:0.07, ks:0.01, k4:0.07, k5:
0.0I, k7¿ : 0.3, 'h : 7.5, 'yz : 7.5, js : !.5, 'Yq: I.5, 7s : 1.5, pt : 0.007, pz :
0.00001, ps : 0.00007, pa: 0.00001, ps : 0.00007, p6 : 0.00001, T : 0.6, ÀB :
30, 1þ :0.2, 0p - 1.2, p:7.5, r :76 and z : 1.
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Figure 5.6: Simulations of the model (5.29) showing the total concentration of IRBCs as

a function of accounting for vaccine-induced reduction of merozoite released 0 < ',þ < L.

Parameter values used are: Àx : 41664, É : 0.0008, þx : 0.8, Fr : 0.5, l-tz :
0.5, lts: 0.5, t-t+ : 0.5, þs :7.0, þM : 3.0, ttn: 1.53, l-t.t : 0.4, lq : Q.Qt, þ2 :
0.01, ke : 0.01, k¿ : 0.01, ks : 0.01, lc¡ø : 0.3, T : 1.5, 1z : L.5,'lz :
I.5, 'Y+ - 1.5, J¡ : 1.5, Pr : 0.001, Pz : 0.0000]-, Ps:0.00001, P¿ : 0.0000I, Ps:
0.00001, pe :0.0000I, n:0.6, À3:30, r:0.1, 0n:7.2, p:L5, r:76 and z:
1.
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Figure 5.7: Simulations of the model (5.29) showing the total concentration of IRBCs as

a function of parameter governing vaccine-induced enhanced immune response 0B > 7.

Parameter values used are: Àx : 41664, ,6 : 0.0008, þx : 0.8, þr : 0.5, l.tz :
0.5, ltz:0.5, þa:0.5, þs:1.0, þM:3.0, þp:1.53, þ¡:0.4, k1 :Q.Q!, þ2:
0.01, ks : 0.01, kt : 0.07, ks : 0.01, lcu : 0.3, 'h : 7.5, 1z : 7.5, ''j :
7.5, ^y¿- 1.5,'ys : 7.5, pr : 0.001, pz : 0.0000I, pB : 0.00001, P¿ : 0.00007, Ps :
0.00001, Pe :0.00007, \:0.6, À¡:30, r:0.1, tþ:0.5, P:I.5,r:16 andz:
1.
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Chapter 6

Population Model with Repeated

Exposure to Malaria

6.1 Introduction

An important feature of mala¡ia disease is that, in regions where it is endemic, humans

develop natural immunity to malaria after several exposures; and such immunity has a

large effect on how the disease spreads in such regions [9, 10, 32,724). In this state, the

(immune) humans no longer show s¡..rnptoms of malaria. The process of acquiring such

immunity is slow, and may take years or decades to develop [70]. Low level exposure

to infection acts as vaccination, leading to the development of immunity against the

disease [46]. Humans are susceptible to re-infections because the acquired immunity

may wane over time [134]. Children living in endemic areas become infected early in

life, and experience more severe disease symptoms during the first five years of life
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[124]. But as their immunity develops, the disease becomes less severe and the number

of parasites circulating in the blood declines. The acquired immune response to malaria

is strain-specific, and is lost if a person moves away from a malaria endemic arca [724].

Owing to the aforementioned significance of natural immunity on disease spread, it is

instructive, therefore, to carry out a detailed modelling study to quantify the impact

of such immunity on the control of malaria transmission in a community.

Numerous mathematical models have been used to study the dynamics of malaria

at population level (see, for instance, [6, 9, 10, 32, 75, 76, 107, 108]). Dietz et al.

[32] studied the effect of acquired immunity in malaria using a deterministic model, by

noting that the duration of acquired immunity in humans depends on repeated exposure

(that is, immunity is boosted by exposure to infection repeatedly [9, 10]). Further,

there are three aspects of immunity that are acquired at different rates; namely: loss

of infectivity, increase in recovery, and decrease in detectability. This chapter extends

some earlier malaria modelling studies by constructing a new comprehensive model that

includes multiple infected and recovered classes (to account for the effect of repeated

exposure to infection). The model can be formulated using n exposure classes, but for

mathematical tractability (of the associated mathematical analyses), three exposure

classes will be considered in this thesis. Unlike in Aron [9], the model to be designed

incorporates disease-induced death.
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6.2 Formulation of Basic Repeated Exposure Model

To formulate the basic repeated exposure model for malaria transmission dynamics,

the total human population at time ú, denoted by l/¡¡(ú), is sub-divided into seven

mutually-exclusive sub-populations of susceptible humans (Sø(¿)), first-time infected

humans (/t(¿)), humans who recovered from first infection (.R1(t)), second-time in-

fected humans (Ir(t)), humans who recovered from second infection (Ãz(t)), third-time

infected humans (/s(¿)) and humans recovered from third infection (Ãs(¿)), so that

Similarly, the total vector population at time ú, denoted by l/y(ú), is split into suscep-

tible (Sv(ú)) and infected (Iy(ú)) vectors. Hence,

N¡¿(¿) : Sa(¿) +4(ú) +41(ú) + Iz(t)+ Rz(t) +13(ú)+rqs(ú).

Incidence F\rnctions

Since mosquitoes bite both susceptible and infected humans, it is assumed that the

average number of mosquito bites received by humans depends on the total sizes of the

populations of mosquitoes and humans in the community [fS]. nrrther, it is assumed

that Csy represents the per capita biting rate of mosquitoes on a host; and the human

hosts are always sufficient in abundance. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the

biting rate C¡1y is constant as female mosquitoes have a certain number of blood meals

over their life time. Lef, Cvn be the rate at which bites are received by a single host per
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unit time. Thus, for the number of bites to be conserved, the following conservation

law must hold (i.e., the total number of bites by mosquitoes equals to the total number

of bites received by humans),

so that,

Let B¡aCyp be the effective contact rate between a susceptible human and infectious

mosquitoes, where pu is the transmission probability per contact from an inlectious

mosquito to a susceptible human. Similarl¡ let BsC¡¡y be the effective contact rate

between a susceptible mosquito and infectious humans, where B¡¡ is the transmission

probability per contact from an infectious human to,a susceptible mosquito. Thus,

susceptible humans acquire infection, following effective contact with an infectious

vector, at a rate À¡a, given by

C nv Nv : Cv u (N n, ly'y)ly'a,

^r Cvn(Nn,ly'y) 
^,t\V : --------- 

-t\H.

It Hv

Using (6.2) in (6.3) gives

(6.1 )

Similarly, susceptible mosquitoes can acquire infection following contact with infected

humans in classes 11, 12 artd 13. Let þnCnv be the effective contact rate between a
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Àm: B¡aCy¡¡(Ns, Ny)
Nv

, þuCnv -AM - --:;-rV.1\n

[y. (6.3)
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susceptible mosquito and infectious humans (where B7¡ and Cuv a.re as defined before).

It is assumed that individuals who are re-infected are less infectious than those with

primary infection. Thus, the rate at which mosquitoes acquire infection from infectious

human hosts is given by

where 0 < ót < 1 and 0 < ót < 1 account for the assumed reduction of infectiousness

of individuals who have had second or third infection, respectively, in comparison to

individuals who were infected only once (i.e., it is assumed that individuals with en-

hanced immunity, due to repeated exposure, are less infectious than first-time infected

individuals).

The susceptible human population is generated by the recruitment of humans (by

birth or immigration; and assumed susceptible) into the community (at a rate lI¡¡)

and the loss of infection-acquired immunity by individuals who recovered from first

(primary) infection (at a rate r/1). The susceptible population is decreased by infection

(at the rate À7a) and natural death (at a rate þt,¡¡i all human sub-populations are

assumed to suffer natural death at the rate ¡L,p). Thus, the rate of change of the

susceptible human population is given by

^' 
: fu#Qt-r óJz-r ózls)' (6.5)

The population of first-time

dSn
E - II¡¡ -l th&t - \uSn - þuSn.

infected humans is increased by the infection of sus-
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ceptible humans (at the rate À¡a) and diminished by natural death (at the ràte pH),

disease-induced death (at a rate ô¡¡) and recovery or acquisition of infection-acquired

immunity (at a rate 7r), so that

First-time infected individuals who recovered (acquire immunity) from the disease are

moved to a new compartment (rB1) of individuals who recovered from the first infection

(at the rate 71). F\rrthermore, individuals who recovered from second infection (-82

class) lose their infection-acquired immunity (at a rate tþz) and move to the .Rr class.

The A1 population is decreased by natural death (at the rate p,¡y),loss of immunity (at

the rate tþ1), and by re-infection (at a rate otÀ¡t, with the modification parameter 0 <

01 1 7 accounting for the reduced probability of acquisition of infection by recovered

individuals due to their prior infection-acquired immunity). Hence,

dIt
dt

: ÀuSn - þnh - 6nL -'yJt.

The population of second-time infected humans is increased by the re-infection of in-

dividuals who recovered from frrst infection (at the rate o1À¡a) and diminished by nat-

ural death (at the ra1re ¡1,¡¡), disease-induced death rate (at a reduced rate 0$p, where

0 < 0t < 1 accounts for the assumed reduction in mortality of individuals with second

infection in relation to those with first infection; in other words, it is assumed that

repeated exposure (infection) reduces mortality rate) and by acquisition of immunity
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or recovery (at a rate 72). Thus,

Second-time infected individuals acquire immunity (at the rate y) and move to the

class of individuals who recovered from the second infection (.R2). Recovered individuals

in the class R3 lose their immunity (at a rate r/3) and move to the R2 class. The

population of individuals who recovered from the second infection is reduced by natural

death (at the rate ¡.t ¡¡),loss of immunity (at the rate tþ2) and by re-infection (at a rate

ozÀu, where 0 < oz < 1 is a modification pa,rameter), so that

dIz

dt
: o1ÀxaB1- LtøIz - 0$¡¡12 -'YzIz.

It should be mentioned that the modifrcation parameters o1 and o2 are such that

0 < oz I 01 1L, due to the assumption that second-time recovered individuals get re-

infected at a lower rate than first-time recovered individuals (because of the repeated

exposure-enhanced immunity status of the former in comparison to the latter).

The population of third-time infected humans is increased by the re-infection of

recovered individuals in the .Rz class (at the rate o2À14) and is reduced by natural

death (at the rate ¡-t"¡¡), disease-induced death rate (at a reduced rate 02õ¡1, with 0 <

0z 1 il < 1) and by the acquisition of immunity (at a rate 73). Thus,

dRz

dt
:'yzIz -l tþsfus - [tn&z - tþzRz - oz\¡¡Rz.

dIs
dt

: o2À7a&2 - ttnls - 0267¡ft - %Is.
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Third-time infected individuals acquire immunity (at the rate 73) and move to the .Rs

ciass. The population of individuals in the -R3 class is reduced by natural death (at the

rate p,s) and loss of immunity (at the rate tþs, assumed negligible). Hence,

Thus, it is assumed that individuals in the .Rg class have the highest possible exposure-

induced immunity (and would take long time before such immunity is completely lost).

F\rrther, unlike in [9, 10], it is assumed that recovered individuals (in the R1, R2 and

R3 classes) do not transmit infection (while they are in these classes).

dRs

E

Susceptible mosquitoes are generated at a rate fly and reduced by infection, fol-

lowing effective contact with infected humans, at the rate À¡¡. AII vector populations

suffer natural death at a rate py. Thus, the rate of change of the susceptible vector

population is given by

d,5,,::_:_ : ÍIy _ À¡1Sy _ þvSv.
o,t

:.lzIs- þnRt-tþsRz.

Infected vectors are generated by the infection of susceptible mosquitoes (at the

rate À¡¡) and reduced by natural death (at the rute ¡-ty) and disease-induced death (at

a rate ôy). Thus,

dlv\ñ

":\nSv-P'nIv-6vIv'
In summary, the repeated exposure immunity model for malaria is given by the

following deterministic system of non-linear differential equations (see Figure 6.1 for a

flow diagram and Tables 6.1 and 6.2 for the description of the va¡iables and parameters
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of the model).

+ :fIn * útTt - À¡øSu - pnSn,

# : ÀuSa - Ltalt.- õnIt - 1Jt,

# :',lit I tþzRz - ttn}t - rþrRt - otÀuTt,

# : o1À¡aI"1- þnlz - /,ónlz - 1zIz,

# :'YzIz I tþs%s - t-tnRz - tþzTz - o2),¡4R2,

dIs

ã : ozÀu&z - þnls - 1zõnls -'YeIz,

# :.yzls - þuRs - tþsRs,

+:fIy-À¡¡Sy-ttvSv,

#: ÀnSv - þvlv - 6vlv.

The model (6.6) extends some other models in the literature, such as those in [9,32,

134], by: '

(i) incorporating three compartments for infected and recovered human populations,

to account for repeated exposure to mala,ria;

(ii) incorporating that infectious individuals with second or third infections transmit

the disease at a lower rate than those with primary infection;

(iii) incorporating that re-infection of recovered individuals occur at a lower rate (0 <

o1,o2 11) than primary infection (i.e., probability of re-infection decreases with

increasing number of exposure);

(6.6)
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(iv) incorporating that infectious individuals with second or third infection suffer

disease-induced mortality at a lower rate than those with primary infection (i.e.,

repeated exposure reduces mortality rate).

Further, unlike in the aforementioned modelling studies, detailed rigorous mathemati-

cal analysis of the model (6.6) will be provided.

6.2.L Basic properties

Since the model (6.6) monitors human and

parameters and state variables are assumed

the following result.

Lemma 6.1. The closed set

D_
{tt", 

rt, Rt, Iz, Rz, Is, Rs,Sv, Iv)e Rf :

* It-r Rt t Iz * Rz-r h * Re =H, sv t Iv =X\
i,s po si,ti,uely-inuariant and attracti,ng.

mosquito populations, all its associated

to be non-negative for ú ) 0. We claim

Sn

Proof. Adding the first seven and the last two equations of the model (6.6) gives,

respectively,

+ : TIa - pnNn - (õnI, * 0$¡¡12'f 02õ¡¡Is),

dNv
dr -IIy - þvNv - 6vlv.
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Since dN¡¡/ d,t < t-Lru - þn Nn and dNy ld,t ( flv - þv Nv, it follows thàt dNH I dt < 0

and dNyfd¿ < 0 if NH(ú) > H and 1/y(ú) > H, respectively. Thus, ¡/¡¡(¿) I
Nø(O)e-un' + ffi{t - e-u*t) and l/y(t) I Nv(0)e-t""t + Y(I - e-ttvt). In pa.rticular,

Nn(t) < ff- it ¡/a(0) < ff and Nv(t) < ffi tt¡/v(O) < Y,respectively. Thus, the

region D is positively-invariant. F\rrther, if ¡ür(0) > ff and ¡fv(O) , W, then either

the solution enters 2 in finite time, or ¡/a(ú) approaches ff and Nv(t) approaches ff
asymptotically [52]. Hence, the region D attracts all solutions in R1.

Since the region 2 is positively-invariant and attracting, it is sufficient to consider

the dynamics of the flow generated by the model (6.6) in 2.

6.2.2 Stability of DFE

The DFE of the model (6.6) is given by

Eo: (Så, Ii, Ri, I;, Ri, Ii, Rä, Si,4r):(TInlpn,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, lIvlttv,0).

(6.8)

The local stability of Eo will be explored using the next generation operator method

[136]. The associated non-negative matrix, f', of new infection terms and the M-matrix,

I/, of the transition terms associated with the model (6.6) are given, respectively, by

n

F-

0

0

0

þnCnvSi

0 0 þmCnv

000

000
þaCsvùSi þaCnvózSi nNr. Ni. u
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and

V-

pniöø*''tt

0

0

0

It follows that the basi,c reproducti,on number, denoted by Ro: p(FV-r), where p

denotes the spectral radius, is given by

Fn l0$¡¡ ¡ 1,

0

0

I B*puc'rrnrp,,"0: 
v

Using Theorem 2 of [136], the following result is established.

00

00

Þru * 02õ¡y ¡ 1t 0

o tt'v * 6v

Lemma 6.2. The DFE of the model (6.6), gi.uen by (6.8), i.s LAS if Ro < 7, and,

unstable if Ro > 7. i'

The epidemiological implication of Lemma 6.2 is that the disease can be eliminated

from the community (when ßo < 1) if the initial sizes of the sub-population of the

model are in the basin of attraction of Eo.

6.2.3 Backward bifurcation

The phenomenon of backward bifurcation has been described in Section 2.9. It is

instructive, therefore, to explore whether or not the basic model (6.6) also exhibits

such phenomenon. This is considered below.
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Suppose,

represents any arbitrary endemic equilibrium of the model (6.6) (that is, an equilibrium

in which at least one of the infected components is non-zero). The existence of backward

bifurcation in the model (6.6) will be explored using the Centre Manifold theory lI7,2I,

136]. To apply this theory, it is convenient carry out the following change of variables.

Let,S¡¡ : rL, 11 : 12, Rr : ls, 12 : l.4, R2 : 15, Iz : tr6, R3 : lyj Sv :

:tB, Iv: Íe, sothat l/¡7 :rtl12 lltslrq*rs*r,6*17 and Nv: rB+rs. By

using vector notation X : (rt,z.2,... ,rg)7, the model (6.6) can be re-written in the

lorm ff : (å, fr,.. -, Ís)r, as foliows:

Et: (Sä, Ii, RI*, Il*, Rå*, Iä*, Ri*, Si;, Ii),

# : h :rrn t úfis - Àux:t - þnrt,

drz
É : fz: Àvrt - ktrz,

d,rz

Ë 
: ïs :.ytïz I tþzrs - kzrs - o1À7¡rs,

dr¿

ã 
: fa: o1Àyaxs - kzr¿,

dxs

Ë : ls : lzra I 1þzrz - kars - o2À¡y7r5,

dre
È : f6: o2),¡ars - ksra,

drz
dt 

: Ìz :'Ysra - K6r7,

#: fs:fìv - Àure- pvre,

drs
E : Íg: ÀnTa - KzIs,

(6.10)

where, /q: þn *6¡¡+'h,kz: þnltþt ks: þtn*0ön*'yz,
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ks : þu * 1zõu l'Yz, lta : þn i tfu and Ic7 : ¡,r,y I 6y.
The Jacobian of the transformed system (6.11) at the DFE, -Ð¡, is given by

-uHOtJ,10000
0-ßr00000
0lr-h264t200
000-,bs000
00012-k4¡tl's
00000-l¡s0
00000"y3-,r;o
¡ -Bncnvsi ¡ þncnvþtsi¡ ¡ ,oncsvözsi n

oH "H "H
¡ gxcsvsî n Bncgvótsît n axcxvêzsi ô

"H "H

J (Eo) =

Consider the case when 7?6 : l. Suppose, further, that þn

bifurcation paxameter. Solving f.or B¡1from ßs : 1, gives

n Dt k1k7fI¡1 ¡L'ytJH: uH: p;cTrITrtrr.

The right eigenvector of J(,Ð0)l * given by w : (tur, 'tr2,'trs,'tr4,'tr¡,'tr6,'trr,uB,ws)T ,

lßn=ÊL

rMhere,

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

- Itv

0

/)*
IJH

Ut:

WB:

-þuCpv
ß¡tC nv

0

0

0

0

0

0

_L-

þuCuvws - tþtwz

- I'tn
-þhCuvSi¡wz

I

Similarly, J(Eo)l ft* a lefb eigenvector v : (ut,'t)2,'th,'u4,'t)5,'t)6,uz,ue,us), where
I pr:B;,

pvSiI

t^

'i'1

UJS:?rS)0.

, u2:

is chosen as a

U1

U7

-0, ,r:m, lrs:o, ,^:r*#P, u5:0, 't)6:

-0, ue:0, us:u9>0.

þuCnvwg , 'uJB : 
T, 

u)4 : lr5 : 'tr6 : 'tr: : 0,
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The transformed system (6.11) with É¡¡ : Bþ has at least one zero eigenvalue (and

all other eigenvalues having negative real parts). Hence, the Centre Manifold theory

177,27,136] can be used to analyze the dynamics of (6.11). In pa.rticular, the following

theorem (Theorem 4.1 in [21]), reproduced below for convenience, will be usedi

Theorem 6.1-. (Castillo-Chavez and Song l21l). Consi.der the followi,ng general system

of ordi,nary di,fferential equations wi,th a parameter $

Wi,thout loss of generali,ty, i,t i,s assumed that 0 i,s an equili,bri,um for system (6.12) for

all ualues of the parameter þ, (that i,s f (0,ó) = 0 for all þ). Assume

A1: A: D,f (0,0) : (æ,0,0) zs the li,nearize matrir of system (6.72) around, the

equili,brium 0 wi,th þ eualuated at 0. Zero i,s a si,rnple ei,genualue of A and all

oth,er ei,genualues of A Ítaue negati,ue real parts; "

A2: Matri,r A h,as a nonnegati,ue ri,ght e'igenuector w and a left eigenaector u corre-

spondi,ng to the zero e'igenualue.

Let f¡, be the kth cornponent of f and

a: f ,rror,*þ(o,o),
k,i,i:7 " dr¿ör¡'

b: f ,r,oS!ço,o¡,
Gt or¿dþ' '
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dt

: f (r,ó), f t R" x lR ---+ IR, øndl e C2(m x re¡. (6.12)



.'

Thelocal dynamics of system (6.L2) around 0 aretotally determinedby a andb.

i,. a> 0, b> 0. WhenS<0 with ldl < 1, 0i,slocally asymptoti.cally stableand

there eri,sts a posi,ti,ue unstable equi,librium; when 0 < ó < 7, 0 i,s unstable and

there eri,sts a negati,ue and locally asymptoti,cally stable equi,li,briurn;

ü,. a 10, ö < 0. Whenþ <0, wi.thlól<I,0 is unstable; wh.en0 < ó117,0 i,s

locally asymptoti,cally stable, and there erists a posi,ti,ue unstable equi,li,bri,um;

a) 0, b < 0. Whenþ <0 wi,thlól<1,0 i,s unstable andthere eri,sts alocally

asymptoti,cally stable negati,ue equi,librium; when 0 < ó << l, 0 i,s stable and a

p o si,ti,u e unstable equi,Iibri.um app ears ;

üi.

..

i,a. a 10, b > 0. trVhen S cltanges from negati,ue to posi,tiue, 0 changes i,ts stabi,lity

from stable to unstable. Correspondi,ngly a negati,ae unstable equi,libri,um becomes

posi,ti,ue and locally asymptoti,cally stable.

Parli,cularly, iÍ a ) 0 and b > 0, then a backward bi,furcati,on occurs at S: g.

For the system (6.11), the associated non-zero partial derivatives ofthe right-hand
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side functiots, Í¿, i: I,... ,9, aJe given by

o'Í, : ô'f, : ô'f, : ô'Í" :
ôrzôrs ôrs)rz ô4ôrs 0rsôr3

ô'fn 0'f n otþuCnv Ltn
ðqôrs
ô'fu

ðr5ôrs

0'.fs

:-- ôrt\.t - lltr '

ô'Íu ozþuCnv[tn

ôrtôrz
ô'fn
a;?

ð'fn

:-:
ðrsôrs

: ô'rn : ð'rn
ôr2ôr1 0rzôrz

-2p|rC¡¡y ¡ÌrTIy: ______=r_,
IL:n l-tv

Cnv pnflv

Thus, it follows from the above expressions that

I .¡2t
at: \- ,or,roj{!-(0, o)' .?. '' " " ör¿ör¡' 'k'i'i:t

)r2ôBit fIø ttv

II¡¡

-AmCavttn

ð'fn:-
ðrsôrz

ô'rs

lI¡¡

2Cnvp'n l': -ffi\-u2w2wsBvlInþv - u2ususB¡afluttv I uawswsB¡aotflultv - uswlw2Biql-tnTIv

- usuSþhpuflv - usw2wsBþ¡-tulIv i usw2wsBþl7rrr),

and,

-þhCnvp?nnv
FÔ 

'II:u l-tv

ô'f, _ þTtcnvttu
1reôrz fI¡¡ )ôrzôra

Since the coefficient b1 is always positive, it follows from Theorem 6.1 that the trans-

formed model (6.11) (or, equivalently, the model (6.6)) will undergo backward bifurca-

ur: Ë ,n rffi(o,o) : usu2C¡¡y l.tpfly
lInPv

>0.
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tion at Ro:7 if.

1ot)
uaw3wsBl¿lI7¡ I,ty

(so that ar > 0). The above result is summarized below:

Theorem 6.2. The model (6.6) erhi,bi,ts bo,ckward bi,furcati,on 0,t Ro : I wheneuer the

i,nequal'ity (6. 13) holds.

This (backward bifurcation) phenomenon is illustrated by simulating the model

(6.6), using a set of parameter values given in Table 6.2 (such that the inequality (6.13)

is satisfied). The results obtained are depicted in Figure 6.2. With the set of parameter

values used in these simulations, the bifurcation coefficients øi :7.374377915 > 0 and

br : 0.3052671186 > 0. The parameter values a¡e chosen only to illustrate the back-

ward bifurcation phenomenon and these values may not be realistic epidemiologically

(there are some discussions, in the context of mycobacterium tuberculosis [89J, as to

whether or not backward bifurcation can occur with realistic parameter values).

Further, the effect of the first re-infection parameter (o'1) and the transmission

probability from an infectious human to a susceptible vector (þu) on the associated

backward bifurcation region is investigated, as a function of the average life span of

mosquitoes (lltt ), by simulating the model (6.6) using the parameter values in Table

6.2 (unless otherwise stated). It should be noted that the parameter values are chosen

such that a1 ) O,br > 0 and Rs < 1- (so that backwa,rd bifurcation occurs).

The backward bifurcation region lor B¡¡ is then obtained by solving for ø > 0 in
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I usw2wsBþþnÍIv - usw2wsB|¡flnttv * uswp2Bþl-tnfIv),

(u 2w 2w s B ¡afI H pv + u zu sw s þ 
^aTI 

H pv + u swl Bþ ¡-t sltv
(6.13)



terms of 0 < o1 1 7 and B¡¡ > 0 (i.e., fixing all parameters in the expression for a;except

B¡1 and o1). The results obtained for o1 :0.5, depicted in Figure 6.3, show that the

region for backward bifurcation (for Bs) increases as the average life span of mosquitoes

(tl tt") decreases. For instance, when the average life span of vectors is 20 days (l"u :

0.05), the backward bifurcation region lor B¡¡ is B¡¡ e [0.00347,0.1285], as shown in

Figure 6.3a. When the average life span of vectors is decreased to 10 days (pv :0.7),

the backward bifurcation region for Bs increases to þn € [0.00986,0.3641] (Figure

6.3b). F\rrthermore, when the average life span of vectors is decreased to 5 days (lt, :

0.2), the backward bifurcation region f.ot Bp increases lo l3n € [0.031326,1.15665]

(Figure 6.3c). Similar results are obtained for the câs€s o1 : 0.6 (Figure 6.4) and

ot : 7 (Figure 6.5), from which it is evident that the backward bifurcation regions

for B¡¡ increase with increasing values of the re-infection rate ø1. These results are

tabulated in Table 6.3.

6.3 Effect of Re-infection on Malaria Transmission

The objective here is to qualitatively analyse the impact of repeated exposure (ot,or)

in malaria transmission dynamics. To do so, the re-infection parameters (o1 and o2)

Dynamics
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in (6.6) are set tozero to get the following (reduced) basic model.

# :rI¡¡ * rþsRu - ÀptSn - I'tnSn,

dIu
=; : À¡tSn -'ynIn - t¿nIn - õnIu,

+ :'yaln - ttnTn - tþnTn, (6'14)

+:IIv-ÀaSv-ttvSv,

#: Ànsv * þvlv - 6vlv, 
..

where, now, À¡4 : AHL and À¡¡ : Pu#!u. For the reduced model (6.14), it can

be shown (using the approach in Section 6.2.1) that the region

(o,: 
{{sr,IH,RH,Sv,Iv)e 

R} : Sn * In * R¡7 1fr; s,. * =X\

is positively-invariant and attracting.

6.3.1 Stability of DFE

The DFE of the reduced model (6.14) is given by

Eot : 6h, ITr, Rh, Sir, qr) : (lln lttn, 0, 0, fly f p,v, 0). '. (6.15)
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Here, the associated nexb generation matrices (-F1 and V) are given by

":( .*u.":')'':(î;)
-:

where, Qt : þn -| ôa l'yu, Qz : lrr * tþn, and q3 : Fv * õy. It follows that the

corresponding reproduction number, denoted by Ror: p(F{lt), is given by

Using Theorem 2 of [136], the following result is established.

Lemma 6.3. The DFE of tl¿e reduced model (6.14), gi,uen by 861, 'is LAS il Rs 17,

and unstable i,f Rú > I.

Rot:

6.3.2 Endemic equilibria and backward bifurcation
';

Let,

E2: (STi, rTi, Ri,-, Si, ry) (6.17)

þ¡r,¡ þnC2nvIIv Pn

represent any arbitrary equilibrium of the reduced model (6.14). F\rrther, Iet

(6.16)

^.;:ffi#Ë and À]i:*#t

20r

(6.18)



be the forces of infection of vector and human population, respectively, at steady state.

It follows that, by setting the right-hand sides of the equations in (6.1a) to zero,

ã** QßzlIa

-

(qtq, - wtþ a) Àiå t qtqzp, n'
r** - 

qzÀiålIn'H-m,
D+* ^ynÀi:ilInrr* : 

@Lq, -'YH1þH)^ffi + qLq2rr.'

ô** ÍIY
,l-- : 

-

Ài;- + t"r'
r** ÀüIIv
t_---

qs(Àü + pv)'

where Qúz - .yntþn : tr1ta -F ô¡¡ + lu) + ,þn(ln + ô¡¡) > 0. Substituting (6.19) into

the expressions of Àfif and Àif in (6.t8), gives

\+* BilCnvIiÌ - BiåCHv^iTnvn,: Nïf :7ÀV; +rr¡n¡¡;;'
(6.20)

where,

¡rä:sff+Iü+niï.

Substituting the expression of Àil into that of Ài) gives

+* BäC7vITT - þTTCavqz\jålIu\** t-ñ -ftv -ñ 

-¡a : N:r --

(6.1e)

l@rq, - wtþa)Àü t- qtqzpnlNü'

ao(Ài,ü)2+bo^ffi*cs:9,
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with,

ao : TIuQs(az + y|)[qrçþTTCnv -f pv) + 'yH t-Lvl,

bo: qz{qtqsfin[qz(2uv + þîïcnv) +2p'vln) -nvþi þTTC'rr(qtq, - wtþn)],

co : q?qSqs[In pv (7 - R3).

It is worth noting that the coefficient a6, of the quadratic (6.21), is always positive, and

c6 is positive (negative) if. Rn is less than (greater than) unity. Hence, the following

result is established.

Theorem 6.3. The reduced model (6.14) has:

(i,) a unique endemic equi,li,brium if co < 0 <+ Rot ) 1;

(i,i) aunique endem'ic equi,li,briumif bo<0 and co:0 orbzs-4asc6:0;

(i.i.i) two endemi.c equi,li,briaif co>0 (Ro,<7),bo <0 andbf;-4asco>0;

(i,u) no endemi,c equi,li,bri,um otherwi,se.

Case (iii) of Theorem 6.3 indicates the possibility of backwa¡d bifurcation in the

reduced model (6.14) (where the stable DFE may co-exist with a stable endemic equi-

librium when R¡1 < 1). In other words, like in the case of the basic model (6.6),

the reduced model (6.14) also undergoes backward bifurcation. This can be rigorously

established by using the technique in Section6.2.3 for the reduced model (6.14), from
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which it can be shown that the associated backward bifurcation coefficients (a2 and b2)

are given by

2CnvLtn,a2 uzwzwsþufInlrv I u2u3usB¡,1fIHpv + u5wyw2Bft¡.tufIv I usw2rB]rp,1¡tIy

+ usw2wsBþ l-t,nTIv - usw2waBilfIT p,v),

bz: u5u2C¡¡y l.L¡yfIy

and backward bifurcation occurs if a2> 0.

In summary, it is shown that the absence of re-infection (or repeated exposure)

in the model (6.6) does not affect its backward bifurcation property (although not

reported here, the functional form of the incidence function is responsible for the back-

ward bifurcation in the reduced model (6.14) [110]). It should be noted that, in the

case of TB transmission dynamics, the absence of (exogenous) re-infection is known to

remove its backwa,rd bifurcation property (see, for instance, 1126]). Further, it is worth

stating that even if. ÚH :0, the reduced model (6.14), with o1 : oz:0, stiil exhibits
''

backward bifurcation.

IIn Pv

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, a ne\M deterministic model for the transmission d;'namics of malaria in

a population, which incorporates the role of repeated exposure to infection, is designed

and analyzed. The main findings of this chapter axe as follows:
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(i) the model (6.6) exhibits the phenomenon of backwa.rd bifurcation;

(ii) unlike in the case of TB transmission dynamics with exogenous re-infection, the

absence of re-infection in the malaria model (6.6) does not remove its backward

bifurcation property;

(iii) the region for backward bifurcation of the model (6.6) increases with decreasing

average life span of the malaria vector. Numerical simulations suggest that the

region increases with increasing rate of re-infection of first-time infected humans.
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Variable Description

Sn(t) Susceptiblehumanpopulation

h(t) First-time infected human population

Er(¿) Population of individuals who recovered from the first infection

Iz(t) Second-time infected human population

Rz(t) Population of individuals who recovered from the second infection

1s(ú) Third-time infected humans

Ã¡(¿) Population of humans who recovered from the third infection

Sv(t) Susceptiblevectorpopulation

Iv(t) Infected vector population

Table 6.1: Description of the variables of the model (6'6).
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Parameter Description

II¡¡ Recruitment rate into the susceptible 0.0015875/day 144]
human population

IIy Recruitment rate into the susceptible 0.071lday ï44]1
vector population

trtt Natural death rate of human population 0.00004/day l27l

ttv Natural death rate of vector population 0.05/day [90]
Cnv Per capita biting rate of 0.29lday 172]

mosquitoes on a host

þ¡t Tlansmission probability from an infectious 0.8333/day 123)
mosquito to a susceptible human

þn Tlansmission probability from an infectious variable variable
human to a susceptible mosquito

1þ, Rate of loss of infection-acquired immunity 0.000017/day l72l
for the first-time infected individuals

tþz Rate of loss of infection-acquired immunity 70tþ1lday Assumed
for the second=time infected individuals

tþe Rate of loss of infection-acquired immunity l}tþ2lday Assumed
for the third-time infected individuals

ót,ó2,0t,02 Modification parameters 0-1

6¡7 Disease-induced mortality for humans 0.0003454/day 123)
6y Diseas+induced mortality for vectors 0.07/day " Assumed

1t Rate of acquisition of immunity 0.0023 t 0.0005/day 132]

due to first infection
'yz Rate of acquisition of immunity 0.0001/day Assumed

due to second time infection
'ts Rate of acquisition of immunity 0.00019 t 0.00001/day [32]

due to third time infection
or,o2 Modification parameters for re-infection 0.5 Assumed

Value References

Table 6.2: Description of the parameters of the model (6.6).
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Average Life Span
of Vectors (1/ ttv)

20 days
10 days
5 days

Table 6.3: Backward bifurcation ranges for B¡¡ for various values of.7l¡-ty and.oi. *

É¡¡ e [0.00347,0.1285]
Éø e [0.00086,0.3641]
És e f0.09r326,7.75671

or : 0.5

* Note that since B¡¡ is a probabilit¡ we only consider Ên e[0,t).

,6r e f0.00344,0.1285)
,6a e [0.00075,0.3647]
Éø e [0.03099,1.1567]

ør : 0.6

É¡¡ e 10.003302, 0.12851

É¡¡ e [0.009357, 0.3641]

þn e [0.02973,7.7567)

Ot: \
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Human component

Vector component

Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the malaria model (6.6).
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Figure 6.2: Simulations of the model (6.6). Backward bifurcation for the first-time
infected and the second-time infected human populations using: fI.H : 0.0099, lrr :
0.00004, IIv : 0.071, lrv : 0.05, ô¡7 : 0.003454, 6v : 0.007, 'h : 0.0023, 'yz :
0.0001, 7s : 0.00079, th: 0.000017, tþz:0.00017, Ús : 0.0017, ot:0.5, o2:
0.5, il - 0.5, 0z : 0.3, dr : 0.5, Öz : 0.3, þm :0.8333, and Cnv : 0.29 (so that,
at : L.374377915, br : 0.3052671786 and Rs: 0.9459535).
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Figure 6.3: Backward bifurcation regions for the model (6.6) in the or -P¡r parameter

space corresponding to 01:0.5 and va¡ious ranges of þn.Parameter values used are:

lla : 0.0015875, lrr :0.00004, fly :0.071, ôa :0'0003454, 6y :0.07' 'Yt:
0.0023, ?z : 0.0001, .ys : 0.00019, Ú1 : 0.000077, 1þz : 0.00017, tþs : 0.0017, o2 :
0.5, fu: 0.5, 0z : 0.3, dr : 0.5, Óz : 0.3, and þ¡,¡ : 0.8333, Cnv : 0.29. (u)

þv :0.05 (backward bifurcation region f.or B¡7 is B¡¡ e [0.00347,0.1285]), (b) tt, :
0.1 (backward bifurcation region f.or þn is l3u e [0.00986,0.3641]) and (c) lw : 0.2

(backward bifurcation region f.or B¡7 is B¡¡ e [0.031326,1.15665]). With the above set

of parameter values, the inequalities ¿r ) 0, b1 > 0 and Ro < I always hold.
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(u)

(c)

Figure 6.4: Backward bifurcation regions for the model (6.6) in the øi - Bs paiameter
space corresponding to 01 :0.6 and various ranges of 0n.Parameter values used are:
lI¡/ : 0.0015875, þH :0.00004, fIv :0.071, ô¡r : 0.0003454, õy :0.07, ^tt:
0.0023, ?z : 0.0001, 'Ys:0.00019, t/r : 0.000077, tþz: 0.00017, tþs:0.0017, o2:
0.5, il: 0.5, 0z : 0.3, Ót : 0.5, Óz : 0.3, þm : 0.8333, and cnv : 0.29. (u)

t-rv : 0.05 (backward bifurcation region f.or By¡ is B7¡ e [0.00344,0.1285]), (b) t", :
0.1 (backward bifurcation region f.or B7¡ is B¡1 e [0.00975,0.3641]) and (c) þv : 0.2

(backward bifurcation region f.or þs is Bs €. [0.03099,1.15665]). \Aiith the above set of
parameter values, the inequalities ø1 ) 0, b1 > 0 and Ro < I always hold.
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a >0, backward b¡furÉtion region

(tor ß{ ¡n (0,0033022, 0.12851)

a <0. no båckward bifurcâtion

(")

â >0, backwðrd b¡fùrcation re8¡on

(for ÊH in (0.0297299, 1.15665))

a >0, backward b¡fur6tion reg¡on

(for B{ ¡n (0.0093s7,0.3641))

a <0, no backward bifurGtioô

a <0, no backward bifurcation

Figure 6.5: Backward bifurcation regions for the model (6.6) in the ør - BH parameter
space corresponding to o1 - l" and various ranges of þn.Parameter values used are:
lla : 0.0015875, lta :0.00004, fly : 0.071, ô¡r : 0.0003454, 6y :0.07, 11 :
0.0023, 7z : 0.0001, 13 : 0.00019, Úr : 0.000077, tþz: 0.00017, tþs : 0.0077, o2 :
0.5, 0t : 0.5, 0z : 0.3, dl : 0.5, Óz : 0.3, þ¡r,t : 0.8333, and Cnv : 0.29.
(u) t"r:0.05 (backward bifurcation region lor þn is þn e [0.0033022,0.1285]), (b)

t-rv :0.1 (backwa,rd bifurcation region f.or B7¡ is B¡1 € [0.009357,0.3641]) and (c)

þv : 0.2 (backward bifurcation region for B¡¡ is B¡¡ € [0.02973,1.15665]). With the
above set of parameter values, the inequalities a1 ) 0, b1 > 0 and Ro < l always hold.
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Chapter 7

Contributions of the Thesis

The main novel contributions of this thesis can be classified into three main categories,

namely, model formulation, mathematical analysis and contributions to public health

(in terms of the ecology of the malaria vector and the epidemiology and parasitology

of the disease). These are summarized as follows.

7.L Model Formulations

(i) A new multi-parasitic stage model for assessing the impact of immune response

and an imperfect vaccine on malaria dynamics i,n ui,uo is designed. The model is

based on the progressive refinements of some existing models;

(ii) a new population model for assessing the role of infection-acquired immunity, due

to repeated host exposure to malaria is designed.
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7.2 Mathematical Analysis

7.2.L Chapters 3 and 4

A detailed rigorous analysis of the vector population model (with or without time

delay), subject to Verhulst-Pearl logistic grou'th function and Beverton-Holt fiinction,

is carried out.

(i) The global asymptotic stability of the trivial equilibria of the vector population

models (with and without time delay) are established subject to any arbitrary

birth function satisfying Assumptions A1 - 43. This is based on using the

fluctuation method. F\rrther, the existence and the asymptotic stability of the

associated non-trivial equilibria are established;

(ii) conditions for Hopf bifurcation are provided for both the delayed and the non-

delayed models (using each of the two birth rate functions);

(iii) the amplitude of oscillation increases with increasing values of. T > T.; ,.

(iv) the use of time delay in modelling vector population dynamics contributes in

sustaining vector dynamics.

7.2.2 Chapter 5

(i) Provided complete global analysis of the

multiple parasitic stage model (5.10) for

Anderson eú ø1. model (5.1) and the

malaria dynamics i,n ui,uo (using linear
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and non-linear Lyapunov functions, in conjunction with the LaSalle's Invariance

'.

Principle);

(ii) proving the global asymptotic stability of the disease-free equilibrium of the ex-

tended model with immune response (5.20) for a special case. This is based

on using Lyapunov function theory, in conjunction with the LaSalle's Invariance

Principle;

(iii) determined a threshold quantity for assessing the potential impact of an imperfect

malaria vaccine zn ui,uo.

7.2.3 Chapter 6

(i) Established the existence and local stability of the endemic equilibria of the re-

peated exposure models ((6.6),(6.14)) for malaria transmission dynamics;

(ii) proving the presence of the phenomenon of backward bifurcation in the repeated

exposure model and showing that the phenomenon arises due to repeated ex-

posure to infection or the use of standard incidence in modelling the infection

term.

7.3 Public Health

The study provides some important ecological and epidemiological insight into malaria

transmission dynamics and control strategies as follows:
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(i) the use of Beverton-Holt function seems to be more suitable for modelling the

population dynamics of the malaria vector in comparison to using the Verhulst-

Pea,rl logistic growth function;

(ii) a future malaria vaccine with increasing efficacy will reduce the concentration of

IRBCs i,n ui,uo;

(iii) a potential malaria vaccine that increases immune response will decrease the

concentration of IRBCs;

(iv) a mala¡ia vaccine that reduces the number of merozoites released per bursting

IRBC would have significant impact on reducing the infection;

(v) numerical simulations suggest that a future mala.ria vaccine (with characteristics

Iisted in Section 5.4) can lead to the elimination of the parasite i,n uiuo if its

efficacy is at least 87.85%.

(vi) the repeated exposure to malaria infection induces the phenomenon of backward

bifurcation in malaria transmission dynamics. The associated region of backward

bifurcation increases with decreasing average life span of the mosquito.
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Appendix A: Proof of Lipschitzian property of f

Lemma 7.L. consi,der the delayed system (4.1,) whi,ch has the general forrn:

Then f i,s Li,pschi,tzi,an.

Proof. The following steps are taken to show that the function / is Lipschitzian.

I

l/'(x') - Ír(xz)t :lfrrnw, - (o + t-ùutl - þrHW2 - (o + ,ludl,

x(tr) : f (tr,xr,).

< prHlWl-Wzl+ (a+ p)lh-Uzl; using lA- Bl < l-41 + lal

l prH max llXl - Xrll + (ø + p)max llxr - Xrll,

l2Ctmax llXl - Xzll, where Ct: max{PrH, a-f ¡t}.
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Furthermore,

lfz(x,) - r"(xr)' : 
I þr,* )(rß-,"r t a(r1- (r* -", - .)"1
-louv,)u,e-tter * a(rz - (r. #+*)"1 

I

:ls¿-u.r¡pft1,\u,
l'

{ all(ur)ut - B(u,)u,l * alol - uzl + (,. ;k)lw - r,1,

lfzrxt) - h6')13 alB(u)u1

- B(u2)u2)-t a((r1 - uz) - (,. ;ÏR)V - rSl,

- B(u2)u2l * alul - uzl + (,. h)V,'- r¡,

t alB(u,)ll(tt - uzl * al(r1 - rlzl + (,. #k)V' - r,1,

1 aBomax llxl - xrll r amax |lx, - xrll + (,. ;k) -* llx, - x,ll,

< sCzmax llXl - Xzll, where C, : **{ aBs, a, ,. ;Ïr}

if [Jz 1Ut, B(UL)Q < B(U2)UL,
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Similarly,

l/3(x1) - fs(xz)l: llk '- Q,+,H)w'f -lffir,- o,+,r)r,fl,

t ffit, - vrl + QL, + rT)lw1 - wzl,

= i#max llxi - xrll + 0, + rT)maxllw, - wrll,

Thus,

1 2lsmax llXl - Xrll, where C, : -*{ ;#, , * ,n}.

ll/(x') - f(Xr)ll lCnllXt -Xzll; C+:max{Ct,Cz,Cz}.

n
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Appendix B: Proof of Lemrna 4.6

Proof. Using the expression for B1 from (4.42) in the characteristic equation (4.40)

gives

Às +eÀ2+RÀ+ p :2pe-^, - ABou-{tts*À)r. 1' 
Q.Ð

Differentiating (7.1) with respect to 7 gives

[s.l' 
+ zCx + R + 2 PT e-^r - ABIT e-tr"+rlr] # : -2P Àe_^r + Alo(tt" + 

^)e-tu"+s)r 
.

The above expression can be further simplified to give

/ dÀ\ -t 3À2 + 2Q^+ 
^* "-xr(2PT - ABsTe-u"r¡

\dr) 
: 

'

(3À2 + 2Q^+ R)(2P - ABoe-u'r) + (Àt +Q^2 +.¿qÀ+ P)QPT - AB6Te-u'r¡
(^3 + Q^2 + A) + P)l-2P^ r (tt" + 

^)PR\dl

(2P - AB6e-u:"r¡¡3À2 + 2Q^ + R + T(^3 + 8^' + r3À + P)l
()3 + ÇÀ2 + RÀ + P)l-zP^* (p" + À)PRo¿l

P(2 - R0d)[3À2 +2Q^+ Ë + r(À3 + QÀ' +,3À + P)]
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It follows that (see also 122,28, 41, 131]),

'o"{ P },:,.:'is"{n' (#) 
-' 

},:,,

: .isr'{r1z - Ro¿)

The last equation of Q.2) can be further simplified to:

],:*),
(7.2)
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where

At: R-3a2 +T(P -Qr\,

Bt:2Qa+Ta(R-r'),

c1: (P - Qr'),

Dt:a(R-,'),

C2: PRs¿l-Ls,

D2: Pa(Ro¿ - 2).

Rationalizing the denominator of (7.3) gives

.'*{9},:,.:.is'{r1z -o*) },:,

Since, P(2-Rod) < 0 (noting thatRoa> 3 from (4.58)) and(C1C2-DLD2)2+(CÐz+

CzDt)2 > 0, the sign of lAr(CrC2 - DÐz) * B{CÐz+ CzDr)l will determine the sign

of the real part 
"f # at T :7.. Now,

At(cøz - DÐz)-t Br(cÐz+ c2D): {'" - 3|.2 +re - Qu2)llP%oatr,(P - Qr')

ruz(R - r')(Roo- 2)l + l2Qa + Ta(R - r")l

x lPa(P - Qr\(no¿ - 2) * PRg¿p,a(B - ,')lÌ
) T--Tc,u:ac

rhus, {#Ð}":r. t o if the inequalities in (4'62) hold'
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Appendix C: Proof of Lemrna 4.7

Proof. Using the birth function B2 in the characteristic equation (4.40) gives

Differentiating (7.a) with respect to 7 gives

À3 + 8À2 +.RÀ + P : P(l - n)"-^' + fi;r-r'"*^t'

[s.r' 
+zC.r+ R+ P (r-n)r e

so that,

-^, , P'T 
^- ABo"

(#)'

-{r,+.1¡rl d^ 
-l¿r-

3À2 + 2Q^ + 
^ 

* "-xrlPT(I - ù + ¡#;r)
"-rc¡- 

P(7 - n)À - ¡#r=rÀ - p")l

3À2 + 2g^ + R + e-^rlPT(I - ù + ffil

p2

- P (r -n) Àe- ̂ ' - fu;(À- ¡t 
") 

e- Q- u")r,

(7.4)

"-rc¡-p(r - n)À - hfx- p")l

+2Q^+Ã+ e-^rlerQ-n)+

"-xr¡-pe - r¿)À - &(^- p")l

3À2 + 2Q^+n. {+ffiffi}t"trt - n¡ + ffi)

1r¡r-"rr_fr)lJ
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Hence,

(#)-': (BÀ2+2Q^+R)llÃ,¡dii:i-n)+rzl +"(À3 +Q^2 +ÊÀ+ p)lfuo¿(} 9i4

Substituting À : zø in (7.5) gives

(#)-':

0É + Ç¡'?+ AÀ + p)l(" - I)ÀRo¿ + zz(¡;' - À)l

which can be re-written as

(#) '

lRoa\ - n) + nl{R - 3a2 + r(P - Qr\ @
W Qaz + i,u(R - r')l{nt", * i,luR¡¿(n - 1.) - na)}

where,

l&o¿(t-n)+n)(q+iHL)
(Mt + |NL)(Mz + iNz) t

( /.Ð,1

Gt: R-3a2 +T(P -Qr\,

Hr:2Qu +Tu(R - r'),

Mt:P-Q",

Nt:u(R-a2),

M2: Ttrl-Lr,

N2: uRs¿(" - 1) - na.
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Thus,

:,,*"{*"( #)-'},:,;

Since Ro¿ , # (from (4.59)), it follows that n > 2 (for Rs¿ > 1). Noting that

Ro¿ ) I for Et to eúst, it is easy to show that the term ß¡¿(1- n)+n < 0. Furthermore,

(M'M, - NrNz)2 + (MLN2 + M2Nr)2 > 0. Thus, 
{P} r:r"> 

0 if the following

inequality holds:

G{M1M2 - Nl¡/r) + H{M|N2 * M2N1) < 0. 
3.6)

( .lG{MtM2 - ¡ü1Vr) + H{Mfl2+ M2Nt)1 ì: sisn{ [Ro¿(7 - n) + "ll ]r:r"l

The inequality (7.6) can be simplified to,
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so that,

npsTc(P - Q"3)' + nLL,T"a\(R - r?)' + 2Qnp'"uf;@ - r?)

- er!{nu"Q - Qr) + u!(R - a!¡¡no¿çt- 'l + "t}

< u2"¡no¿çt - n) + nllzQ(P - Qrï - R(R - "Ðl - n¡-t,R(P - Q"3),

which is equivalent to,

l"
tr
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Appendix D: Proof of Theorem 5.5

Proo.f. Consider the Lvapunov function

Ft: M *ry,. 
^:î=rF_^ä"*,

with Lyapunov derivative given by

Fs : r(pn + lòY, - l.ruM - uBXM -f r(ln-tY^¿ - Q"Y")

. Gffi) ro, * - e,Y,) . (ffiå:) r,,n

+' " + (ffi) ?Yn-zYn-z * Qn-tYn-t)'

( þryn2" "'tn-tx
\ 8'8, "'Qn-t

:t3xM(;æ+:-4- ffu,

- ,-)M - uBXM,

o( ,'yr'yr"'^ln-t: t'\QQr- Q,-1

- QzYz)

@a
- ")," - x**)M.

ltu
)*,
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We consider the following cases for the sign of f3.

Case l-: If ,Rs < t and (ffi - z) < 0, then it follows from the expression

for X** in Section 5.2.2 that X** < 0, so that X - X** > 0' Hence, F < O'

Case 2: lt (îffi - u) > 0, then using inequality (5.18) and the fact that

X < X" inDi, we have h 30.

Thus,f.sl0ifÎ-s<lwithFr:}ifandonlyifM:0'Further'thelargest

compact invariant set in {(x, Yt,Yz,... ,Yn,M) e Di, F3:0} is the singleto4.{-E¡1}.

It follows from the LaSalle's Invariance Principle [56, 86] that every solution to the

system (5.10) rMith initial conditions in 2f converge to the DFE Eor as Ú -- oo. That

is, (Y1(ú),Yz(t),..' ,Y,(t),M(t)) - (0,0,"' ,0) as Ú ---+ oo. Substituting these in the

equations for d,Xld,t gives X(ú) -- X* as Ú ---+ oo. Hence, the DFE, 8¡o, of the model

(5.10) is GAS in Di 1f Rs 1 I' n
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Appendix E: Proof of Theorem 5.6

Proof. Consider the following Lyapunov function (with non-negative coefficients ø, b¿

and c)

| - M**InM), 
':

,i,:7

with Lyapunov derivative given by

în:o("- Ço).å u,(n-T") *"(* -#r)

Following the approach in Adda et aI. fll, the coefficients a,b¿ and c are chosen such

that, in the computation of F+,lhe linear terms in Y¿ and M and the bilinear terms

in X M cancel out. This entails using the following relations (obtained from equating

the linear terms from the system (5.10)):

a * uc: bt, ''

btQt:'ytbz,

bzQz:'Yzbs,
(7.7)

bn-tQn-t : 'Yn-tbu

bnQn: cr(l"i p").
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It follows from the above relations that

^ 
cr("Yn * Pn)

"" 
_ ___ el_,

bn-t : ü(^/n + þn)^ln-t

QnQn-t

b¿:
cr("y" + þn)^ln-t.' . 

^1,

QnQ"-t' ' 'Q¿

bt:

Collecting the linear terms in M gives (aþX** - cttu)M. The terms in M cancel out

for any value of c. Consider c:1, without loss of generality. Thus,

' I ' x**" Y)l -b,ßy..7y-iru*-,Y-rY+f¿:al(f"-pxX)- X(Àx-ttx)-,) , yt ã ri

* Ë b¿QoY.* - r('yn + t òY,# * uBM**x I tt¡,tM**'

cr('yn + l-rn)'yn-t''''lt
QnQn-t' ' 'Qt

cr('y"+þn)'Yn-t""Yt ^ l.ttøo:ffi-LLc:"ffi>o'

(7.8)
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It follows from the system of equations (5.10), and the relation among the coefficients

(a, b¿ and c) given in (7.7) and (7.8) that

and,

blpX** M** : b¿QoY*" : b¿^'l¿-tY*]t: r(^/n + p")Y;",

þ¡tM*" : r("yn + u")Y;. - uBX** M*",

: btþX** M** - It'BX** M** ,

: (br - u)BX**M** : aQtYi*.

Using the relations in (7.9) and (7.10) gives

Fs : kr('yn -r tt*)Yå* * 2aÀv - t^*l 4- V(1, * þ,)Yi. - tsÀÇ

-r(.y,+ t,)y;.##"t -Ð,rr,+ t,)Y;.Hi -r('y,+ r,)Y;##,

/X: r('y" * r")(" + X# -

*aÀx(,-i-å),

(7.e)

/ x** x M Yi" $ }1-t Yo--:r(.yn*r")(" +2- X - X* u* n - LWZ
t (btttxx** - uÀx)(, - i- å)

XM
X** M**

' (7.10)

Yi. å vo-t 4--
Y, - þ"tn u ##)"r

.;

Y. M*\-,--
-- 

I Y\/** ^/î t'nr: Jvt I
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The terms in the bracket of the last equation are non-positive, since the arithmetic

mean exceeds the geometric mean. Thus, F¿ < 0 tf

which is equivalent to

Hence, Fa i:01f.Rs > l and b1 > # with fq:0 if and only if. (X,Y,M):

(X**,Y**,M**).The proof is concluded as in the case for the proof of Theorem 5.5.

n

btpxX*"-zÀ¡)Q,

b,>#

z;\;t
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